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HOME.
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Kates ok Advertising: one inch of space, the
ength of column, constitutes a “square.”
91.50 per square,daily first week; 75 cents per
week after; three insertions or less, $1.00; continu
in? every other day after first week, 50 cents.
Hall square, three insertions or less. 75 cents;
one week, $1.00; 50 cents per week after.
Special Notices, one-third additional.
Under head of “Amusements” and “Auction
Sales.” $2.00 per square per week: three insertions or less. $1.50.
Advertisements inserted in the “Maine State
Press (which has a large circulation in every' part
ot the State), for $1.00 per square for first inser-

tion,

and 50 cents per square for each
insertion.
Address all communications to

Four Years of Hard Labor
Thrown

Away.

A BUSINESS SECOND TO

subsequent

Sliattered at

a

ENTERTAINMENTS.
Frank Cdrtis.Lessee

and

Manager.

Monday and Tuesday, March 14 and 15;
SPEC IAI, ENGAGEMENT FOR TWO
NIGHTS) ONLY OF THE

COMEDIANS,

ROBSON & CRANE,
supported by their
0

Comedy Company.

own

“Our Bachelors.”

Monday Evening,
Tuesday Evening,

“Comedy of Errors.”

Seats $1.00, 75 and 50c.

Gallery 35c.

marO

dtd

NONE, Pull-Over Tall Hat.

Blow.

Samaritan Association
FAIR

AKD

PARISH

Just the Hat for business or traveling
men.
Something new, durable and not
very expensive.

of

on

1V1 AJRC'II JO.

Admission Free. Supper Tickets 25 cents. Sup]*er to be served at 7 o’clock.
Refreshments solicited.
marl2dtd

NEW

PORTLAND

name our

THEATRE.

ONE NIGHT ONLY

WEDNESDAY, MARCH 16th.,

The

P^T1

The

Largest

Price..
commence

cj. 11.

and Best

Company on

35,50,75, SI.00.
Monday, March 14th.

Gen’l

Agt.
d6t

mar 10

"We Know Not.
thing is certain,

—

EDIATELY,

of what

F. E. PRAY, Ch. of Lecture Com.
d3t

marl 4

Frank Ci rtis.

..

.Lessee

and

Manager.

FRIDAY AND SATURDAY, MARCH IStli
and 1 Dili and Saturday Matinee,

BELOW

BEHOLD

OUR

would Warrant

FORMER

20

PRICE

PRICE

“

abort, wide,

FORMER

It.

Wednesday, March 16th.

dtd

Gilbert’s Assemblies,
Every Thursday Evening.

About 15 Different

89.00.

Which formerly sold at

Accountant and Notary Public.

All of

COHMAN, Office No. IS! Jliddle
Portland.

Real Estate Agents.

Rook Rinders.
QLTNCY, Room II, Printer.*

Exchange No. Ill Exchange Street.

and $20,

Vault*, 40

State

WITNESSES

THE

my24dly

of

mock
Bal-

and

the IJuiou Safe

SAME

5

$5.00

We

are

dealing

in

than $500.00 below

WE ARE OBLIGED TO

HENRY P.

KIDDER,

CHARLES

r. CUTTING,

HENRY L. HIGGINS ON,

CHARLES I>. HOW DITCH,
W.M. .MINOT, Jr.,
Committee.

AND MUST DISPOSE
CLOTHING.

MAINE.

marl 4
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Street.
Lumber and
General
Merchandise
bought and sold on commission.
Cash advances made on approved prop-

erty.

Stocks and Bonds dealt in.
janl leodtf®

TAYLOR’S SYSTEM
OF

DRESS MAKING !
a

specialty.

Appleton’** Kloclt, opp.

Prices very low.
513 Con grew** St,

MRS. A. LORIKG
i>21dtf

Portland Turnvereln.

^

of the Portland Turnverein,
(pHK annual meetingofficers
for the

_I_

at

cost.

Immense

bargains

quality Rubbers as low as
weight, narrow Rubbers

for the election of
ensuing year,
and for the transaction of any other business, will la
Brown
held at their hall, corner Congress and
street*, on Friday evening, March 18, 1881, at 7Va
o’clock. A full attendance is desired.
Per Order,
war 14Uul
H. N. PINKHAM, Secretary.

THE SHOE

lowest, light
specialty.

Sign

feb26

DEALER,

Congress

Street

of Gold Boot.
eodtf

CARD TO THE TRADE.

THErill, Prince & Co., may be
lLiHt o:

uu.,

cnarge

m

a

found with A. LIT-

oi tneir

Galvanized Iron Gutter & Cornice fault,
All kinds of sheet iron and tin work made to
order.
Persons troubled with ice and snow gathering on
the eaves of buildings can have them lined up water
tight at ehort notice and at reasonable prices by
applying to me.
Tin roofing a specialty. Agent for Austin’s Patent Expanding Water Conductors.
A full assortment constantly on hand.

Nos. 29, 31 and 33 Union Street,

and

SURE

,.PORTLAND, ME...

CURE

COUGHS, COLDS, BRONCHITIS. A«THH4, CONSUMPTION, and nil Bin
eauex nf the THROAT ANB LUNGS.
In this new combination we have blended together by distillation (which cannot bo effectually done
in any other way,) the Balsam Tolu, Rock Sandy, pure Old Rye Whiskey, and a valuable tonic, which
preserves all the virtues of the ingredients, yielding valuible expectorant qualities and giving the article
Balsam Tolu has long been used bv the medical profession for its
a line flavor and an agreeable ta3te.
soothing, healing and nourishing properties, in allaying any irritation of the throat, chest and lungs. Tolu
Rock and Rye is a diffusive stimulant,creating a healthy appetite and toning up the system generally. The
eminent chemist Prof. G. A. Muriner of Chicago has analyzed and cheerfully recommends its use. The pu
rity of the ingredients used makes it a pleasant, healthful tonic and appetizing beverage for all.
For

Extract from Report of llic CoimniftMiouer of Internal Revenue:
Treasury Department, Ofeice oe Internal Revenue, 1
Washington, D. C., January 2G, 1880. (
Messrs. LAWRENCE & MARTIN, 111 Madison St., Chicago, 111.
Gentlemen: This compound, in the opinion of this office, would have a sufficient
quantity of the
BALSAM of TOLU to give it all the advantages ascribed to this article in pectoral complaints * while the
whisky and the syrup constitute an emulsion rendering it an agreeable remedy to the patient. Compounded according to the formula, it may properly be classed as a medicinal preparation under ^he
provisions of U. S. Revised Statutes, and when so stamped, may be sold by Druggists, Apothecaries and other
persons without rendering them liable to pay special tax as liquor dealers.
Yours respectfully,
GREEN R. IIAUM, Commissioner.
(Signed)
DON’T BE DECEIVED bv unprincipled dealers who try to palm off upon
¥ T ril T¥
A A\A1.N
"you common Rock and Rye in place of our TOLU ROCK and ItYE as
ours is tlio only MED1CATEL ^reparation, the GENUINE has the name of LAWRENCE &
MAR I IN on
the Government Revenue Stan, on each bottle. Put up in Quart size Bottles for General and
Family use.
Sold by Druggists, Grocers and eueral Dealers everywhere. If not found at your Druggist’s or Grocer’s
we will send a bottle prepaid to tne nearest
express office to you. Price $1.00 or six bottles for S5.00

\

Mold in Portland

W. A. SIMMONS,
Banker and Broker,
93 MILK ST.,

Proprietors, Chicago Ill’s.
BRANCH, NO. G BARCLAY ST., New York.
by all Bruggi«t».
nov2eod&weowly 45

BOSTON, MASS.

"CO; MILTON,

MASS.
dim

COALINE.
THE UNEQUALLED WASHING PREPARATION
AND universal cleanser.
While possessing
all the
good qualities
of other Washing
Preparations, which in
time invariably eat the clothes,
it is perfectly
harmless to the most delicate fabric.
For Rousecleaning purposes it far surpasses every other preparation. It removes Grease-spots, Pitch, Tar or
Dirt of any kind, from Cloths, Carpets, Furniture
etc., with wonderful ease. Try it.
Beware of buying a spurious article.
Edward
Batson, the only traveling Agent lor Portland.

MAINE COALINE COMPANY,
Proprietors, Portland.
H. H. RICKER & Co., Selling Agt’s. for the State.
178 Fore Street, Portland, Hie.
eo<13m
jan22

STOCKS
Bought

and

Mold

Latest quotations of
ways found at office.

on

Meyer’s

Catarrh

Cube.

One package is generally sufficient. A
$1.00. Six packages $5.

real cure of Catarrh for
octl2

TuTn&Sdly

$500 Reward!
WE will pay the above reward for any

case

of

Liver Complaint, Dyspepsia, Sick Headache, Indigestion, Constipation or Costivecess we cannot cure
with West's Vegetable Liver Pills, when the directions are strictly complied with.
They are
purely Vegetable, and never fail to give satisfaction.
Coated.
Sugar
Large boxes, containing 30
pills, 26 cents. For sale by all druggists. Beware
of counterfeits and imitations. The genuine manufactured only by JOHN 0. WEST & CO., “The Pill
181
Makers,”
Free trial

of

a

3 cent

& 183

W.

package sent by

Madison

mail

stamp.

and other

Stocks al-

St.,

Chicago.

prepaid on receipt

sepOdeow&weowly

f&T CORRESPONDENCE SOLICITED.
dim

S. It. KILLS,

Advertising
TKEMOIVT MT.,
Contracts for Advertisements
cities and towns of the United
British Provinces.
«

DECK PEANK,

Oar Timber and Plow Beams, Treenails,
Treenail Wedges and Planking Hedges,
Pine and Hemlock

Building

Lum-

ber, Box Boards, Shingles Ac.

niar7

Agent,
ItOSIOV
Newspapers in al
tates, Canada an

a

B. C.
<M2

JORDAN, Alfred,

Maine.
tt

J. H. BATES,
M. PettengUl & Co.

hate of S.

Newspaper Advertising: Agent,
34 PARK ROW,

The duel in the dark is
combat

to the death—on

one side the Czar of all the Russias, the absolute ruler of a very mighty empire; on the
other a shadow that, at irregular intervals,
took shape and aimed a lightning blow
at the
heart.
Autocracy was pitted
Time and again
against assassination.
the
murderers
were
balked in their
attempts. Their blows glanced, or were
turned aside.
The victim marked for
sacrifice escaped without a scratch. It was
the plotters who filed in an ever-lengthening
procession to the tomb. But assassins who
are willing to take their own lives in their
hands generally end by becoming masters of
the life which they are seeking. In the long
run, reckless thrusting is nearly sure to break
its way through the firmest guard. The rule
held good for the Nihilists. After many failures, a desperate blow was driven home,
and the Emperor Alexander lies dead
in a room of that very Winter Palace, where
one year ago, he passed in safety through
the deadly peril of an explosion so murderous that it struck down twenty soldiers of
his guard.

The books of the Treasury department
show that the receipts of the Treasury during Sherman’s four years’ administration of
the Treasury were §1,192,551,107.24. In
other words, every man, woman and child
in the States and Territories contributed to
the Treasury during Hayes' term about $23
and every voter about $125. The expenses
of the Government during these four years
were $990,755,700.93.
This left a balance
of $208,824,730.27, which was applied in
payment of the debt.
Was there

NEW VOB«

ever

such stu-

the Senate and
the committees

failed to put him on the committee on Finance.
Such acts as these will arouse a
popular demand that the Republicans shall
make haste and take the control of the Senate into their own hands.
Mb. Oliver

Otis,

of the Rockland

Opinby the Govcrnti
for coroner. If Mr. Otis will promise to gc
right to work and sit on his own body the
nomination will receive the hearty approval
of the people of Rockland.
ion,

has been nominated

Boston Transcript: The banks though!
the log would surely be split if they pul
their fingers in the crack. Then, with theii
own hands, they-knocked the wedges out.
Now they are mad because they got pinched.

Philadelphia Chronicle-Herald says
ignorantly believe that because Pennsylvania’s lunatic asylum was
destroyed the other day its Legislature is
The

many persons

now

DRV PINE,

V oiuiiiiM.ioil,

Mining

It was

Utica Herald:

Wei Be

that those who

general average of

pidity! John Sherman is in
the Democrats in making up

Bonds and Standard Mining Securities. Oak Piles, Ship Timber & Plank,

\']VT'

LAWRENCE & MARTIN
fflwn 1

JOSIAH WEBB &

WlfdldlAJI IV. PRINCE.

w. h. scon,

APPETIZER

ESTABLISHED 1843.

call.
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Great

Cocoa and Broma.

the
a

BROWN,

give me

The

dtf

in

Fancy GooiIm and Small Ware Department,
which they have recently added* to their extensiv
of
stock
Dry Goods, and I cordially invite my
friends, and former customers of our late firm, to

Streets,

Exchange

Children’s work

Boots

undersigned, member of the late firm of Mer-

POHTLAKTD, M!EI.

CHARLES RICH,
GENERAL
BROKER,

S. T.

First

CONGRESS STREET.

d3t then eodlw*

22

BLOCK,
PORTLAND.

Youths’

and D.
all widths.

mean

mit those who know certain things which a
good number of our Presidents could not
have passed in. They will exclude, although otherwise competent, all those who
are not well enough informed on such subjects to pass, i. e., the majority of the American people. We do not dispute the right of
the people to be served by the best men that
can be got.
We merely claim for the appointing power the right to take capable
and honest men whenever it can get them,
whether or not they can stand a test which
determines neither capacity nor honesty.
Boston Herald:

Calf Button Boots, B. C

421

ALFRED HASKELL.
mar 10

SON,

FARRINGTON

LADIES’

OUR

clothing store,
PORTLAND,

& Bach and Wheelock
Pianos equally as cheap. Organs sold
on instalments of 25 cents per day.

Calf Jersey Congress, AA, A, B, C and D

Balmorals,

down more
OF

anything, they

jimciujcii capacity, mere wouiu
be some reason for sucli a test. In their actual operation, these examinations will ad-

YOUTHS’
French

ADVERTISEMENT.
goods

Philadelphia American: The Times,
New York publication, evades our question of last week as to its net opinion of Collector Merritt, but challenges our statement
that competitive examinations would exclude from a share in the Government a majority of the voting and governing class in
the nation. If competitive examinations
a

xaioax a wot ui

Weber, lvranich

fKoo
feb22

cent.

the public as regards information on the
subjects of the examinations. Could any
examinations be devised which would fur-

widths and

B

■

pass them are above the

Smith American

feblG

I

^

a

and exceedingly onerous laws, and
considerably to the comfort of his
subjects. He mounted the throne when
Russia was staggering under her defeat in
the Crimea, and he regained the mastery of
the Black Sea, recovered the territory
wrested from him by the Treaty of Paris>
and greatly extended the boundaries of the
empire in Asia. He will be succeeded by a
prince of whom nothing is known, but
whose rule will be fully as arbitrary as that
of his father, and probably far less benefiadded

mean

ORGAN.

winter Boots, from the narrowest to the
widest, all w idths and sizes.

CLOTHING.

160 & 162 Fore and 15 Moulton

Kidneys and

LADIES’

WISH to inform all persons using or selling
oiled clothing, that after many years experience, with much labor aud perseverance, 1 have
succeeded in bringing the clothing manufactured
by myself to such a state of perfection that 1 can
safely recommend it as being equal to any, and far
superior to most of the oiled clothiug mauufaetur
in this country. This clothiug is known as the Star
* >ilod
Clothiug. It is made (both black aud light)
of superior stock, aud is fast becoming decidedly
Itopular. A fair trial will convince the most incredulous. For sale wholesale and retail at my

^

difficulties of the

iMZEiisre

ALIKE

MOVE

HOUSE,

a

French Calf Balmorals, A A, A, B and C.

Winter

REDUCTIONS.

conspirators began

unjust

ended.

C. D. B. FISK <fe Co.,
UNDER PREBLE

voided

Cloth Top, Button.

$12.00

Ntreel,|Bomou,‘for male to

PcnnMylvani.T Railroad, at seventyeight dollar* n mharc, payable July S, together with a dividend of two dollar**, expirewou the lawt day of March.

OILED

all

MEN’S

Suits,

reduced to

plain, solid facts; have marked
their actual cost.

Depott-

suffering from

Buys

leading styles.

in all the

^^B

Department

SENSATiAL

he

Bladde ^, or any disorders arising from an impure
stateo the blood. The “Favorite Remedy” sold by
all
druggists. The Doctor’s only address, is Rondmh8TuTb&S&wlm
out, New York.

Specialty. AA, A, B, C and D-

Sandals, French Kid,

strap

sold at the uniform

Men’s

now

GIGANTIC

THIS IS NOT A

September

11FURBUSH &

the

marl2d3t

may be

LADIES’

$12, $14 and $15 Suits Cut Down to $10.00.

‘he Rent- of 29!l

right to deliver certificate*
Philadelphia, Wilmington
at

our

the 15th of

$65

Machine Repair-

IMPORTANT NOTICE!
it

$16, $18

on

large as could be passed through the natural channel.
Mr. Beach concludes a long letter to Dr. Kennedy by saying: “It will always afford me pleasure
to recommend the “Favorite Remedy” to those who
as

lUCEEXTS

Styles of

Our Children’s

Street.

Railroad,

medicine:
stone

$10.00

Odd Coats, Odd Vests, Odd Pantaloons Almost GIVEN AM.

JOHN C. PROCTER, No. »:{ Eichanje

timore

a

Stylish fancy slippers

French

BUSINESS D1RECT0.UT.

The

One of the most remarkable cases that has ever
brought to the notice of the public, is that of
Mr. J. S. Beach, of Stone Ridge, Ulster Co., N. Y.
Mr. Beach had suffered since October 18th, 1874,
from the presence of Calculus or Stone in the right
Kidney. No less than seven physicians were employed at different times, to whom Mr. Beach paid
hundreds of dollars for medical treatment, with
only temporary relief from his agony.
By the urgent solicitations of his friends he
was induced to try Dr. David Kennedy’s ••Favorite Remedy”—experienced a marked improvement from the first day he began to use the

LADIES’

Styles of Men’s Suits,
now

to

been

sizes.

dtf

mar2

of the

feet.

Styles!

89.00.

Which formerly sold at $20, $22 and $24,
price of $15.00.

About 20 Different

Dancing Tuesday and
Friday Evenings.
Class in

IV. If. OHLER) Hewing
'•*'*er, 4 Marie’*
CongrcMH Htr*

full

Happened

Kidney expelled after using
Dr. David Kennedy’s “Favorite
Remedy” about two weeks.

LADIES’

Side Laced Boots

$5.00

rumnst

and great cause for
grievance. Assassination does not do away
with the grievance. The Czar is dead; but
a new Czar reigns—a Czar
who, however
liberally inclined, will be forced by the nature of his position to continue the old system, and be driven by the force of a public
opinion maddened by fear to a despotism
more terrific than Russia has known since
the time of Nicholas.
Alexander, like Louis XVI. has fallen
victim to a system of which he was the
representative but with which he did not sympathize and which he did his best to modify
in the interests of his people. Not only did
he free the serfs, but he did
away with
much official corruption, abolished many

Stone in the

CHILDREN’S

m

A.

feet.

LADIES’

812,00-

PRICE

eodtf

HAT.

iue wui-K me

Sunday.
A country that can harbor for so
many
years persistent and reckless conspirators
like the Nihilists must be grossly
misgov-

MR. JOSEPH BEACH.

LADIES’

PRICES:

Grey Lt. Overcoats,

large sizes,”

13

School Boots, all widths and sizes.

MEN’S OVERCOATS, Mixed,

Small Lot Men’s

WJl.

GOLD

These Coals formerly sold forlfrom $14.00 to $174)0.

GALLEY SLAVE.

MARKET.

STREET,

What

French and American Kid Button, with low vamp,
box toe, quarter over vamp, all widths and sizes

HEAVY ULSTERS,

MEN’S

\L’±±

ye'

narrow

Spring

150 Men’s Dobson Beaver Overcoats $6.00
25

DOUBLE MEW YORK SUCCESS,

CEO. C.
Mtreet.

THE

BOOTS
for

Nothing but the Breaking-up of Our Business

Nineteenth Century.

BARTLEY CAMPBELL’S

Sale of Seats,
niarl4

OF

SIGN

long, ttlini,

for

They Cost Us.

FORMER
Greatest Dramatic Hit of the

MIDDLE

DOTS

Portland Theatre.

New

$f.00 UMBRELLA

without

a

home.

“We wonder,” says the Providence Press,
“what President Garfield would give for i
quiet day at his farm at Mentor, with th<
railroads blockaded with snow and the tele
graph wires broken down.”
Much is said by Washington correspon
dents about Mrs. Garfield’s reserve. Tin
people don’t care about that. It is tin
Treasury reserve they are interested in.
Senator Eaton, the best Bourbon evei
made, says his folks “acted like asses” ii
Dm latest Presidential campaign.

tells
also

CENTs7

last season first appeared like a faint star of
the third magnitude, low down on the western

touching story of his boyhood, which he
illustrates with a charming picture.
Another side of life insurance, contrasting
with that given in an article on the January

horizon, it has constantly increased in brilliancy until it is near the point of its greatest
splendor; but soou it will rapidly decrease, be-

Harper, is presented by the Rev. Stephen H.
Tyng, Jr. jPoultney Bigelow underfills title of
\oung Man, Go West, describes the Close Col-

coming invisible in

a

few weeks.

Why is this incroase and diminution in its
brightness, when it is all the time approachand will not attain its nearest point till
1st?
The increase is owing to its greater apparent

ing

us

May

a

ony in Iowa, and shows what results are possible for farming and stock-raising in that section. A lighter paper, of a humorous character, entitled Darwinian Diversions, is contributed by F. H. Underwood. J. T.
Trowbridge,
in his poem, The Indian Camp, presents a

which is illuminated of its surface is constant-

striking picture of the American Indian of today. Other poems are contributed by Walt
Whitman, Paul H. Hayne, and William Gib-

ly diminishing.

son.

diameter, combined with the less distance its
rays have to travel, although that portion

These

erned and have real

Cut, Slash and Slaughter Prices, Regardless

Library.

SUBJECT: The Industrial Interest* of
the City, and how beat to promote them.
C$^“The public are invited.

BEST

IN THE

Cloth Top Button with low vamp, Box Toe, Quarter over vamp, SS, S, A, B, M and F.

And with that end in view shall

REV. ASA DALTON,
at 7Vs o’clock, in

Mechanics

dispose of nearly

we must

CLOTHING

Wednesday Evening, March 16, I M M
BY

23 7

Thirty Thousand Dollars’ Worth of

The 8th and last Lecture in the Course before the
M. C. M. Association will be given next

manufacturers.

MERRY, THE HATTER,
marl2

M. C. M.

Hats: entire
trimi
linings, and
all the finest goods made. All goods direct from New York and Philadelphia

ALWAYS ON HAND.

Sale of seats to

MACK, Manager.
W. H. STRICKLAND,

—

Finest Street and Driviug Gloves

After building up a most unpopular store, making it what it is today, THE “HUB OF TRADE,” WE ARE NOTIFIED TO VACATE,
and for what reason? not because we do not pay our reut or are bad
Untenants, hut simply to make room for a brother of the landlord.
doubtedly, by some, this will be pronounced a BUSINESS TRANSACTION, and unquestionably will be of great inducement for other
Be that as it
strangers to come to this city to locate and do business.
may we, at least, question the justice of such treatment.

One

Earth.

shapes of Soi

PRICE 3

Venus, with Reflections.
Since Venns after its superior conjunction

indispensable,

as a

The devilish crime committed in the
streets of St. Petersburg Sunday will
put
back the cause of constitutioual government
in Russia many years. The
grief of his subjects over the death of a ruler who was by
far the best of his house and who did so
much to better the condition of his
country,
and the active fear and hatred of revolution
that will be entertained by all conservative
men and established
interests, must certainly provoke a reaction. The work of reform
will be stayed. The advocates of constitutionalism will be charged with a crime
which they abhor and which has done them
perhaps deadly hurt. The ruling classes,
maddened by fear, will give them no hearing, and the governed classes awed into submission, will give them no support. The
Constitutionalists themselves, benumbed by
the tragedy, will cease their
struggle. The
reforms put on foot will be abandoned and
a return to absolutism will be made.
Tha1

newthlngs: fancy

THE

but

The Russian Regicide.

store wuat it is tu-uay,

HAVERL VS WHERE WE SHALL GO,
NEW MASTVIDON
WHAT WE SHALL DO,
MINSTRELS.
£

cases

not necessarily for publicaguaranty of good faith.
undertake to return or preserve com
munications that are not used.

FIFTY
uew

journal.

We cannot

different shapes of Stiff Hats. AU the
new low blocks. Just out, the
best line of Stiff Hats ever placed before

entire
in exchange. Entire new stock. The
best Silk Hat for the money in the market. Nobby Hats for Yonng Hen. Hats
for Old aud Middle Aged Men.

represent

We do not read anonymous letters and communications. The name and address of the writer are in

ONEHUNDRED

The Knox Silk flat,

Clothing Emporium of this State.

40 PERFORMERS 40

claiming

the pnblic
For Men of All Ages and Sizes.

SUPPER,

Vestry
Congress Square Church,
WEDYEHDAY Afternoon and Evening,
in the

On the Seventeenth (lay of March, 1877, amid a grand display of
fireworks and music by the band, we opened onr doors to an immense
throng of wondering, pleased people. On the following day all the papers were replete with notices of praise.
Compliments were lavished
on us by the public for onr Enterprise and
public spirit. Our store
was pronounced
by one and all, as a marvel of beauty, and acknowledged to be the most Metropolitan of any Establishment in Eastern New England.
Prior f o our leasing the store every occupant had failed, and our numerous friends had misgivings as to onr ability to build up a trade, in
a store that had proved so disastrous to onr numerous predecessors.
BUT WE WENT TO WORK WITH OUR ACCUSTOMED DETERMINATION, and by judicious advertising, strict integrity and popular
prices,

Editor, All railway, steamboat and hotel managers
will confer a favor upon us
by demanding credentials
of every person
to
our

tion
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contending

forces are brought to an
equilibrium on the 2oth instant, after which
the shady will prevail, overcoming the
splendid until is extinguished in the solar ray.
While we gaze at and admire the
brilliancy
of Venus, the thought sometimes arises, how
does our residence appear to the inhabitants of
Venus? For who can doubt that Venus is inhabited by a race of sentient beings?
No two planets in our system, which is the

only system

we really know
anything about, so
resemble each other as Venus and the
Earth. Their diameters differ but three per
cent., while their absolute difference of distance from the central luminary is less than
that of any other two, and their relative dif-

closely

ference much less still, if we leave out the Asteroids, which are never visible to the naked
eye. Venus is surrounded with an atmosphere
like ours without any doubt, and its rotation
on its axis comes very much nearer to ours
than that of any other momber of our
system.
All which fit it for a race similar to ours.
The analogy would lead us to suppose that
the reflecting surface is alike in the two,
But we have ocular proof in the phenomenon
called “the old moon in the new moon’s arms”
where the entire body of the moon is made
Plainlv visible bv the reflected li<rht from «>.e
disc of our planet. Ho doubt, therefore, exists that the Earth reflects light as
at

well,

least,

the planot Venus
How do they compare, as seen from each other, at this period of the greatest brilliancy of
Venus?
The illuminated portion of our Earth as seen
from Venus is nearly nine-tenths, and taking
into consideration the greater magnitude of
the Earth it is fully that amount, or proportional part, of the disk of Venus.
Venus shows three tenths of
her disk,
as

whence it appears that we display three times
the surface to her that she does to us, but as
light, like attraction, varies inversely as the
square of the distance, our light from the
same amount of surface is 58
per cent, of that
of Venus, consequently one and six-tenths expresses the proportion, and we appear to Venus
a little more than one-half
brighter than she
now appears to us.
We therefore make a splendid appearance
to the sight seers in Venus, yet it is but little
compared with what we shall soon manifest.
On May 1st our disk will be filled out and appear perlectly round, an increase of one-ninth;
and the distance of the Earth from Venus will
be decreased from 42,000,000 miles to 20,000,000
which will increase the apparent magnitude
of the Earth’s disk two and six-tenths, and the
illuminating power in the same ratio also. The
equation stands thus: 1 78-100x2 0-10x2 0-10=
12 and a small fraction. So that without doubt
the Earth yill then appear to Venus twelve
times as bright as Venus now appears to us, or
as brilliant as a group of twelve stars
the size
of Venus.
Our Earth is therefore by far the most splendid object appearing as a star in the solar system, with the single exception of Venus as
seen from Mercury.
Mercury moves in a very eccentric orbit, and
when at its aphelion with Venus opposite, it is
nearer to that planet than the Earth can be.
Consequently its brightness is more than double. This seldom occurs; but next Christmas
day it will be near that point sufficiently to
fully double the view.
Shall toe ever behold such splendor? Shall
we ever be able to take our stand-point on Venus or Mercury, or Mars, or
Jupiter, and from
thence view all the glories of the heavenly
orbs?
It has been conjectured by some, who were
reputed wise in' their day, that the disembodied spirits were allowed th travel through all
space, and visit not only the minor globes oi
our system, but those very
magnificent orbs,
with their attendant systems, which appear to
us as stars, but which we now k«ow are, some
of them, many times larger than our sun, and
probably all that we see average his size.
TiYir a’lin
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things like

as we are,” since the spectroscope
has revealed to us that they are composed of
chemical constituents as our globe?
Would it not be a noble employment to visit
and examine all those mighty and resplendent
orbs? And would not a deepening sense pervade our minds of the Infinite Energy that
moves them all, and keei>s each
individual in
its appropriate orbit?
Is it objected that we might tire of seeing
the same objects through the countless ages of
the same

eternity?

We may reply that the telescope reveals to
vast variety; but although ages might be
required, aye, countless ages, in the examinatiou of all those objects within its compass, yet
all that is as nothing compared to infinity.
Were we removed to the farthest star that
can be discerned through the telescope, should
we not see before us, and all around, as well as
in the rear, the canopy covered with stars, the
same as we now
behold? and if we proceed
again as much farther, would not the view be
similar, and so on without end, forever, not
alone in that direction, but in all conceivable
directions? And although the infinite is beus a

yond our comprehension, yet we can plainly
perceive that the universe must be boundless,
and the number of objects unlimited.

A Big Scheme.
Good Greenback Reasoning.

[Nashville (Tenn.) Banner.)
“I’ve got the biggest scheme of the age,”
said a man about 40 years old, as he dropped
into a chair by the city editor’s desk in the
Banner editorial room this morning. He wore
brindle-colored duster, and his head-gear, an
ancient plug, hid his ears from view.
“Have, eh?” said the person addressed.
“Yes, sir-ee. Biggest thing you ever heard
of. It’ll revolutionize the hull country. Make
a

rich, and you rich, aud everybody rich.”
“You don’t appear to be very rich.”
“I don’t. ’Cause why? I've been foolin’

me

away my time just like you are doing now. I’ve
worked harder than a mule for three years and
not a cent, laid up.
About three weeks ago an
idee struck me kinder suddent-like. I begun
to think.
I laid awake nights and thought.
P'irtalltT nhn«t

1

_.J__!•

ing

in bed thinking, I suddenly riz up, and
my wife she says, ‘What’s the matter? Got a
nightmare?’ I told her no, that I was going to
be rich. She called me an old fool, and turned
over and weat to sleep.
But I was too happy
to sleep.
I got up and walked around till
breakfast, and then I set out for your office. I
had heard that you were willing to help the
poor, so I says to myself, “I’ll confide my secret to the Banner.’ ”
“Possibly you’ve found a pot of gold?”
1
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and millions of men in this country who are
rich. There are more who are not rich. Now,
my scheme is to have these rich men help the
poor men to get rich. See?
And when we are
all rich what a beautiful world we’ll have.
How do I propose to do this? For instance, I
man
and woman in the
propose that every
State, who can afford it, shall give me 50 cents.
See? I’ll take that money and start me a family grocery, and then we rich men will take up
a collection for you and
then you are rich.
Then with you on our list we’ll take up the
next man and make him rich, and so on, until
everybody is ou the rich list. See how it
works? Beautiful, isn’t it?”
“I guess it is.”
“Oh, it’s a boss. It’s a wonder somebody
didn’t think of it before. So simple, yon know".
Why, we can all be bondholders in a few
years, and own stock in railroads and canals
and National banks.”
“Well?”
“I want you to publish the scheme and let
the people know wliat we are doing, and tell
’em where to send their fifty centses—Elijah
Pudd, Station D. Nashville, Tenn. You see, I
being the originator of the scheme, ought to
be made rich first, so as to show ’em how it
works. Now, the honor of originating the plan
is glory enough for me; so, if you say so. I’ll
let
have the privilege
of
you
paying
the
first
half
and
can
dollar,
you
it
and
I’ll enter your name
pay
now,
on the fly-leaf of this book, mentioning in
brackets that yon are the first man. Shall I
put you down for 50 cents”
“I don't think I care to.”
“No? Remember, it’s nothing to me who
puts his name down first. It’s a privilege that
will be granted to but few. It you want you
can pay me 25
cents now and hand me the
rest at another time.
Shall I put down 25
cents?
No?
Then I’ll be more
liberal
still; give me 10 cents and I’ll enter your
name
and give you credit for the
full
amount. No? I’ll go; and as you won’t give
me a dime, maybe you wouldn't mind loaning
me a chew of tobacco? No? All
right;” and
he passed out.
An hour later the reporter found him working ou the streets with the chain gang, and as
he passed along, heard him mutter, ‘It’s a d—d
poor man who won’t give 10 cents toward
making another man rich.”
[Lewiston Journal.]
Crime in Maine.

Statistics have been published and extensively circulated, which, it is alleged, show
that crime has increased in Maine more than
200 per cent., within twenty years, and that
Maine now stands in the front rank of crime,
of all the States of the Union. The only statistics presented to sustain this alarming conclusion, have been the number of convicts in
luo state

prisons

auu

jails

in loou anu

1901,

in-

correctly stated in several particulars, and so
marshaled as to ignore the fact that since the
war
the judges, under the discretion given
them by statute, have gradually enlarged their
terms of sentence, by which the number of convicts has been increased without an increase of
crime,and also the fact that since 1866 there has
been a large number of persons in jail for atto keep dram shops, whereas before
that time no one was sent to jail for this offence. Ii is evident, therefore, that comparative statistics of persons in prison and jails before and since the war, can give little idea of
the extent of crime at these two periods. What
will measure it exactly, is the number of sentences to prison and jails for offences outside
of violation of the liquor law. We take,
therefore, from the reports of the Attorney
General the following figures of such sentences for the years mentioned below:—

tempting

We cannot realize the vastness of what is
visible to our natural eyes. When the cars on
Year.
Sentence
Sentence
Sentence
a railroad move GO miles an hour we call it
Frison.
Jail.
violating
very rapid travelling, but this globe is conLiquor Law.
stantly moving more than GO,000 miles per
1860
42
46
U
hour, and that rapidity sinks into insignifi65
1861
36
O
cance compared with the speed of light, which
36
1862
38
0
1863
49
40
0
travels more than 700,000,000 miles in one
1864
16
32
0
hour. Moving at that enormous and almost
41
0
1865
30
inconceivable rate, wo know that it requires
94
O
1866
104
more than six years to reach us from the near85
1867
60
3
est star; so that if the stars were annihilated
9
1898
43
53
this moment they would continue to be seen
1869
81
15
87
54
73
20
six years, all of them; while ages would elapse
1870
59
58
25
1871
before the last one disappeared from view.
49
20
30
1872
All the stars embraced in catalogues are
24
36
30
1873
rated by magnitudes, down to the lGth, the
51
60
1874
67
first six embracing all that can be discerned J875
40
108
60
140
70
75
by the unaided eye; the remainder those that *1876
113
can readily be seen by telescopes of moderate
1877
73
61
72
104
88
1878
power, while others far down the scale can be
69
78
74
1879
distinguished by means of the magnificent
59
73
1880
70
our
distinguished
telescope constructed by
It will be seen that at 1 e close of the war
far
countryman Alvan Clark, who is
there was a large and suddc.t increase of crime
The
of
ahead
Europe.
anything in
light which comes to our eyes from in Maine, as there was in every other State.
these, left them in all probability mil- This increase was caused by the return from
the war of a large body of camp followers—not
lions of years ago, although travelling more
the soldiers who had faithfully done their duty
than eleven million miles per minute.
—who had been in training in crime by their
How inconceivably vast is that portion of
I
man
can
be
seen
the universe which
operations during the war. But it will be
by
seen that since 1869 there has been on the
What ex'ensive and unending employment it
whole a reduction in crime, notwithstanding
would afford to spirits to visit, examine, apthe increase of population, when offences
preciate and admire the beauties and spleninnmte
in
to
their
view
dors offered
against the enforced liquor law are separated
space:
from ordinary crimes. During the hard times
But above and beyond the material exhibition
sentences for larceny largely increased, bur it
would be the interchange of ideas and sentiwill
be observed that in 1879 and 1880 there
took
their
who
ments with the beings
origin
was a reduction of sentences, indicating a very
from each and every orb. As high as the indecided improvement since 1866.
tellectual and moral are above the physical
There has been an attempt to create the imnature of man, would be the communion of
that crime is more prevalent in Maine
of
the
pressionn»Un.
space.
region
spirits throughout all
Ctnfnc mhan
tVin font
in tka
Emplopment then, eternal in duration, with
perpetual change of objects, may be the por- verse of this. Take tirst the criminal statistics
of Massachusetts. In 1860 there were 2,631
tion of the spirits, precluding satiety, and inconvicts in Massachusetts state prison and jails;
suring perfect and unending felicity.
in 1879 there were 4,962, or one convict to evDoes not this magnificent conception lead us
In 1879 there were in
ery 460 population.
up to the highest appreciation and admiration
Maine prisons and jails, exclusive of those imof the Infinite Energy that controls and reguviolation
of the liquor law, 400
for
lates all things; and brings forth the exclaprisoned
mation, “What is man that thou art mindful convicts, or one to every 1600 population. In
other words, there are three times as many
of fhim, or the son of man that thou visitest
criminals proportionately in Massachusetts as
J. H.
him!!
in Maine.
1881.
March
Bath,
Compare the number of convicts in the
Maine State Prison with those in the prisons
Magazine Notices.
of other States in 1879, and the official statisHarper's Magazine lor April, besides being tics give us the following:—
..

beautiful number, offers its readers an
unusual variety of entertaining reading matter. The number opens with a descriptive article, by W. H. Rideing, on The Green Moun-

NO. OF CUXVtCTS IX STATE PBISOXS.

a

Sugar Time, with characteristic illustrations by McCutcheon. Arthur Gilman, the
architect, contributes an instructive illustrated
tains in

article on Salisbury Cathedral.. Indian Education at Hampton and Carlisle is the subject
of an interesting paper by Helen W. Ludlow,
one of the Hampton teachers, with fifteen illustrations. Italian Life in New York, by
Charlotte Adams, furnishes Mr. Rogers with
a number ol picturesque subjects for his pencil.
Alexander F. Oakey's paper on Art Embroidery is full of valuable suggestions on a subject
of general interest, and is illustrated with
Ernest Ingersoll consome excellent designs.
tributes an article on Milwaukee, illustrated
with seventeen beautiful engravings. S. H.
United States Consul at Zurich, in
M.

Byers,

...

n

Alabama.873

California.1,318
Connecticut.

-Maine.....
Massachusetts....
New
New

Hampshire..

one

to

••

278
191

767
189

1,400 population
600

2,100

*'

3.200

2,200
1,900
1,400

York. 3,488
•*
176
Vermont.
1,800
It will be seen from s ach statistics as these
that there is less crime proportionately in
Maine than <n any other State in the Union.
Comparing 1860 and 1880, crime has increased
all over the Union in consequence of the inttuence of war, tendency of population to cities and
increase of wealth and luxury: but Maine has
resisted these influences better than any State
in the Union. That our prohibitory laws have
aidod in resisting these influences, is evident
to those who have given the subject a careful
consideration.
One of the officers of one of

the military

or

gauizations that came to Galveston to receiv
Momus brought his wife and child along
There were quite a number of ladies and gen-

some

present, when somebody asked the
child, “When you grow up, don’t you want to

der the title of An Artist’s

be an officer like your pa, and order the soldiers about?” “No,” said the little fellow,
“When I get big, I want to be a mamma and
The little scoundrel would
boss papa about.
have been subsequently arrested and punished
by papa if it hadn’t been for mamma, who
happened to be in command at the time.—
Galveston News.

Farm in Switzerlazd (illustrated) conveys
very useful hints to our farmers as to the
economy of agriculture. The two serial novels—Anne, by Constance Fouimore Woolson,
and A Laodicean—are continued, the former illustrated by Rciuhart, and the latter by Du
Maurier. Sherwood Bonner contributes a
strong story, Two Storms. W. H. Beard, un-
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Fusionists Elect Their Ticket
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OF MEDICAL SCIENCE.

THE WORK OP NIHILISTS.
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Last Moments of the Dying Man.

Debate

the State of the Com-

on

Bangor Refuses Aid to the Bangor and
Piscataquis Railroad.

monwealth.

The Czarewitcli Assumes the

Govern-

ment.
THE LEGISLATURE TO ADJOURN FRI'.Special Despatch to the Press.)
Blddeford.
14.—The
Biduffoud, March
muuicipal
election here today was attended with a good
deal of excitement. There were three tickets
in the field. The candidates ior Mayor were
Elisha E. Clark (Rep.) Francis G. Warren
(Dem.) and Otis Garey (Citizens.) The Rc"

DAY.

[Special Despatch to tho Press.)
Augusta, March 14.
A charter is asked for the Rockland Granite
Bank with a capital of $200,000. The corporators named are Francis Cobb, J. R. Bodwell,

publicans scored

complete victory, electing
their candidate for Mayor by 130 majority and

John S. Case. Moses Webster, E. N. Lawry,
N. W. Wight, Geo. N. Brainard and E. P.

their Ward

Webster.
A charter is also asked for the American
Bank, Hallowell, with a capital of $100,000.
The corporators named are P. F. Sanborn, Wm
Wilson, S. R. Bodwell, John Graves, Samuel
Currier, B. F. Warner aud A. D. Knight.

tion.

approval by

4we-ltve^
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o

54
102
95
20
83
90
94

133

51
33
50
43
70
45
81

544

of

crat

and Citizens candidate.

378

The total

vote

Republicans

elect Aldermen
and Councilmen in four Wards of the seven,
retaining full control of the city administra-

was

2,7(18.

The

j

tion.
The proposition submitted to the voters to
make arrangements with the Bangor & Piscataquis railroad to extend the same to Moosehead Lake, was defeated by a vote of 1239 to
679.
Belfast.
Belfast, March 14.—Marlboro P. Woodcock (Rep.) was elected Mayor today without
opposition. The Republicans have a majority
of Aldermen and Councilmen. The vote was
very small and

Mottl*

the election

has no

significance.

political

Camden.

Camden, March 14.—At the town meeting
the Greenbackers elected eve-y town
officer except Collector, against whom they
made no nomination, by majorities from three
to one to four to one. The Democrats made no

today

nominations.

Augusta.
Augusta, March 14.—At the city election

today Mayor Vickery was reelected by 411 majority—the largest Republican majority for
There were three opposition
many years.
The Republicans carry
tickets in the field.
six out of the seven Wards.
In Ward 3 there
is no choice for Alderman.
The following is
the vote:
P. O. Vickery (Rep.) 963; Harvey Chisam
(Dem.) 209; Elisha Atkins (Temperance) 250;
A. G. Andrews (Gr.) 92.

The minority report from the Committee on
the State of the Commonwealth was debated
at length in the House, Mr. Strout leading off
and making an excellent speech, occuping one
hour and a half. The report is nothing more
less

than the inaugural message of Gov.
Plaisted, whose misrepresentations on the subject of taxation, Government bouds, imprisonment for debt, business depression, etq., were
ably answered and fully discussed by Mr.
Strout, who conclusively showed that Maine
was not suffering under unequal burdens, but
was enjoying an era of substantial prosperity.
Mr. Keegan, the Fusion member from Van
Buren, replied to Mr. Strout and defended and

XLVIIth CONGRESS.

Senate—Executive Session.
Washington, March 14.
Mr. Allison presented the credentials of J.
W. McDill, Senator elect from Iowa, and Mr.
Sawyer those of Augus Cameron from Wisconsin. Both gentlemen took the oath.
Mr. Pendleton called up his resolution relating to reorganization of the Senate committees
and replied to some of the arguments made
by the Republicans Saturday.
A motion made by Mr. Allison, that the
Senate go into executive session, was supported'by the Republicans and opposed by the
Democrats. Quite a sensation was occasioned
by the fact that Mr. Mahone voted with the
Republicans. There was a slight applause in
the galleries, but it was suppressed. The vote
erooa yeas <u, nays •><.
Mr. Conkling insisted that there shoald be
no organization at present, his remarks indicating that in a short time that would be controlled by the Republicans.
Mr. Hill followed in rather an excited
speech, in which he insisted that the Democrats would continue to control of the Senate
as no Senator who had been elected by Democratic |votes would be recreant to the trust
placed in him, as he would be should he support the Republicans in the Senate,
The debate was interrupted by the presentation of resolutions denouncing the assassination of the Czar, and requesting information
of the Senate’s sympathy with Russia to be
officially sent that Government. The resolutions were tabled.
Mr. Hill repeatedly asked who the Republicans expected to vote with them, and intimated that the expected Democratic support must
be for some consideration, and by his manner
plainly alluded to Mr. Mahone as their ex-

upheld Gov.

Plaisted’s views.
Mr. Bradstreet, of Bridgton, followed and
criticised the statements of the minority report.
He thought the statements made by Mr. Keegan tended to create class bitterness and social
discord. The law, he believed, did not oppress
the poor man in Maine but protected him.
The debate was continued by Messrs. Eaton,
Staples of Parsonsfield, and others.
The Governor has vetoed the act relating to
the Municipal Court of Brunswick and sent it
back to the House this afternoon with his objections. The House will undoubtedly sustain
the objections and the act will be so amended
It is thought that the Governor will veto
the act for the increase of the salary of the
deputy clerk of Cumberland county, which
has been in his possessiou several days.

undoubtedly adjourn

finally on Friday.
SIXTIETH LEGISLATURE.
to the Press.l

SENATE.

Augusta, March 14.
Senator Mortland was elected President
pro tern.
The bill relating to certain lands in Wallawas committed to the committee on state
nds and roads.
The Senate insisted on its former vote
passing the resolve in favor of the town of Kingsbury to be engrossed, and appointed a committee of conference.
The same action was taken on the resolve in
favor of Eugene Michaud; also on bill relating to petitions to the legislature.
Senator Walker introduced an order provid
lug that there be printed, for the use of the
Senate, 500 copies of the report of the judiciary committee upon thejGovernor’s message
also the same number of the majority report ol
the joint select committee on the state of the
commonwealth.
Senator Clarke moved to amend the same sc
as to provide for the same
number of the miAmended so as
nority report of the latter.
to exclude the Governor's message and adopted.
Senator Bisbee presented a bill explanatory
of the cider clause of the law of last winter
Ordered printed.
A bill was presented authorizing the city oi
Rockland to retire the bonds under its present
indebtedness. Ordered printed.
Bills were presented to incorporate
th<
Rockland Granite Bank and the Americai
Bank.
The bill relating to Congressional vacanciei ;
was amended and passed to be engrossed.

Sass

pected ally.

This information brought Mr. Mahone to his
feet, and addressing himself directly to Mr.
Hill, he declared his position as proud a one as
that of Georgia’s Senator.
He (Mahone)
amid marks of encouragmeut from the Republican side, saidI say I am not here as a
partisan nor am I here to represent that Democracy which lias done so much injury to mv
section of the country. I do not intend (addressing Mr. Hill directly) that you shall undertake to criticise my conduct by inuendoes.
I wish the Senator from Georgia to understand just here that the way to deal with me is
to deal
directly. We want no “motions of
discovery” to hnd out how I am going to vote.
(Applause on the floor and in the galleries,
which was reprimanded by the Vice President.)
I regret that so early after my appearance here
I should have found it necessary to obtrude any
remarks on this body. I would prefer to be a
little modest. I would prefer to listen and to
learn, but I could not feel content after what
has passed to-day to sit silent.
Mr. Mahone continued in very violent terms
to denounce Hill’s intimation that he was
bound to act with the Democracy and boldly
defied any dictation from a Democratic caucus.

From this point the debate became very
fierce, Hill pushing his enquiry as to what
course Mahone would pursue with
great vehemence, and at the end of an impassioned tribute to the statesmen of Virginia, living and
dead, said he appealed to the Senator to be
true to the trust which the people of that

State gave him.
Mr. Hoar of Mass., expressed his emphatic
indignation at the degrading exhibition which
the Senator from Georgia had made.
It was
,the first time in the politics of the country
that a senator had undertaken to deliver a lecture to his peer and to inform him that if he
did a certain thing it would be degrading and
traitorous. It was none of the business of the
postponed.
Senator from Georgia how any other Senator
Majority and minority reports on the appor
should cast his vote. No slave master or plantionment of Senators and
1
Representative
tation overseer should crack his whip over
were ordered printed.
American Senators. (Applause.)
The utterBill to supply Waterville with pure wate
ances of the Senator from Georgia were an inwas passed to be engrossed.
sult to the representatives of the American
House order for adjournment on Friday wa 1
That gentleman had been chosen as a
people.
passed in concurrence.
Umon man to a State convention and had cast
PASSED TO BE ENGROSSED.
a vote which had carried Georgia
into rebeli>in iciaiiug iv
lion, and from that day to this he had learned
muiigagtis ui real estate am [
actions thereon; concerning public parks am
nothing either ef consistency or constitutional
duty or of propriety of personal behaviour.
squares: to enable certain towns to aid in th ,
After further debate, in which leading Demconstruction of the Boothbay|railroad ;to amem [
ocratic Senators declared their party would
sec. 9, chap. 112, It. 8., relating to damage fo
take no mean advantage in the matter of the
liowage; for the promotion of medical science
for the protection of alewives; resolve author
organization, the Senate adjourned; previouf
*>
the
which, however, the resolutions condoling
of
State to purchase cet
izing
Secretary
with Russia were adopted.
tain volumes of the Maine Reports; bill to pre
vent railroad accidents.
AFTERNOON SESSION.

The minority report on bill relating to thi 1
examination of a poor debtors and the oath to
be taken by the same, which was “ought t< 1
pass,” was substituted for the majority and tin 1
bill had its first reading.
Bill to allow Harpswell to build a bridgi
from Bailey’s to Orr’s Island, was indefinite];

HOUSE.

WASHINGTON.

Bill to amend sect. 10, chap. 08, relating t
was passed to be en

agricultural societies

grossed.

Stanley Matthews Reappointed.
Washington, March 14.—Among the nomby the President today were
Stanley Matthews to be Associate Justice ol

Orders to hold three sessions a day afte r
and adjourn Thursday were tabled.
It was ordered that after today no membe r
shall speak more than once on any measuri 1
and then for not more than ten minutes.
Bill for the promotion of medical ssienc 5
was read twice and tabled.
The Secretary of State was authorized t >
purchase of Dresser, Me Lellan & Co. 25 vol
umes of the Maine Reports for the use of tin
State, at S4 a volume.
< 'ught not to pass was reported on bill relat
ing to libraries, charitable societies and publi
semeteries, and on bill providing a lieu or

Tuesday

inations sent in

the United States Supreme Court; Albert S
Burleigh to be collector of customs at Aroostook, Maine; Henry Little for postmastor ai
Auburn, Maine, and Wm. S. Greene for post
master at Fall River, Mass.
Bonds for the Sinking Fund.
Secretary Windom said this morning that
there was no immediate probability of the gov
ernment inviting proposals for sales of Uniter!
States bonds for the sinking fund. He coult
not say positively when the next purchase
would be made, but from present indications
it would not occur today or to-morrow.
Senate Committees Agreed Upon by the

pressed hay.

Bill relating to the practice of medicine am I
surgery was read twice, amended by strikin
out the clause that requires a license from tin
Maine Medical Association, and pending an
other amendment tabled.
Bill to enforca returns of corpoaatious wa 8

Republicans.
The Republican Senators reassembled ii
after adjournment, but the completiei
of the lists for committee membership was de
ferred until to-morrow morning.
The Repub
licau membership of the more important com
mittees as arranged is:
Finance—Morrill, Shermau, Ferry, Jones of
Nevada, and Allison.
Privileges and Elections—Hoar, Cameron of
Wis., McMillan, Sherman and Frye.
caucus

engrossed.

Gov. I’laisted

returned
the
Brunswic 1
municipal court bill disapproved because 1
gave the judge the power to appoint his ow J
successor.

House reconsidered its action giving the bi I
a passage and it was tabled.
It was ordered that the Senate concurrin
the legislature adjourn Friday.
The majority report on the state of the coir
monwealth came up.
Mr. Ritchie moved to substitute the minorit f
report.
Mr. Strout spoke at length in favor of th 3
majority and commented "at length on tii 3
various topics of
the Governor’s messag 6
which constituted the minority report
Mr. Keegan took the floor but gave way ft
■

Appropriations—Allison,

Plumb and Hale.

Commerce—Conkling,
Conger and Miller.

Dawes,

McMillan, Kellog

Judiciary—Edmunds, Conkling, Logan, In
galls and McMillan.
Foreign
Relations—Burnside,
Jones (Nev.), Edmunds and Ferry.

Conkling

METEOROLOGICAL

adjournment.

EVENING SESSION.

indications fob

House insisted on its vote giving Harpswe II
the right to build a bridge from Bailey’s I
Orr’s Island and appointed a committee
conference.
Bill relating to auctioners was indefinite y

the

next

twentt-focti 1

HOURS.

^

War Dep't, Office Chief Signal 1
Officer, Washington, D. C.,
Mar. 15, 2 A. M. )
For New England,

postponed.

The reports of the connnittoe on the con imonwealth |were further discussed and the n
laid on the table.

Logan,

J

offered for the Duchess at the afternoon
service in the churches, and in the evening
special reference was made to the murder
from the pulpits of the principal churches.
While there was great excitement in court
and official circles, there was comparatively
little on the streets. The fact is, the people
uaa
itio rigorous
long expectea as mucn.
measures adopted against the Nihilists had not
in the least impaired their organization or
frightened them into abandoning their plottings against his life, and the Emperor was
perpetually exposed to danger in spite of the
precautions taken by the military and police.
Great sympathy is expressed by all classes for
the Duchess of Edinburgh, who is in a delicate
condition. The Russian Embassy at Chesham
House, Belgrave square, was kept busy this
afternoon answering the questions of Russian
merchants and others who flocked there to
hear the news. The embassy had no information on the subject beyond the official notification of the Czar’s death and copies of the reports which will be found below.
Special services were held in the Greek
churches to-night.
The Duke and Duchess of
Edinburgh and the Grand Duke Alexis left
London for St. Petersburg at 7 p. m.
The Manner of the Emperor’s Death.
All the official dispatches received here
agree as to the following facts: The Czar was
returning in a carriage from the Michael
Palace about 11 a. in., with his brother, the
Grand Duke Michael.
His escort consisted of
a quarter troop of Cossacks, and several officers
of the household accompanied him in sleighs.
As the carriage was passing along the banks of
the Ekaterinofsky Canal, and at a point im
mediately opposite to the Imperial stables, a
bomb was thrown by a man who was standing
behind a knot of pedestrians who had stopped
to see the Emperor go by.
It exploded with
a terrific crash
right under the body of the
carriage, the splinters flying across the street,
but doing no injury beyond tearing away the
back part of the carriage.
The driver, who
had drawn up, descended from his box, and
the Cossack escort, which was a few paces in
the rear, at once galloped ud.
At this time
there were not more than 20 persons present.
The Czar, on hearing the crash, at once raised
the window, opened the door and jumped out,
and while he was drawing his fur cloak about
him a second bomb shell was thrown from a
knot of lookers-on, exploding right at his feet.
The smoke of the first explosion was still hanging about, and when the second bomb struck
the pavement a dense cloud enveloped the
carriage. There was a howl of pain and anguish from the Cossacks, some of whom were
killed and more wounded by flying splinters,
and three or four of the lookers-on fell also.
This crash brought a squad of police who were
just going on duty at the imperial stables. As
the smoke lifted the Czar was seen lying on
his back besides the wreck of the carriage, his
legs torn and shattered and blood pouring
from the ghastly wounds in the thighs.
His
cloak and wearing apparel were literally torn
from his back.
He was deathly pale, and his
cries to the officers of the household for help
were scarcely audible.
Col. Djorjebky of his
suit, who was badly injured by the second explosion, which had shattered his sleigh, raised
the Emperor from the ground, and with the
aid of Cossack officers lifted him into a sleigh
and conveyed him to the Winter Palace. The
bombs were simply thick glass ball filled with
dynamite. All this did not occupy three
minutes, as the prisoner was thrown into a
sled and driven off under a strong guard. Col.
Djorjebky’s sleigh, bearing the wounded Emperor and two or three attendants, drove rapidly through the streets to the Winter Palace.
were

Scattering.7
Bangor.
Bangor, March 14.—The municipal election
was very quiet here
today, resulting in the
election of Lysander Strickland (Rep.) Mayor
bv 28 majority over Fred M. Laughton, Demo

of 1880.

[Special Despatch

Garey

Warren

1075

the number of the inhabitants of the State of
Maine be fixed at 048,!)45, divided among the
several counties, cities, towns, plantations and
townships. This is the United States census

The Legislature will

is the vote for Mayor by

7.180

cal school or regular physician or surgeon, and
orders the school or surgeon to give a bond.
Violations of this section ars to be punished
by fine of §30.
Sect. 5 repeals all inconsistant acts.
An order passed both branches providing
that as a basis for the apportionment of Senators and Representatives for the next decade

nor

following

seven

rr

0.202

medical science:
Sect. 1—Whoever wilfully and knowingly
shall have in his possession, for anatomical
purposes, the body, or any part thereof, of any
person dying within this State, unless the
same shall be obtained in the manner provided
by section two of chapter thirteen of the Revised Statutes, or in the manner provided by
this act, shall be punished by imprisonment of
not more than five years, or by fine not exceeding S3000.
Sect. 2 provides that when a resideut of this
State requests that his body be delivered to a
physician or surgeon it may be done if no relative objects.
Sect. 3 provides that unclaimed bodies may
be delivered to the Maine Medical School, and
if it receives more than is needed it may deliver them to any regular physician or surgeon
Sect. 4 provides for the notification and' deUvAMS svf kvwitM holww

_.1

5

the Gov-

promotion

The

1

Clark
Ward 1.
75
2 .139
3 .183
4 .103

ernor.

The following is the bill for the

tickets in five out of the

Wards:

Secretary of State. Also, by striking out the
last clause, which provides that the act shall
take effect upon the

a

TAIT-1

The bill relating to Congressional vacancies
was amended so as to provide that the Governor and Council shall receive certified copies
of the records of any town in case the return
from such town is lost or is not recived by the

not

London, March 14.—The town was startled
to-day by the auuounceinent that the Czar
Alexander had beeu mortally wounded by the
explosion of a bomb thrown by assassins while
he was out driving in the forenoon. At lirst it
was supposed that the report was a canard, for
the Emperor’s assassination has often been announced and as often been denied, as the
Nihilists began to compass his death. Later
on, |however, came the news of his death,
which wTas quickly followed by a full account
of the tragedy.
Lord Dufferin, British Ambassador at St. Petersburg, had meanwhile informed the Foreign Office of the affair, and
his dispatches were at once forwarded to the
Queen, the Prince of Wales, Duke of Edinburgh and other members of tho royal family.
The Duchess of Edinburgh was at the Duke’s
seat in Kent with her four children.
Prayers

lair weather, northerly winds, nearly station
ary temperature, stationaay or lower barome
ter.

where

a

mounted

arrived with the

messenaer

bad npavinnalv

news.

Spread of the News.
By this time the story was known throughout the neighborhood of the palace, anil as the
sleigh drove through the main gate the people
stood by uncovered, while hundreds and thousands Hock ed to the scene of the tragedy. The

alarm had been sounded in the military and
police barracks, and in a trice the guards on
the winter palace were doubled and the streets
lined with soldiery. The news soon reached
the churches and the congregations rushed into the streets and made for the palace, where
squadrons of Cossacks and regular cavalry
kept them at bay.
Precautions Against a Nihilist Rising.
Gen. MehkofY, the Military Governor, was
on the spot ten minutes] after the Czar’s arrival
and he at once called out large detachments of
cavalry and artillery and telegraphed all the
commanders in the city and outlying posts to
hold themselves in readiness toimovo with their
troops at a moment’s warning. There is no
doubt thakthe authorities half feared a gen ?ral
rising of Nfhilists, but if such a thing had
been contemplated it was quite out of the
question, the whole city being au armed camp
before the clock struck 12. The firemen and
fire police kept a sharp lookout for fires, aud
the principal government
and
municipal
buildings were put under close guard.
Seizure of One of the Assassins.
Meanwhile the Cossacks and police had
charged upon the knot of people from which
the two bombs were fluug.
Several persons
pointed to a man in the rough sheepskin garb
of a peasant aud declared that he had thrown
the first shell.
This was confirmed by the
Cossacks, who saw him hurling it. Colonel of
Police Archemaff seized him. The man struggled desperately, and as the now dismounted
escort closed upom him, drew a revolver, as
intending to shoot the Grand Duke Michael,
whose escape from death by the second explo
sion was little short of miraculous. His hand
was struck
down, aud in an instant he was
throwu to the earth and securely pinioned,
the police putting irons upon him and the
Cossacks binding him with ropes. A large
body of military and police had gathered by
this time, and active search was made for the
other assassin.
There was a cry that he had
run into
the Imperial stables, every door of
which was at once guarded, while the police
scoured the yards of the buildings, but no
trace of him could be found.
The Closing Scene.
The ,Czar was carried up stairs on a litter.
Besides the Surgeons in Ordinary; the most
skilled men iu the city were present, but the
case was hopeless.
His left leg was fearfully
shattered, the greater portion of the foot and
ankle having been blown off aud his right leg
nearly (torn from his body. He was sensible
with brief intervals of unconsciousness, to the
last. {He had lost an enormous quantity of
blood, and the shock had utterly prostrated
him. Tne doctors’ efforts to rally him were
At 1.30 p. m. thb Imperial family
fruitless.
were summoned to the bedside, where prayers
for the dying were being said by the Greek
patriarch and clergy. The leave-taking is said
to have been most touching.
The Czar kissed
them.all, and gave them his blessing.' He
of
his wounds with heroic fortibore the agony
tude, and said he trusted he was ready to die,
and that Russia would never forget that he
had been sacrificed for upholding her instituiivUn

nuu

luaimaimu^

iuir
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the Palace of Justice under au escort of Cossacks. Ife admitted liis guilt, and on being
told that bis accomplice bad also been arrested
said they wore ready to die at any moment.
He inquired if tlie Czar was dead, aud on the
police refusing to answer the question,gleefully
exclaimed, “Ah, 1 know by that that we liavp
succeeded. Long live the people.” The police
refuse to give the names or any particulars relating to the prisoners, and the reports current
That they
in the streets are mere guesswork.
Both
are Nihilists is, however, beyond doubt.
are young men aud apparently of
good birth
and education.
Manifesto of the Czar’s Successor.
St. Petersburg, March 14.—The following
We, by the grace
manifesto is promulgated:
of God, Alexander 3d, Emperor and Autocrat
of all Russias, Czar of Poland, Grand Uuke of
Finland, etc., hereby make known to all our
faithful subjects that it has pleased the Alvisit Russia
mighty, in liis inscrutable will,toto
call her benewith heavy blows of fate and
factor, tho Emperor Alexander 2d. to himself,
lie foil by the hands of impious murderers w-ho
had repeatedly sought his precious life and
made their attempts, because they saw in him
the protector of Russia, the foundation of her
greatness and tho promoter of tho welfare of
Lot us bow to the unthe Russian people.
Divine Provideuco and
fathomable will of
offer up to the Almighty our prayers for the
repose of the pure soul of our beloved father.
We ascend the throne which we inherit
from our forefathers, the tliione of the Russian
Empire and the Czardon and Grand Dukedom, inseparably connected with it. We assume the
heavy burden which God has imposed upon us with a firm reliance upon His
May He bless our work to
Almighty help.
the welfare of our beloved fatherland, and
may He guide our strength for the happiness
of all our faithful subjects in repeating before
Almighty God the sacred vow made by our
father, to devote, according to the testament
of our forefathers, the whole of our life to care
for tho welfare aud honor of Russia. _We
call upon all our faithful subjects to unite before the altar of the Almighty their prayers
with ours, aud commend them to swear fidelity
to us aud to our successor, his imperial highness the
hereditary Grand Duke Nicolas
Alexandre viteh,'
Given at St: *7
rsburg Anno Domini 1881,
and the first yea.
our reign.”
Washington, March 14.—The following dispatch was received at the State Department
this morning:
St. Petersburg, March 14.
To Blaine, Washington:
The Czarewitcli ascends the throne as Alexander III.
Fustsr.
(Signed)

MAINE.
Fire in St. Albans.
Newport, March 14.—The farm buildings
owned aud occupied by Geo. Southard in St.
Albans were destroyed by fire this morning.
Loss §2000; no insurance.
Cause defective

chimney.
Bath Centennial Celebration.
Bath, March 14.—The centennial ball, to be
given under the auspices of Dunlap Commandery, K. T., at tho Patten car works in this
city, Friday evening next, promises to be one
ot the grandest affairs ever witnessed in Hew
England. The capacity of the building is sufficient for one thousand couples.
Tickets for
between six and eight hundred couples are al-

ready disposed of, many of them

in

Boston and New York. The literary exercises
will take glace at the "Wesley church on Saturday, consisting of a historical address by Rev.
Henry O. Thayer of Bangor; a poem by Frank
W. Hawthorne of this city, interspersed with
music and closing with the singing of an orig-

Exchange),

corner

of

In Wiscasset, March 8, Augustus B. Averill anil
Miss Etta M. West, both of Aina.
In Tremont, March 4. Jas. Uott ami Mrs. Eliza W.

Middle and Ex-

('losing.

Opt int/.
n

Boston Laud.11%
Water Power.
12

Aspinwall Land.

11 Vs
12
8

x

__:~

city
Mayor Case

inaugurated

delivered his annual
today,
message. He spoke of the heavy liability incurred by the city in loaning its credit to the
amount of $750,000 in aid of building the
Knox & Lincoln railroad. The bonds are now
falling due at the rate ol 520,000 per year until 1902, when the whole balance alone is to be

Saratoga.New

bonds dull. Railroad bouds active but irregular.
The stock market opened strong and higher but
closed easier.
i’he transactions at the Stock Exchange aggregated 330.929 shares
Toe toiiowing are to-day's closing quotations- of

Lake Neplgon._Portland—Liverpool....Mch
Circassia*. •.Halifax.Liverpool—Mch
.New York. .Liverpool... .Mch
City of *<v!'*i.
Ethiopia.New York..Glasgow —Mch
Victoria.New York..London.Mch
Cimbria.New York..Hamburg.. ..Mch
Samarh-.Boston.Liverpool... .Mch
France... ..New York..Havre.Mch
Colon.New York.. Aspinwall... Mch

FROM

United
United
United
United
United
United
United
United
Pacific

were

closing quotations

the

The Republicans organized both boards today electing Dr. S. H. Boynton chairman of
the aldermen and A. D. Bird president of the
council.

common

Senator Windom’s Successor.
St. Paul, Minn., .March 14.—Gov. Pillsbnry
has appointed Gen. A. I. Edgerton of Kasson
to the United States Senate to fill the vacancy
occasioned by the appointment of Windom to
the cabinet. The new Senator left for Wash-

ington

at

today.

noon

FINANCIAL AND COMMERCIAL
Duil> Wholesale Market.

I*orllan«

Portland. March 14.

change
Flour,
steady and prices are fully maintained. Grain continues firm with fair trade. Sugar is steady at the
recent advance. In Provisions, Pork and Lard are
strong and quotations show a decided advance.
Eggs were scarce to-day and selling at outside price.
Potatoes are quiet and unchanged. Castana Nut*
are Jc off. Apples are selling slow and quotations
barely sustained.
There is

in

no

but

the demand is

PORT OF

Steamship

3%
1 Vs
6%
6%
2%
6%

«*

Michigan....6 26@6

Bran,

St. Louis Win-

Mid’iigs,

..
..

Geese,

Norfolk 2
bbl.4

•Onions, ^

(By Telegraph.)

75@3

OG

Backs.. ..22

60®5 OG

Clear.21

60@22

50g21

7i
7i

London Layers2 40®2 60
Turkish Prunes.6V2@7c

Bean*.
,Pea.2 20@2 2i

Oranges.
'Mediums.2 20®2 2i
Palermos -pbz 2 75®3 50 Yellow Eyes.. 2
00@2 li
jI
Valencia^case S7 50
Bauer.
Ex

large

cases

$9@10

Lemons.
Messina.4
4
Palermos

Nuts.

OC

j Creamery.
(lilt

@32
Edge Vermont 31
00@4 5C Choice
22@25
00@4 5C Good. 18@20
Store.

Peanuts—

17@18

Cllieewe.

Wilmington.1 60@1 7( Maine.
13@15
Virginia.1 60@1 65 j Vermont.
13®15
Tennessee... 1 20@1 3{ I X. Y. Factory
13 @15
lb.
Castana,
9@10< iSkim Cheese
8@10
Walnuts,
14@16<
Apple*.
Filbert*.
12@14 II Baldwin.1 50@1 7i
Pecan,
13® 14 ■ Greenings ....1 50@1 71
Sugar.
| Choice eating apples 2 0(
® 96^ Dried Western
Granulated....
4V4@5
Extra G
@9
I do Eastern.. 4@ 5
—

Early Rose,

bush:—

Houlton...

Maine
Grand
Prolilics, Eastern
Grand Trunk.

60@6(

Central.55@6(
Trunk...».55^6(
.55^
.55<§j
Jacksons.50^
The above
prices

are for car

lots about 6c higher.

lots

of Potatoes: smal

following quotations of American stocks ii
London wore received to-day by cable:
Erie Railway. 49%
The

New York

Central.152

Pennsylvania Central. *58
Reading.
34
Illinois Central.138
Crain Market.

Portland, March

14.

The

following quotation* of Grain were receive*
by telegraph from Chicago to-day by A. W. Jordan
157 Commercial street:
Chicago .—Wheat—,
,-Corn_,
Time.
Mar.
Apr.
May.
il. 30...
100
42%
19.46..
99%
42%
10.31..
99%
42%
11.31..
100%
42%
12.33..
1001/2
42%
1.02...
100%
42%
Call.
100% -*■
42%

__Oats_
Ma-

A

Keceiptii'af

Maine

33^
331/
33 B/.
33*33a/

33%

Central.

Portland.March 12.
Portland, 32 cars miscellaneous merchandise ;
connecting roads, 78 cars miscellaneous mei
ohandise.
I? or

for

Daily Domeatic iteceipu.
By water conveyance—1000 bush Cornmeal to (
W. True & Go.
Foreign ImportM.
MATANZAS Brig Mattie B Russell -57C. hhd
70 tcs molasses to Phinney «Sr Jackson.

for Cieufuegos.
Ar 10th, barque Kate

Karding, Watts, Havre 64
days; Bengal, Loring, Caibarien; sch Ellen Morrison, Portland.
Passed the Gate 13th, schs H T Townsend, from
New York for Boston; J M Morales, fm do for New
Haven; Eva C Yates, Baltimore for New Haven.
NEW LONDON—Passed Little Gull 11th, brig
John H Crandon. Pierce, from New York for Buenos

New York.
DUTCH ISLAND HARBOR—Sid 12th, schs Congress, Willard, Portland for New York; Watchman,
Robbins, for do; Oriole, Baker, Boston for Bridgeport; Geo S Tarbeil, Higgins, do for Philadelphia.
Ar 12th, schs Alaska, Hamilton, Rockland for
New York; Brave. Bennett, Providence for do; Allen Green, Belfast for do.
NEWPORT—Ar 11th, schs Pushaw, Brown, Bristol for New York; Eagle, Newman, Providence for
Now York.
Sailed 13th, schs Mary Shields, Linscott, and J Q
Stover, Arey, for New York; Moses Eddy, Simonton,
and Nautilus* Colman, fm Rockland for New York;
Charliey HaDley, Arey, and Charlie & Willie, Weed,
do for do; Richd W Denham, Hinkley, Portland for
do; Mary Farrow, Patershall, and Fanny Flint,
Warren, do for do; E G Knight, Pratt, do for PhilaHilliard,
delphia; M L Newton, Haskell, and
Eastport for New York; Alpine, Haskell, Somerset
for do; St Elmo. Humphrey, Portsmouth, HI, for
Weymouth; Sea Bird, Mullen, for New York; Charley, Hanley, Arey, Rockland for do; Fleetwing,
Johnson, Eastport for New York.
In port, sehs Adriana, Baker, and Jos G Stover,
Arey, for New York; Mindora, Mason, and Express,
for do.
NEW BEDFORD—Ar 12th, sch Arthur Burton,

Percy,

Coombs, Elizabetbport.
Sid 12th, schs Terrapin, Hanna, and A S Emery,
Avery, New York.
VINEYARD-HAVEN—Ar 11th, sch Satilla, Rivers, Satilla River for Bath.

Louis,

fil

1

077/i bid.

a

New York, March 14.—Cotton auiet; Miadlim ;
uplands 10% c.
New Orleans.March 14.—Cotton irregular;Mid
tiling uplands 10%c.
Savannah, March 14.—Cotton is dull; Middlinj ;
uplands 10%c.
Memphis, March 14—Cotton quiet; Middling up
lands at 10%c.
Mobile, March 14.—Cotton quiet; Middling up
lands at 10%«.

Luraprnn .Tlurltt ls.
By Telegraph.)
lAjNBoN.Mcb. 14.—Consols at 99 11-16 lot ntone’
and account.
Liverpool,March 14—12.30P.M.—Cotton unuk
dull and easier; Middling uplands at 6 3-16d; Or
leans 6%d; sales 8,000 bales: speculation and ex
port 1000:

42s®43s 6d;

Tallow at

35s.

Lard at
at London

San Francisco.
Ship Geo Skolfleld, Forsaitli, to arrive, has been
chartered to load for New York.
At Batavia Jan 25, ship Mt Washington, Perkins,
for Padang and New York.
At Anjier Jan 23, barque Antioch, Hemingway,
Rio Janeiro, for orders.
At Valparaiso Jan IS, brig Levi Stevens, Goudy,
Port Townsend.
Sid Jan 17, ship John C Potter, McClure, Coquimbo and Huanillos. to load guano for Continent; bark
Ella, Matthews, for Taltal and Hampton Roads.
Sid fm Cadiz Feb 26., barque Grace Deering, Davis
Gloucester.
Sid fm Havre 1st inst, ship Swallow, Buncau, lor
New Orleans.
Sid fm Table Bay, CGH, Febl, ship J W Marr,

SPOKEN.
5, lat 29 N, Ion 39 W, barque Fred W Carlon,
from
York
for Dunedin.
New
Carlon,
Feb 24, in Mona Passage, sch Victor Puig, from
Feb

65sd;
39s

FOREION PORTS.
At Adelaide, Aust, Jan 21, brig A L Palmer, Atkinson, for Cape Town. CG1I.
Sid fm Padang Dec 26, (not Feb 20) barque Itonns, Bucknaro, New York.
At Maulmain Jan 24, barques Mallevilie, Harlow,
and Wetterborn, Sk el ling, for Europe.
At Singapore Jan 29, barques Escort,Waterhouse,
for New York in a few days; Fanny Skoltield, Dunning. unc.
At Rangoon Jan 29, ships John D Costa, Hamilton, and Leading Wind, Hinckley, for Europe.
At Calcutta Feb 7, ship Danl 1 Ingalls, Avery, for

At Navassa Macch 6, barque F L Carneh, Fossett,
for Baltimore; ech lepac Orbeton, Crockett, for do,
(both to sail 10th.)

futures dull.
Liverpool,March 14-1.30 P. M.—Flour 3s Cdt
11s; Winter Wheat at 9s@9s 8d; Spring Wheat a
8s 6dB9s 2d; California average at 9sa9s 6d;Clu]
do at 9s 5d@9s lOd; Com at Is 6%d®6s 6%tl;Pea
6s lOd. Provisions, &e.,—Pork68s; "Beef 75s; Ba
eon

H VANN IS—Sid 12th. sch Wm Thomas. Wooster.
New York.
BOSTON —Cld 12tli, sells John Bracewell, Chatfield, Boothbay; L Q C Wishhart, Carlaw. Portland.
Ar 13th, barque Hiram Emery, Wyman, Singapore; seb Myra Sears, Jellison, Duxbury.
Ar 14th, seb E L Higgins, Mitchell, Calais.
SALEM—Ar 15tb, barque Chalmette, Chadbourn,
Calcutta.
PROVINCETOWN—In port 12th, schs Harry P
Percy, from New York for Salem; Maggie Ellen,
from New York for Boston.

Morse, Hong Kong.

receipts 14,700 bales; Americau;i3,100

Cheese at 68s 6tl ;
3d.

Notice. Ladies now using cream tartar an.
soda in baking will have better results by usin
Congress Yeast Powder. Try it in biscuits, cake ■
doughnuts, pie crust, etc.
Slade's English Mustard is sold by all gro

New York for Maracaibo.
March 13. off Cape Cod,
York for Portland.

;

MARKIAGES.
;
In
Miss

Newcastle. March 9, Austin B. Osgoo.l
Nellie M. Harris.

au

from

Newspaper Advertising Agency,
•J65 WASHINGTON ST.,
BOSTON
Advertisements received for every Paper in the
United States and British Province's at the Lowest
Contract Prices. Any information cheerfully given

promptly

and estimates
File of the Press
Estimates
Send

for

of

furnished.
for inspection at any time
Send for Circular.

m*t t

100 choice Newspapers.

jan25eodlf

SPECIALTIES

Silks That SeH WeH

Jewelry,
Silver Ware,
Clocks,
Opera Classes,
Spectacles,
RINES BROS.
Eye Classes,
Cure Your Corns!

Colored Silks lliat cost front $1.10
to $1.20 to manufacture, sell well
at 97 cts.
Summer Silks that cost 50 cts..
and t>2 cts., sell well at 37 cts., and
45 cts.
Black Silks that cost $1.22 and
$1.87, two weeks since, sell well
now at 99 cts., and $1.50.
American Silks in Colors and
Black in full assortment.
75 ct. Woolens reduced to 50 cts.
Line Harris Woolens at
New
$1.25. These sell everywhere for

$1.87

or

$2.00.

mar3

an

dtf

c£?o«

BY USING

SCHLOTTERBECK’S

(lorn. Wart & Bunion Solvent.

Watch, Clock,

Jewelry

and Silver Ware

Repairing.

without leaving a blemish.
Brush for applying iu each

bottle.
GUARAXTEED.^MS
For »ale by all Drngginto.

LURE
Price 25

IS

ecu to.

Try

it and you will be convinced like thousands
who have used it and now testify to its value.
Ask for Kchlotterbeck’s C'oru au«l Wart
Solvent and take no other.
nov23
sndif

509

Congress St.

eodtf

mar 12

REMOVAL.
GRASSSEEDS

HAVING TAKEN THE STORE

Timothy,
Red Top,
N. N. Y. Clover,
Western Clover,
Alsike Clover,

CORNER OF

CONGRESS and BROWN STS.,
I

6hall open the

same

to the

SATURDAY, MARCH
—

with

a

Orchard Grass,
Blue Grass,

Millet,
Hungarian,

White Clover.

Also Flower and Vegetable Seeds. For
sale at the Lowest Market Priee, by

public,

12th., Kendall &
Whitney,

—

PORTLAND;

febO

MAINE.

dtf

CHOICE NEW STOCK
-OF-

CALL and SEE

FANCY GOODS,
Consisting1 of Corsets. Hosiery, Underwear, Kid and Lisle Gloves, Ties, Kuching, Laces, Embroideries, Worsteds,
Trimmings and everything usually found
in a first-class Fancy Goods Store.

Decker Bros’
Also

choice

a

stock of tirst-claae

PIANOS AND ORGANS.

W. E. PLUMMER | 1
Gor. Congress k Brown Sis.

Samuel Thurston,
PORTLAND.

Free SL Block,

eep2t>

dlw

marl 2

Pianos,

Indorsed by ANNIE LOUISE CARY.

Thanking my friends and the public
generally for past favors, I solicit a continuance of the same in my new store,
pledging myself, as heretofore, to sell
the best goods at lowest prices.
New Spring Goods received every day.

dtt

BLACK
BLACK

h. w. mmm & co.,
wishing

to close

their

STICK!

for cash

STICK!

BLACK
STICK t

Collamore ImperialiFrench Blacking.
Benton Champion Cement and Mucilage.

business,

offer their entire Stock at cost,

only, (luring the

388

month of March.

CONGRESS ST.

A. E. EATON.

H. W. 8I10NT0N k
No.
mar

4

Deering

14

mar 2

CO.,

Block.

engagement
1
MY initiated,

Ac,

or

getting

am

and

stock of

Also blasts and

prepared for the manufacture of the
at my old stand,

same

W'liarf, :il<> Commercial
St., foot of Park St,

W. II. SlillOUTOH*.

money

March

T. C. COOPER,
SLATE and METAL ROOFER,

4, 1881.

FINE

mar5

Objects

of Art iu

POTTERY, PORCELAINS &C.
Just

eodlm*

Opened.

CYRUS F.
by
writing
the Selectmen’s office, until
PROPOSALS
undersigned,
March *2<»th, 1881, tor
farmer and wife
be received

the

593

|
|

ARE and exquisite designs, selected for intrin
sic merit; rich colors on tint aud gold ground;
every card a gem of art, tit for the finest collection.
Every mail briny s tetters of praise from those who
Send 25 cents for sample
have tried our Cards.
collection by mail. E. VICKERS,602NorthFortyfourth
lcblTcodlm
t,Philadelphia, Pa.

jau26

CONGRESS

Beautiful

Saturday,
to take charge of the Alius House and Town Farm
None need appl>
in Capo Elizabeth for one year.
unless they are thoroughly acquainted with theii
a

THOMAS B. HASKELL,
) Overseers
oC the
STEPHEN SCAM MON.
S
MICHAEL J. PEABBLES, )
Poor.
March
1881.
'Jth,
Cape Elizabeth,
dlw&wltlO
marlO

DAVIS,

|

at

business.

dtf

ASSORTMENT
of

46 CROSS STREET.

will

a

Sturdivant’s

refunded.

in

in

Spars,
and

Tin Roofs Repaired ami Painted,
Leaky Roofs made Tiglil, and

warranted,

Lorenzo Taylor having ter.

Ship Knees, Oak, Hark, anti Keel
Timber, Oak untl Hard Wood
Plank, Wedges, Treenails,

Place to get HOOFING done is
at 46 Cross SI.
manner

with

am now

dtf

THE CHEAPEST AND 1BES1
All kinds of Roofing done in the best
at the Lowest Possible Terms.

d2w

Motice.

New

DODD’S

American

97 CT. SILKS. Watches,

mar2

barqqe Nicoia,

Cherryileld

Portland, Me., Jan. 24, 1881.

Notice.

1

cers.

and other stocks.
Also European and North
It. U. Stock and Bonds.

10,1881.

HAVEN-Cld 11th, sch J D Ingraham,

Lewis, Virginia.
PROVIDENCE—Ar 13th, sch Maggie Mulvey,
Hart, Hoboken.
Sid 12th, schs Victory, Milliken, and Redondo,
Betts, New York; Danl Webster, Blake, do.
FALL RIVER—Sid 11th, sch Empress, Kendall,
New York.
BRISTOL—Sid 10th, sch Pushaw, Howes, for
New York.
WARREN—Sid 12th, sch Eva Adell, Ellis, for

'larch;

The

I

NEW YORK—Ar 12th, barque Hosea Rich Norton, Liverpool 68 days; Carrie Wymau, Randall,
Buenos Ayres 66 days; brigs Emma, Richaidson,
Progresso 27 days; Giles Loring, Kenney, Cardenas
13 days; schs Anna W Barker, Snowman, Pernambuco 36 days; George K Hatch, Murphy, Matanzas;
Eva C Yates, Yates, Baltimore for New Haven.
Cld 12th, ship Washington, Martin, Bremen; schs
Etta M Barter, Barter, Fernandina; J M Morales,
Waide, New Bedford.
Sid 12th, ship Jas Drummone, for San Frnncisco;
barque H G McFarland, f- r Boston; brig Atalaya,

NEW

Gouldsboro,

Edgemoggiu,

Town Committee.

Per Order

PORTLAND, ME.

Orders for Stocks and Bonds executed
in Portland, Boston, New York and other markets.
Maine Mining Stocks a Specialty.
03y=WANTED.—Twin Lead, Young
Hecla, Douglass, Favorite, Deer Isle,

snlw

March

Droltcr,

50 EXCHANGE ST.,

-.

Ayres.

tfodtf

B. BARNES, JR.,
Stocls.

The Republicans of Yarmouth are requested to
meet at Masonic Hall on TUESDAY, the 15th iust.
at 7Vt o’clock p. m., for the purpose of nominating
such candidates for town officers as may be deemed
expedient; also to choose a town committee for the

~

March 14.—Flour is steady:triple extr:
4 35:®4 60; family 4 7534 90; choice to fancy 5' 1< ;
@5 60. Wheat lower but advanced; INo 2 Ked Fal
at 1 02®I 02% cash; 1 02®1 02%
1 03%
037/s for April; 1 05%®1 057/s|May; No 3 Ret
all 99ys®99%c; No 4 do at 93%c. Com tlrme: 1
at 40c for cash and March; 40%®40ysc for April
407/s@4iysc for May. Oats dull at 33%®34c fo
cash; 34c asked April. Kye is lower at 1 Olffil 02
Barley quiet. Pork firm at 15 75 cash; 16 6'5 bit
April; 16 75 bid May. Lard is firm at 10 30 bid.
Receipts—10,000 bbls Hour 47,000 bush wheat
108,000 bash oorn, 24,000 busbj >ats, 3,000 bns)
rye. 6.000 ousb barley.
Shipmeats-16,000 bbls Hour, 16,000 busb wheat
67,000 bush corn, 16,000 busb oats, 0,000 busl
barley*3,000 bush rye.
Detroit, March 14.—\V
at|strong; No 1 Whit,
.r April; 1 06% May
at 1 05 for March; 1 06%
!
1 07 bid for June: No 2 White 1
No 2

Ntock Market.

following quotations of stocks were receive 1
yesterday by Woodbury & Moulton ^members of tb o I

chenbach, Jacksonville.
Cld 12th, sch Sarah Potter, Wall, Galveston, (and
sailed.)
Ar 13th, barque Annie Lewis, Lewis, Pisagua;
sell Frank Harrington, Kent, Boston.
PHILADELPHIA—Ar 12th, ship Oracle, Morrison. Liverpool; brig Leonora, Blood, Matanzas; sch
H E Willard, Willard, Portland.
Cld 12th, brig Addie Todd, Corscn, Barbadoefi.
Ar at Delaware Breakwater 12th, sch Hattie A
White, Bellatty, Aux Caves; 12th, John M Con-

Butler unchanged.
Freights to Liverpool lower; Wheat 1> steam 4%
@4%.
Chicago. March 14.—Flour quiet and unchanged
Wheat fairly active and shade higher, No 2 Chicagc
Spring at 99%c@l 01 for cash; 1 00% for April
1 05%@1 05% for May; No 3 do 88y2@92c; re
jected 76@80%c. Corn is fairly active aiid highei
at 38%@39%c for cash; 38%@38%c April; 42%
@42%c for May; 42%c bid June. Oats steady am
firmlat 29@31%c for cash; 29V4C for April; 33%<
for May. Rye steady and unchanged. Barley stead}
and unclianged. Pork is active, firm and higher a"
15 6 @15 6"5 cash; 15 57y2 for April; |16 72%®
15 75 ioi May; 16 85@15 87% June. Lard
higbei
at 10 55 cash; 10 60@10 62ya for April; 10 72ys
Bulk Meats stead'
@10 75 May; 10 82y2 June.
and unchanged—shoulders at 5 00: short rib 8 15'
short clear 8 45.
Receipts —28.000 bbls ttour. 83.600 hu.*h wheat
ae.uuo bust) corn, DO,000 busb oat*. 2200 bust
rys, 4200 bush barley.
Shipinents-16 000. bbls Hour, 17.000 bush wheat
110,000 busb corn, 44,000 bush oats, 1400 bust
rye. 7000 bush barley.
At the Afternoon Call of the Board, No 2 Chicagi
Spring Wheat closed at 99%c bid, 1 Oo asked toi
March; 1 00% for April; 1 05% for May; 1 05 V;
June. Corn at 38%c bid for March; 38%c April
42%@42%c for 51 ay; 42%c June. Oats at 29%.
bid, 29%c asked for April;33% c bid for May. Pori
15 57Va April; 15 72% for May;15 85
bid,l 5 87V:
asked for June. Lard at 10 CO April; 10 75 May
10 82% for June; 10 90 July.

Ked

Fletcher,

CHARLESTON—Ar 13th, sobs Nellie Treat, Dorr,
New York; J S Ingraham, Packard, do; Carrie Donnell, Harris, Baracoa.
WILMINGTON, NC—Ar 10th, sch Georgie B McFarland, Strong, New York.
BALTIMORE—Ar 12th, sch Wave Crest, Win-

verse.

au28

Telephone Exchange. Parties
contemplate availing themselves of the many

HAVNK.

PORTLAND,

Entirely harmless; is not a caustic.
It removes Corns. Warts, Bunions and Callous,

Harding, Savannah.

07y2j2760

03%;

•

New York.
Ar 12th, sch Lester A Lewis, New York.
Ar 13th, sch E H Herriman, New York.
ST MARYS, GA—Ar 8th, barque Thos

Exchange Street
•»

NORTH VARHOl'TH.
The Republicans of North Yarmouth are requestat town House, ou FRIDAY, March 18,
to
meet
ed
1881, at 3 o’clock P. M., for the purpose of nominating town officers to lie supported at the spring
Per order of the town committee
election,
North Yarmouth, March 8, 1881.

SAVANNAH—Ar 11th, sch A F Ames, Achoru,

1omn« h is unchanged. Petroleum dull and weak
united at 84%. Tallow is firm: sales of 115,OOC
lbs at 6%. Pork is shade stronger; old mess or
the spot quoted at 15 25@1G 00; new do at 16 25
500 bbls new mess for April at 16 00; May quotec
at 16 25. Beef is steady. Card about 10 highei
and fairly active; sales 1460 prime steam on spot al
10 92y2@ll 00; 1760 tea for March at 10 92%(a
II 00; 8000 for April at 10 92y2@ll 02y2; 10,
600 May at 10 76(5)11
for June 11 00(5
31 02%; refined for continent quoted at 11 25

ST.

BANK STOCK, AC.

Yarmouth,

about 5< > tons cargo.

son, Portland.

Bonds,

BELL TELEPHONE CO.

ensuing year.

PENSACOLA—Cld 9th, sch Lizzie Wilson, Wil-

14—Evening—Flour-Receiptf

22,516 bbls; exports 33,877 bbls; without decided
change, closing with scarcely so much strength and
very export and Jobbing trade demandjsaies 15,IOC
bbls; No 2 at 3 10.53 65; Superfine Western and
State at 3 00@4 15,Tatter extreme; extra Western
and State at 4 30(54 90; good to choice Western
and State at 5.0fi@fi.75; White Wheat Weston
extra at 6 0056 00; fancy do at 6 15@7 00; extra Ohio at 4b0@6 75; extra St. LouifTat 4 50(5
6 75: patent Minnesota extra good to prime at 6 6t
@7 00; choice to double extra at 7 10@8 00. including 3 500 bbls City Mills extra at 6 65 for W I;
1400 bbls No 2 at 3 1053 50; 800 bbls Superfine
3 60(24 15, latter fancy: 2 700 bbls low extra al
4 2554 50; 3800 bbls Winter Wheat exttra at 4 2E
@8 00; 4100 bbls Minnesota extra at 4 25@8 00:
Southern flour is dull and unchanged. Rye Float
is quiet. Corn Ulcal weak;Yellow Western 2 60(5
2 85; Brandywine 3 00.
Wheal—receipts 165,
084 bush; exportsd.24,353 bush; without import
ant change with light export denied and moderate
trade on speculative account; salis 868,000 bush,
including 148,000 bush on spot; ungraded Red al
3 1651 27; No 3 do 1 19@1 19%:No2 Red 1 22%
@1 22%; Noil Red 1 27%; Mixed Winter at 1 3 €
@1 19%; ungraded Whit e at 1 16@1 17%; No 2
do at 1 17%5117%: No 1 White, 19,000 bush at
1 18% @1 18% ;No 2 Red for March. 128,000 bust
at 1 21%@1 22Y8. Rye very firm; quoted 1 00(5
I 05. Barley dull and heavy.
Corn less active
opening strong and closing rather weak; receipt!
114,354 bush; exports 94,738 bush: sales 242,OOC
bush, including 130,000 on the spot: ungraded at
56%(559c; No 3 at 56%@66%c: steamer at 67%
@58c;No 2 at 58%@59c:No 2 at 58%@59c:steam
er Yellow at 57V2@57%cc: White Southern 60c:
No 2 for March at 58%559c; April at 57%c; Ma\
at 55y8@55%c, including 4,000 No 2 f o b 58y2t*
24,000 old No 2 in store 59. Oat* %@y2c bettei
and rather quiet; receipts 40,958 bush; sales 128,000 bush; No 3 at 43%c: do White at 43%(544e
No 2 at 43%@44c; do White at 45%@45y2c; No l
at 44c; do White at 47% c: Mixed Western at 43(5
44%c; White do 45y2@47y2c; White State at 4G^<
54%c, latter choice seed, including 25,000 bust
No 2 for Marchat 43%@43%c; 16,000 do April al
43%@43%c: 5,000 do May 43y8c. Mugar iirir
but quiet; refined strong; crushed 9%@9%. Iflo-

crate—@160 I less.17 00ffil75(
I Ha ns.
11
Cmberries, $>' bbl
@]J
Ijurs.
Maine, 4 00@4 50
CapeCod,7 50@9 00 Tub, p 1h....llSfc«ll»/i
Round tiogs—7Vfe'a8
Tierces, lb p.ll^SH^f
Pruif
Pall. m<,@13
Musc’tl Raisin8215@2 30 1 Kegs

I

GALVESTON—Sid 12th, barque Adolph Engler,
Merriraan, Bremen.
Cld 7th, sch Geo M Adams, Standish, Sagua.
PASCAGOULA—Sid 9th, barqu. Brunswick, Higgins. Philadelphia; sch Bowers, Thompson. Boston.
APALACHICOLA—Ar 6th, sch R F h art, Cobb,
Martinique.
NEW ORLEANS—Cld 9th, schs H E Riley, Coffin,
Cardenas; M M Chase, McClearn, Beiize.
Ar at Port Eads 11th, ship Thos Lord, Fairbaim,

Domestic JHarkem.

ll@12Va |
ForcQu......6@6%<
JerseyS 75@4 00 Pork-

MERCHANTS’ EXCHANGE.

Alex Gibson has left for Mission Rock to load.

Potatoes—We quote Aroostook Rose at 75@80c;
Maine Central Rose at 70c;Vermont and New York
Kose oo(ft<ue; i'ronncs at 0o@7Uc; Jacksons and
Peerless at GO@G5; fair demand.

Government

nt

eodsntf

vartioitii.

DOMESTIC PORTS.
SAN FRANCISCO—Ar 12th, ship Reporter, Sherbourne. Manila.
Ar 8th, ship Spartan, Reed, Departure Bay.
Sid 5th, ship Sintram, Woodside, Havre.
March 5—Chartered, ship John Bryce. 1986 tons,
The ship
to load wheat for Coik and.orders at 73s.

Cheese—we quote 13%@l*c for choice; 12@13c
forlfair to good;8@llc for common; market firm.
i*jgg® in fair demand but are unsettled and irrogu-

76§7

Sweet

Potatoes:

IN

DEALERS

CAUCUSES.

Sch Anna W Barker, Snowman, at New York from
Pernambuco, reports severe weather on the passage,
stove bulwarks, split mainsail and spanker.

neglected.

11
ter fair
G 00@6 25 Kye,
W inter good ..62 5®6 50
Winter best.. .6
00
Proriaiom.
Produce.
Mess Beef.. 9 60@10 Of
Ex Moss.. 10 75@11 (X
Turkeys. 17@18
ChicKens. 15®1G
Plate.12 75@13 0(
Fowl. 12 ajl 4
Ex Plate..13 25@13 6(
Ducks.14
Fresh Beef,
Hind Qu....7@10Vi<
Eggs. 18@19 ]
..

over

H. M. PAYSON & CO.,

manner.

mar'J

MEMORANDA.
Ship Jas Drummond, Curtis, for San Francisco,
while towing to sea 12th, collided with a coal barge
off the Battery, New York, sinking the latter. No
damage to the ship, which proceeded.
Sch Mary A Power, Watts, at Wilmington from
Boston, reports, when off Frying Pan Lightship, in
a heavy sea, rolled oat the mizzenmast.
Night of
the 9th, grounded on the bar off' Wilmington, but
was hauled off 10th without damage after throwing

Butter—Sales of Western and Northern creameries have been at 28@34c for freshroade. and 23@
28c for fair to good; New York and Vermont fall
daires 23(S|26c;straight do 18@22c; and inferior at
lb. Western dairy and ladle packed
14@17c
at 22@25c for choice and at 15@21c for common
and good; fresh made in fair request; other kinds

50
24
26 0(
1 2'

York—Henry

Point-a-Pitre—

G H Theobold, of Richmond, Me, has pnrcliased
the frame in N L Thompson's yard, Kennebunk, and
will have a ship of 2000 tons built there.
The new ship Dakotah, now loading railroad material at New York for Tacoma, will return home
with spars.

1%

Produce market.
Boston, March 14.
following were to-day’s quotations of Butter,

Nsjw YoRK.March

Tor-

Biig Josafa. from New York, arrived at Cardenas
previous to 14th inst. Was taken to load sugar to
Delaware Breakwater for orders at $5.75.

2

Exchanges.
jy27
__eodtf

advantages of telephonic service, will derive benefit
by making early application for connection and
having their names inserted therein.
NAT*L BELL TELEPHONE CO.t
of the State of Maine.
C. B. GARDNER, General Manager.

Ar at Boston 14th, barque Henry Warner, Reed,
Buenos Ayres (Jan 12.)
Ar at Liverpool 12th, ship City of Brooklyn, Chase
Mobile.
Sid 11th, ships Abner I Benyon, Watts, for New
York; 12th, John Watts, Sweetser, United States.
Sid fm Havre 13th inst. ships Melrose, French,
United States; L J Morse, Ames, and Patrician, Fossett, do.
Ar at Queenstown 12th, ship B P Cheney, Humphreys, San Francisco, (Oct 26).

Bouton

a .id

eland,

Buy and sell first-class State, city,
Intown and ltailroad Bonds.
vestments for trust funds constantly on hand. Correspondence
Orders in Stocks and
solicited.
Bonds executed daily in Boston,
New York and Philadelphia Stock

CITY AND TOWN ItONDS,

who

Burnie & Co.
Sch Brilliant, Wheeler. Port Clyde—N Blake.
Sch Lucy Ann, Mescrvey, St George—D Choate.
Sch Vanguard, Orne. Southport—D Choate.

weak and unchanged; common to fair shipping at
4 10@45 70; good to choice at 4 90@5 2o; exports
nominal at 6 30@5 70.
Sheep—Receipts 1000 head shipments 3200 head;
market steady; fair to good muttons at 4 60@5 55;
choice 5 60@6 80.

The

l

Exchange Sts.,

Cor. Middle &

NATIONAL

Sch Rachel Jane, Cashman, New York—Rumery,

(By Telegraph.)

..

..

Eleanora, Bragg,

W oodbury & Monltou,

subscribers to the

Fox.

Barque Jose R Lopez,
Phinuey & Jackson.

eodtf

oc23

No. 32

& Co.

New

Broker,

Government Bonds, First Class
Securities, Bank Stock,
&c.,
Orders at New
bought and sold.
York and Boston Stock Exchanges
executed by wire.

Portland Directory will be published about
the middle of this month, and will contain the list of

Castine.

Steamship Quebec, (Br) Dale, Glasgow—D
rance

8c

^

194 Middle Street.

The

Cleared.

Northern Belle.14

Chicago fjive Stock market.

superior

jan7

PORTLAND.

Steamship Lake Nepigon, (Br) Campbell, Liverpool—mdse to Thompson, Murray & Co.
Steamer Falmouth, Hall, Boston for East port
and St John. NB.
Brig Mattie B Russell. Atherton, Matanzas—570
hhds 70 tcs molasses to Pliinney & Jackson.
Sch Nellie S Jcrrell, Scull, Boston via Cape Small
Point, to load for Philadelphia.
Sch Georgie 1) Loud, Murphy, St George, to load

FROM

1

a

its.a r.ain

MONDAY, March 14.

for New York.
Sch Regulator, from

Banker

13 PREBLE ST., opposite Preble Hounc.

Arrived.

mining HtorkN.
(By Telegraph.)
San Francisco,March 14.—The following are the
closing onotations of Mining stocks to-day:
Alta.— 1% Noonday
1%
Alpha.
2% Hale & Norcroes.. 3%
1
Belcher.
Grand: Prize.
1
Best A Belcher..
6% Mexican. 4%

VKIttSU.

Oats,

FOSTER’S
FOREST CITY DYE HOUSE,

ISTEVYB.

,l±ME

at

per Pair.

f'alifernin

Bullion.

work,

to custom

Lace* cleansed in

Erie preferred
87%
Northwestern.123%
Northwestern preferred.135%
Milwaukee* St. Paul..113%
122 %
St. Paul preferred..
New Jersey Central.106%
Union Pacific.122%
Western Union Tel. Co.
116%
American Union Telegraph. 80%
Del. *Hudson Canal Co.113%
Hartford & Erie 7s. 59%
Adams Ex. Co.130
Wells. Fargo & Co.13 8
American Ex. Co. 70
U. S. Ex. Co. 58%
Pits. & Fort Wayne.132 Vs
Pacific Mail St.|Co. 59
Ohio & Mississippi. 44%
Del. & Lackawanna.129%
Atlantic & Pacifie| Tel. 47%
Canada Southern.
81
Land Grants.114
Funds.
120
Sinking
Union Pacific 6s. 113%
Bur. & Csdar Rapids. 75
I. Mountain.
65%
Boston Water Power.
11%
220
Panama.
Harlem.190
Boston Air Line.
48

Superfine.4 00@4 50 New II. M. Corn,
Extra Spring. .5 25@5 50
ear lot*
61
SJ£ Spring....6 25(a6 60 Cate
4P
Patent Spring
Sacked Bran
23 0(
Wheats.8 00@8 75
Mids...
@24 OC
Michigan Win65
Corn, bag lota..
ter best.6 00 @6 26 Meal,
61
50

Coats, Pants,

MINI AT*'KK ALMANAC. .MARCH 15.
Sun rise*.0.12 I High water, (a m).. 10.57
Sun set*.6.06 l Moon rises. 0.00

A!

dim

Vests and Ladies’ Saeques, Capes
l isters, Dolmans &c. cleansed
or dyed, and pressed by tailor's
equal
pressmen

..

California. 1
Oplnr..
OhoPar.
1% Overman..
Eureka Con.25 Vs Union Con,.
Crown Point. 1
Sierra Nevada.
Yellow Jacket.
Exchequer. 1
Gould* Curry.-3% Bodie.
Savage.
Potosi.
1%
Bulwer. 2
Con. Virginia.

8ii

HANSON,

SAMUEL

CO.,

MAINE.

PORTLAND,
febl7

—

of

New York Centra}.
147
Lake Shore.127%
Michigan,? outrai..
.111%
Erie. 48Vs

following are uwiay’j quotations of Flour.
Grain, Provisions. Ac.

Grade

FRED T. MEA1IER &

..

Rock island.134%
I ilinois Central.1363/g
C. R. AOuincy.364%
Chicago * Alton. .140
Chicago a Alton prefer re'
140

The

Low

-FOR SALK BY-

18
19
19
19
19
11)
19
20
21
Sarmatian.Halifax.Liverpool_Mch 22
Abyssina.New York..Liverpool_Mch 22
Bothnia.New York..Liverpool—Mch 23
Cityof iscwtei* .New York..Liverpool_Mch 24
Toronto.Portland—Liverpool ..Mch 25
Tarifa..Boston.Liverpool—Mch 26
Parisian.Halifax.Liverpool....Mch 20
Aecapulco.New York. .Aspinwall.... Mch 30
Lake Winnipeg. ..Portland
Liverpool
Apl 1

States 6% 1881. reg.102%
States G’s, 1881, coup.
..102%
States new 5*8, reg.101
101
States new o’*, coup.
States new 4V2’s, reg.—111%
States new 4%’s, roup.
.111%
States uew 4’s,reg.
1123/s
States new 4% coup.1133/s
6’s of 96..
.13

following

The

FOR

York.. Havana.Mch 17

Baltic....New York..Liverpool....Mch 17
Gellert.New York..Hamburg. ..Mch 17

ed %: actual business at 4.80 for long and 4.82%
for short. Governments strong and Vs higher. State

lar.f

its labors as soon as possible with a
view of negotiating with the holders of the
bonds lty communication or seeing them personally in order that refunding may be brought
about at the earliest possible day.

HAVANA TOBACCO.

IJi\Ci DAYS OF NT E A.MM II1PM.

!*A

(By Telegraph.)
New York, March 14—Evening.—Money market
easy at 4®6 on call,closing at 4g5;priine mercantile
paper 6@G. Sterling Exchange nominally advanc-

■ iron

The merit', and quality of these Cigars are fully
sustained by numerous and reliable testimonial's
and affidavits of Physicians who have tested them.
K1KEKY BE.IIIM, Jr., Pateutee, 32 Central
Wharf, Boston, Mass.

New York Niock nndITlonev lllnrkei.

committee of the city government be appointed, with a like number from the citizens
at large, to make an exhibit of the property of
the city, both real and personal, as to valua.
tion on a cash basis, together with the liabilities, rate of taxation and all other informa
tion necessary and proper for the information

commence

JMAxrACTlhi:n

GS&^The funeral service of the late Enoch Car eton will take place on Tuesday afternoon at 2Va
o’clock, at the residence of his son. 0. A. Carleton,
4<> Warren street, Cumberland Mills. Friends are
invited to attend.

Company..".

Cheese, Eggs

of those who hold the bonds issued by the city
in aid of the railroad. This committee is to

-|

..

Caj»e Porpoise Village. (Kennebunkport) March
11th. Mrs. Eliza, widow of the late .Joshua Hutchins, aged 78 years 6 months.
In Biddeford, March 1, Mrs. Addie M., wife of
T. P. S. Deering. aged 42 years 9 months.
In Bath, March 11, Mrs. Mary Young, widow of
the late Zeuas Hatch, Esq., aged 79 years.

...

paid. He alluded to the general disquietude
of the citizens at the rate of interest on the
bonds—6 per cent.—4 per cent of which has to
be raised by taxation of the citizens of Rockland, and also to the universal desire that these
bonds may be refunded by new ones at 4 per
cent, interest, thus saving this city from $15,000 to $18,000 a year. He recommended that
a

TOREROS
Aitt-Servois Cigars.

At

....

FINANCIAL.

SPECIAL NOTICES.

DEATH*.

Chicago.March 14—Hogs—Receipts 12,000 head;
;
shipments 6600 head; firm and highei: mixed pack
Rockland City Government Inaugurated.
ing 5 40 5 70; light at 6 60@5 86; ehoiee heavy at
Rockland, March 14.—The municipal gov- 61U0@G 70.
Cattle—Receipts 3000 head shipments 3000 head:
ernment of this
for 1881 was
and

:

Webster.
In Winslow, F«*b. 28, Henry X. Turner and Miss
Ada H. Drummond.

Flint & Pere Marquette common.. 31
31%
C. S. & <- lev. 7s.104
104
Hartford & Erie 7s.. 00
59%
A. T. & S. F.138%
138V2
Boston & Maine.149
149
C. S. & Clev.
27%
28%
38
Eastern.
38
Flint & Pere Marquette preferred. 91
90%
04
L. K. &JFt. Smith. 04 Va
O. & L. C. 43
44%
2 Vs
2 Vs
Catalpa.
Summit Branch.. 29%
29%
Denver & Kio Grande.105
104%
Northern Pacific preferred. 73%
74|
Common..
49%
49Va
Brunswick Antimony Mining Company. .sBO. 19
Bell Telenhoue
94

inal hymn.

iiiuiu

her borders.
Towards 3 p. m. it was evident
The
that the end was near.
Emperor’s
was
waning, and every now and tlier
strength
the blood streamed from the ragged wounds
When the doctors spoke in a whisper of trying
amputation the dying man opened his eye:
and motioned them away. At 3.30 p. m. h<
breathed his last.
The New Monarch.
A Council of State was forthwith convened,
and as the Czarewitch, who, contrary to hii
usual custom, was surrounded by an escort
drove out of the Palace yard, the public hailed
Tiie Grand Duke Michael
him as Emperor.
was slightly wounded.
Public
The
Announcement.
The first announcement St. Petersburg hat
that the work of the assassins was complete
was the firing of minute guns, the tolling o:
the church bells and the hoisting of national
flags at half-mast upon the dome of the Wintei
Palace and the turrets of the principal build
ings. A minute later and flags at half-mas
and inverted flags (the latter is the old Russiai
custom) were drooping from the flagstaffs on
housos of the nobility and gentry and court
Government and municipal officials, and tht
long roll of kettle drums, muttered the tale ir
every street. The wildest excitement prevail
ed in the neighborhood of the palace, bub tin
people on the streets, as a general rule, reThere was
ceived the news in sullen silence.
no weeping and lamentation except among tin
soldiers, by whom he was greatly beloved. Xi
the lower quarters,where the Nihilists are sup
posed to be numerous, crowds gathered at the
corners and discussed the tragedy, remarking
and military dispersed them"
as the police
“They have done for him at last.” All place:
of public resort were closed and will remaii
The police agents to-nighi
so for some days.
arrested several persons who were overheart
denouncing the dead Emperor and applauding
the murderer.
Ten minutes after the first assassin was ar
rested his fellow conspirator fell into the hand 5
of the police. lie had run from the scene ii 1
the confusion which followed the second ex
plosion, and concealed himself in an old build
ing standing in a laue near the western wiin
of the imperial stables. A cjrdon of polici
and Cossacks had been drawn around th 3
stables so that escape was impossible.
Th 3
police routed him out of his hiding place an 1
he was bound and sent off to the dungeon i 1

parties

to

Boston Stock

change streets:

I >
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Street.
eodtf

Fancy Cards.

^

ream morning, march is.

DAY.

INAUGURATION

THE PRESS.

changes were called for, but want of
prevented compliance with the request.

Organization of the New City Government.

II Y AND VICINITY.

y

ADVERTISEMENTS

>K\V

to-day.

Fiizgeruld—4.

ADVERTISEMENTS.
Filks—K. A. It-iss A Co.

THE BOARD OF ALDERMEN.

Admlnialrator’s Sale.
Toe Photographs—A. M. McKenney.
Hotel To Let, Furniture For Sale—O, II. Wilkins.
For Sale in Gorliam A’illage—John C. Card.
Book Keeping—L. A. Gray.
For Philadelphia—J. Nickerson A Sou.
City of Portland.

Frederick F. Haie—Broker.
AUCTION COLUMN.
Stock of a Furniture Store.
At Auction—.J. A. Sawyer.

Buck. Pink arid Lavender Hose, Ladies’
extra long, lull, regular made, for 45 cents at
mhl5dtf
Fitzgerald’s 534 Congress street.
11 eduction in price of canned goods. The
b e.st goods less than wholesale prices.
mhlodtt
W. L. Wilson & Co.
All the Rage.—Now open and offering at
Fitzgerald’s 534 Congress street, a fine asmhlSdtf

Foster’s Laced lvid Gloves, Black and spring
■Shades, at W. E. Plummer’s, corner Congress
and Brown streets.
Mar. 12. 3t

The Board of Aldermen was caUed to order
at 10 a. m. by the City Clerk, H. I. Robinson,
who read the record of the election.
Alderman Chapman of Ward 7 was chosen

temporary chairman.
Aldermen Sargent of Ward 1 and Winslow
of Ward 4 were appointed a committee on credentials and reported the gentlemen in the
seats elected.
A message was received from the Council
that a temporary organization of that body had
been effected by the choice of Councilman Marr
of Ward 0 for temporary President.
A message was sent to the Council announcing the organization of the Board of Aidermen and asking a joint convention for the
purpose of conducting the Mayor elect to the
chair and administering to him the oath of
office.

Remnants.—Yard wide Irish web Linen
from 23 to 35 cents per yard at Fitzgerald’s,
mhlSdtf
Congress street.
Piles Cured by Liebig Co’s Arnicated
Extract of Witch Hazel.
Professor E. M. Hale, M. D., LL.D., of the
Chicago Medical College, says:—"It has extraordinary power over this disease.” Professor
.Sidney Ringer, of the University Medical College, Condon, says:—“I have found it singularly successful.” Beware of wortuless imitations. Also cures Rheumatism, Catarrh and

Neuralgia.

-••Sold in fifty ceuts aud dollar sizes.
mill!
TTh&S&w
Now open and offering at Fitzgerald’s, 534
Congress street, Corsets, warranted whalebone,
for 37, 45 and 50 ceuts upwards.
mhl5dtf
Brief Jottings.
The mercury has indicated 35° at sunrise for
fifteen days. Yesterday it stood at 42° at
Snow
noon, 40° at sunset; wind northwest.
early in the day, then pleasant.
The Robson & Crane party
mouth Hotel.

Freights

are

are

way up in Cuba.

the Fal-

at

We hear the

Joseph was chartered to load sagar tor §5.25.
Mr. McKeuney, the photographer, has got
out some excellent photographs of City Hall
with the decorations of the Inaugural hall.
Those persons who desired to get those tickets for keepsakes that were issued for admis"
sion to the Inauguration ball can fiud them at
the places where they purchased them.
A good job was done yesterday In removing
large quantities of ice from the streets.
The usual Tuesday evening
temperance
meeting will be held at the Mission this evening at 7J o'clock. Good speaking and sing-

iug

may be

expected.

All

are

invited.

MD8IC AND THE DRAMA

Messrs Robson and Crane must have felt
highly flattered at the reception given them
by our people last evening. New Portland
Theatre was filled to its utmost capacity by a
delighted audience. Our Bachelors has been
one of the most profitable plays presented by
these eminent comedians, and it certainly is
one in which opportunity is abundant for the

display of their great comic powers, while at
same time the two central figures are of

the

such a character as not to completely overshadow the rest of the company, which, by the
way, is a strong one. The two great comedians, Mr. Robson as Bachelor Bangle and Mr.
Crane as Bachelor Jowler, fairly kept the audieuce convulsed with laughter.
Bachelor
Bangle is a gay bachelor, fond of fluttering
around the fair sex. In his search for a partner in the joys and sorrows of his life arise a
number of ludicrous incidents, the fun of
which is intensified by Robson’s own amusing
personality. In the hands of such an actor as
.Mr. W. H. Crane the irascible Jowler, the foe
to matrimony, who ultimately succumbs, becomes a distinct character, boldly drawn, exquisitely colored, aud suffused with a humorous richness that is functional with the actor.
He plays the part, with excellent moderation.
The Ught comedy part of Ned Waring was
well rendered by Mr. Lipman; Mrs. Myers
was au excellent Mrs. Monser; Miss Proctor,
as Widow Vinton, was charming,
aud the
other parts were good.
To-nicbt the comnanv will nresent Shakestieare’s “Comedy of Errors,” and another
rowded house is very evident.
To-morrow night Haverly’s celebrated Mastodon Minstrels will appear at Portland Theatre, forty strong. These minstrels always include the cream of the profession, and the
theatre will be packed with a most appreciative audience.
Last

GALLEY

SLAVE.

Slave was exceedingthe old Portland Theatre,
and we have no doubt the company who will
appear at the new Portland Theatre Friday
and Saturday will be equally as good taken as
a whole.
Of course Wheelock will be greatly
missed, but there may be gains in other directions.
season

the

ly well presented

Galley

at

Johnson’s School of Telegraphy.
Johnson’s new school of telegraphy is meeting with good success. Many ladies and gentlemen have applied for admission to the first

class, and many more have expressed their
A lady operator
intention of doing so soon.
lia-been engaged to give instruction, and the
main office—a most cosy, well-lighted and comfortable room—specially arranged with all
modern conveniences for the accommodation
of the patrons of the company. A large front
room,

looking upon Exchange street, will he

used as a class room. About seven miles of
wire has been stretched aim is in nse.
The
classes will be formed on the ‘.’1st of the pres,
ent mouth, and those intending to join will do
well to call at once or send in their names.
Lectures.
Dr. Holies’ lecture ou “Tudor London” at
Plymouth church last evening was fully equal
to its predecessors in point of interest.
All
the old historic places were beautifully illustrated and described, and many incidents of
absorbing interest narrated.
Rev. Mr. Tyrie’s lecture ou “Mistakes,” in
the Congress street course last evening, was an
able effort and worthy of the distinguished

speaker.
Rev. Mr. D. W. LeLacheur’s lecture on
“Courtship and Marriage” proved a great
treat to those who attended at Harmon Hall
last night.

Disturbing Meetings.
Two young men were arrested on Sunday
evening for disturbing the meeting at ChestOn account of the earnest
nut street vestry.
solicitation ol tlieir

mends

tneir

names

are

We

understand that for a long
time past young men, and in some cases young
women, have been in the habit of making diswithheld.

turbances in these*

meetings,

and the authori-

are determined to put a
stop to it, and
wish it distinctly understood that this is the
last case in which leniency will be shown offenders of either sex. It is hoped this will be

ties

_

a

sufficient warning.

Two Brave Boys.
The Advertiser says:—Last Friday two small
hoys were walking on the Portland & Ogdens-

burg Railroad track this side of Hiram bridge
when they discovered a broken rail.
They
knew that it was nearly time for the up train
from Portland, and that unless warning was
given it must he a total wreck. The hoys Jran
down the track some distance, signalled the
trai n to stop and told the conductor about the
broken rail. The hoys were congratulated on
saving the lives of many of those on hoard.
They should be rewarded in some fitting manner.

M. C. M. A.
The commiltee appointed to nominate a list
of officers for lite Mechanics' Association, to
he supported at the aunual meeting, have re-

ported

the following:

President—Daniel Hamblin.
Vice President—Richard Cole.
Secretary—R. B. Sawyer.
Treasurer—A. F. Gerrish.

Corresponding Secretary—Stephen

Marsh.

Board of Government—S. IS. Coyle, dr,, J.
Kuowlton, H. C. Noyes, N. E. Kedlou, S. G.
Driukwaler and P. W. Neal.

—

f

Personal.
Mr. Simonton, of the Atrato expedition
writes the Advertiser that the expedition had
cleared from the Custom House and expected
to sail Fehruarv 2dd for the Atrato River. Mr.
W. M. Sargent remained behind as he was not
well. The particulars of the rough voyage
have been published in our marine columns.
Mr. Robert Follausbee, an old employe of
William Senter & Co.,has had a shock of para-

lysis in Minneapolis.

tarn

novo ru

oliairman

A committee composed of Messrs. Melcher
of Ward 7, Sawyer of Ward 5, Bradley of
Ward 2, were appointed ou credentials. They
reported the certificates of. ward clerks gave
the names of all the gentlemen in their seats
)the report gave the names in full) elected to
this Council. The attention of the committee
had been called to the fact that the returns of
the election in Ward 4 did not give John Sullivan, Jr a majority of votes and he did not
hold a notice from the City Clerk.
Ou motion of Mr. Soule the City Clerk appeared and read the returns for Councilman in
Ward 4, by which it appeared that John SulliJr., was not elected.
On motion of Mr. Soule, seconded by Mr.

van,

Pennell, the report of the committee

cepted,

was ac-

following

offered the

and Mr. Pennell

order:

Ordered, That the seat from Ward 4, claimed by John Snllivan, Jr., be declared vacant,
as the returns from that Ward
show no election in his case.
The order was read and passed, 1(1 yeas and
2 nays, Messrs. Cushman and McAleny of
Ward 4

voting nay.
Messages were sent

the temporary

announcing

men

the Board of

to

of the Board, and accepting
tion.
IN

a

Alder-

organization
joint conven-

JOINT CONVENTION.

The Board of Aldermen adjourned to the
Common Council
chamber, and the two
branches, in joint convention, organized and
chose Alderman Little of Ward G, as chairman.

The City Clerk then read the official record
of the election of Hon. William Senter as

Mayor for

the ensuing year.
Alderman Leering of Ward 5, Councilmen
Marr of Ward 6, and McAleny of Ward 4,
were appointed a committee to wait upon the
Mayor and to inform him of his election, and

request his presence.

OUR BACHELORS.

THE

COMMON COUNCIL.

THE

The Common Council was called to order by
the Clerk, L. Clifford Wade, and was organized by the choice of Sylvester Marr of Ward|<>
aa

_

large attendance.

was a

NEW

?

SCHOOLS.

Both Boards of the newly elected City Council assembled yesterday morning at 10 o’clock
for the purpose or organization and to inaugurate the Mayor elect, Hon. William Senter.
There

'V. L. Wilson & Co.—1.

ot Metalic Buttons.

A most desirable end to be obtained is liar
monv among the members and companies.
schools are in excellent condition.
are what might and should be expected

Our

MISCELLANEOUS NOTICES.

sortment

means

The Hon. William Senter, Mayor elect
then appeared
accompanied by Marshal
Bridges and Rev. Mr. Smytbe of New Jerusalem church, and took the oath of office administered by the City Clerk.
The City Clerk then administered the oath
of office to the Aldermen and Councilmen.
The Rev. Mr. Smythe offered prayer.
The Mayor then delivered his inaugural address:

Mayor Senter’s Address.
Gentlemen

of

the

City

Council:

The result of the late election places us in.
charge of the municipal affairs of the city
Those of us who have been re-elected, may
well be gratified with the endorsement of our
out

must

iorget mat more
and better is rightly expected from us. Some
It is needful
of us are new to the situation.
to examine the state of our affairs in order
that we may be prepared to enter upon our
respective duties understandingly. As servants of the people, we have to labor to make
this city desirable in every respect for a home,
so far as a
municipal government can effect
that object.

past acts,

we

not

FINANCIAL AFFAIRS

first

require our

attention.

City debt April 1, 1880:
Total municipal debt, in-

$787,000 of
cluding
bonds issued in aid of
the Atlantic and St.
Lawrence Railroad Co.,
Building loan bonds,
In aid of Portland and
Rochester Rai 1 roa< l Co.,
In aid of Portland and
Ogdcnsburg Railroad
Co.,

municipal bonds

Less

$2,410,100
325,000

1,150,000
1,350,000
-$5,235,100

bonds
cancelled and charged
of
order
off
per
citv council, approved
April 7, 1880,

114,500

Less bonds in aid of Portland
and Rochester
Railroad Co. charged
off per order of City

Council, approved May
8, 1880,
Less bonds in aid of Portland and Ogdensburg
Railroad Co. charged

100,500

approved

150,000
538,000

debt March 3,1881,

$4,01)7,100

Deduct available assets:
stock at par (1700
shares) and notes receivable and trust fuuds
Sinking fund, about

Gas

$111,105
08,155

loan bonds secured by first mortgages on real estate
and by city bonds at
par in sinking fund
(original amount $895-

45
11

325,000

fund and first mortgage on said railroad
from Portland to Isl-

Pond— original

Ntl

$1,500,000 how,

$787,000

debt March 3,1881,

1,291,320

56

$3,405,779 44

The gross city debt has been reduced the
past year $538,000—$87,000 by the payment
of that amount of municipal bonds, and
$451,000 by city bonds in sinking funds
charged off in accordance with orders of City
Council.
X11U
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$36,000 by amount added to sinking fund by
appropriations, interest on investments, &c.,
less amount of premium paid on bonds purchased ; and will probably be further decreased
by surplus of uncxpeuded balances and surplus income, &c., at close of the financial year,
March 31, 1881.
The city has no
rent

floating debt and all curbills of the year will be paid from current

means.

$72,500

of

municipal

during the year 1881-82,
sinking fund.

to be

bonds mature
paid from the

The report of the auditor will furnish you
complete information on all items of expenditure in the various departments.
It is extremely desirable to reduce this debt.
And equallv so, to reduce our taxes. Every
member of this council is aware of the burden upon us, and of the many ways by which
the city suffers in consequence of it.
An early matter for you to attend to is the
appropriation bills. Scan them closely. There
are no demands for large special appropriations, and it is to be hoped that no one will
consider that his case requires consideration
and precedence and expenditure paramount to
any other. Had our predecessors exercised
the foresight of our Usited States government,
we could now exchange our 6 per cent for 4
per cent bonds and considerably relieve us.
We must patiently bide our time. The mayor
is by some considered responsible for appropriations and expenditures, but his influence
is null on a two-thirds vote. Limit our expenditures to the absolutely necessary, and by
persistent effort in well doing, we shall ultimately be relieved.
STREETS.

Our
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The institution shows good management by
the board and in the house. Capable paupers
do not remain there, for they are required to
work, if able so to do.
By the industry and watchfulness of the

secretary, Mr. Baker,
for

our

have

provide only
Portland cheerfully
objects to afford free

we

own

to

paupers.
provides for these, but
board for such as belong elsewhere.
Not a single case for the pest house has occurred during the past year.
We hope the day is not distant when the
improved value of the city’s land occupied by
this department will lead to its sale, and a
change of location for the almshouse.
POLICE.
The past year has been quite an orderly one.
The marshal’s report shows a reduction in the
number of arrests for violation of the laws and
ordinances. The police have been characterBut few
ized by good order and discipline.
complaints have been made against the force
for dereliction or impropriety, by any aggrieved citizen. They were promptly corrected. The policeman who faithfully labors
for the welfare of the city, and reports all cases
requiring attention, which are beyond his
control, to the proper authorities, making it
his duty to have municipal laws and regulations enforced, is a very useful officer.
PORTLAND AND

OGDENSBURG RAILROAD.

In order that the city might be on equal
terms with the owners of bonds of the Portland and Ogdensburg Railroad Company, it has
been made, by a vote of the stockholders,
absolute owner of the $1,350,000 in bonds,
which it held as collateral. This step may
not have been absolutely necessary but the
city council thought it safer for the city’s interest in the road, that the change should be
made.
Some owners of a portion of the
bonds, of the same class as those held by the
city, have moved, in the United States court,
in New Hampshire, to have a change of management made in the business of the road.
Apprehensive that a change may be to our disadvantage, the city council ordered the Mayor
to employ counsel to protect our interest.
The case will come up in the May term. The
road is improving in value, and it is not believed to be expedient to make haste about
any disposal of the city’s interest in it.
GRAND

TRUNK RAILWAY COMPANY.

In 1857-8 bonds to the amount of $787,000 due
the city from the Atlantic and St. Lawrence
railway company matured. The railway company desired an extension of time. They could
have issued their own bonds, in which case,
they would have had to pay a government revenue tax, and their bonds would not command
so good a price as Portland bonds.
A contract was made with the city, by which under
legislative authority, the city issued $787,000
of city bonds, payable in twenty years with
semi-annual interest, and received the obligation of the Atlantic and St. Lawrence railway
company (now the Grand Trunk) to pay this
amount under certain conditions, provided for
by the act of the legislature. The conditions were, that in addition to semi-annual interest at 6 per cent, a specified sum should be
paid annually, which sum, with accumulated
interest, should constitute a sinking fund,
which would be equal to the indebtedness of
$787,000 in twenty years, viz.: in 1887-8.
And it was further specified, in order to the
fulfilment of the terms of the contract, that
ctiiiuuiit m
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The

000)
Bonds issued to Atlantic
and St. Lawrence RatlCo. secured by sinking

amount

ALMSHOUSE.

Our almshouse escapes the increasing expense, and constant requests for larger appropriations which have characterized some other
departments. As the overseers hold for three
years, opportunity is afforded for experience

EVERGREEN CEMETERY.

Building

and

grounds.

shall be equal to the deb t, it
shall be received by the city in full pay ment.
The Grand Trunk company assume the
right to make the sinking fund equal to the
debt at their option, and have paid the amount
to the commissioners of that fund, and claim
that they have performed their obligations.
But as the city bonds issued for their benefit
do not mature for several years and the interest that can be derived from the money so
paid will not be adequate to provide for the
city coupons as they mature, it is not considered that the railway company fully discharge
their obligation with the city by this payment
to the sinking fund, and the city council have
declined to accept the amount in discharge of
the railway company’s obligation.
It is to be hoped that this business will be
satisfactorily adjusted without disturbance of
the friendly relations that have so long subsisted between the city and the corporation.

$87,000

unpaid,
municipal

Cross

PUBLIC GROUNDS.
The plans of our city engineer for our
promenades and parks, should early receive attention of the city council. The plans should
be decided upon. Then, however small the
amount which the city council considers adequate for their preservation or improvement,
it would be expended where all the accumulated work would avail to the proposed end.
I renew my suggestions of last year for a
commission instead of our yearly appointed
committee for the care of our parks and public

provided for,

Less

off per order
May 8,1880,

from large appropriations, good management
of the board and of the superintendent, and
the devotion of faithful teachers.
A new school house is approaching completion. and the room it affords is much
needed. The school committee in their report
allude to alterations in the plans for which they
are not responsible.
The committee on public
buildings made only such changes ns were
needed to keep within the appropriation. The
arc
rooms
now, as reduced, the largest ever
constructed in this city.
The exhibition hall
is not so elaborately lighted as was
originally
but
so.
The heating is
planned,
sufficiently
the same as in the High, Chestnut street and
North schools.
It is to be hoped that we
shall not have to build another school house
for many years. With the additional
expense
of the new school house it is probable that the
school appropriation will not exceed that of
last year, as the need of large repairs does not
exist.

wuwi uie

from March 31,
1880, to March 3, 1881,
($12,100 past due ami

paid

They

miles of streets and hundred miles

of sidewalks, require a large outlay to keep
them in a goofl or fair condition. The expenses for the past year have been about
$00,000, which is near the average for the
past five years, and perhaps as low as can be
expected. Nevertheless it is earnestly hoped
that the business of this department may be
so conducted for the
year to come, as to exhibit sufficiently good results, with a smaller
appropriation. The amount of work to be
done can be appreciated only by those who
have to attend daily upon bridges, culverts,
sidewalks, etc.; but there are citizens conversant with this work who arc of the
opinion
that $40,000, judiciously expended,
would
be amply sufficient, and not lose sight of a
fair percentage in permanent work.
FIRE DEPARTMENT.
This department has been fortunate in
suppressing tires during the past year. It exhibits a good record of work performed.

An additional building and

some

extensive

large additions made to Evergreen
cemetery from time to time, without corresponding improved methods in management to
meet the conditions, led to considerable confusion in its affairs. During the past year, the
ordinances relating to it have been revised
and changed to meet present and future needs.
The maps of the grounds have been made complete in every respect by our city engineer.
The whole business management has been revised by the trustees.
Order and system
mark its present condition. The great improvement in the grounds and their marked
good order, with the addition of the much
needed water supply are most creditable and
well appreciated. This institution receives
more gratuitous labor than
any other branch
of the city affairs. It is to be hoped that the
demands upon the city for aid will soon cease,
and that this department will be self-supporting.

MILITARY.

By the laws of the State, our eitv is. required to furnish suitable accommodation for
meeting, drill and equipage of each military

company, for which we are to receive from the
State a sum not exceeding one hundred dollars annually. As the city has to pay in
ome cases from two hundred to three hundred
dollars annually for the accommodation demanded by each company, the militia is an
expensive affair to Portland. We were obliged
to remove tne target ana Duuanrg on the eastern slope of Munjov to fleering, one and a half
miles from City hall, as a longer range was
wanted, and purchase a new iron target, and
now, the superintendent of target practice suggests in his report to the Legislature, that the
target range is not used, because it is too far
front town, which is not complimentary to the
physical ability of our soldiers. Our public
building committee have next to provide
quarters on the same terms for the regimental
officers.
PUBLIC BUILDINGS.
The many public buildings occupied by tbe
schools and tire department, our city halls and
markets, require constant care and have received much attention from the committee
We inherited the
having charge of them.
shell of a market house, which has been improved to make it tenantable, but it has not
the

anticipated by

its founders,
from neglect of the proper conditions in the
land.
The new city building
sale of the city’s
has undergone needed repairs to improve its
condition.
The
roof is faulty in consanitary
struction, leaks badly and requires some
changes. The principal repairs under the direction of this committee were on the High
school house, and are described in the report
of the school committee. The Old City hall, at
a moderate
expense, has been repaired and
much improved, as its appearance indicates.

met

success

SEWERAGE

AND

HEALTH.

The sewer in Portland street and through
the Oaks has accomplished a 1 that was
claimed for it.
f'he mill pond nuisance is
abated. It is to be hoped that the time is
not distant when the tannery may be removed from the ( city. The slaughter house
has not been allowed to operate. The sewer
has its outlet at Heeling’s bridge. Eventually it must be extended to a point in the channel always covered with water. I refer you
to a well digested plan in our city engineer’s
report, on this subject.
The probable wants of this department will
not necessitate a large appropriation.
It would be very agreeable if all citizens
could afford the expense of Sebago water

and water closets in their houses, and avoid
the nuisance which they subject their neighbors to.
A great benefit will result when each house
has a ventilating pipe on the premises for its
own sewer.

Portland ranks as one of the most healthy
cities, and careful inspection does not show
that any

portion

one

another.

is mor.e

unhealthy

than

After the proceedings in joint convention
the Hoards went into separate sessioD.
HOARD

MAYOR AND ALDERMEN.

OK

proceeded the election of a
permanent chairman, and Charles J. Chapman was unanimously elected.
John W. 1 leering was elected gas agent.
A message was sent to the Council announcing the permanent organization.
Ordered, That the rules and orders of the
last City Council be adopted by this Board until otherwise ordered.
That all unfinished business of the last City
Council, which was referred to this City Council, be referred at once to the appropriate committees when appointed.
That a committee of two be appointed on
the part of this board, with such as the Common Council may join, to revise and
prepare
the Municipal Register, together with the
rules and orders of each Board and contract for
the printing of the annual reports.
Aldermen Doering and Winslow were appointed for this duty.
Hiram T. Cook, Henry S. Thrasher, Edwin
C. Greeley and Benjamin T. Libby were apTlio Aldermen

to

pointed special policemen without pay.
The bond of Howard F.

approved.
Adjourned till 7.30 p.

■

Hall

constable

as

was

IN

Ex-Councilman Jordan, by permission
granted him to speak, again based his claim on

♦hesamegrounds made in the morning.
The vote of the
morning, declaring Mr.
livan s

Sulvacant, the returns not showing
his election, was reconsidered and
indefinitely
postponed on motion of Mr. Marr.
Messrs. Cushman and Duddy wanted to
whow by what authority the Council passed
such a vote in the
morning before the members were sworn in.
On motion of Mr. Pennell an order was
passed declaring the seat of Mr. Sullivan vaoant because the returns showed no
election,
and sent upi The upper board ordered it on
record and passed an order for an election of
one Councilmen in Ward 4 on
Tuesday, March
22d.
seat

CONCLUSION.
Allow me to say in conclusion, study the
reports from the various officers, especially the
treasurer’s and auditor’s. While the different
departments must not be suffered to perish or
waste, let us do as any individual of limited
means and largely in debt is obliged to do.
May we so manage that we can take a laudable pride in the reports of our year’s work
which we hund over to our successors, so that
we may retire from our labors with the reward of “well done” from our constituents.

IN

elected for a specific term which had
expired—
acting with members of a living council or
men elected for an
entirely distinct space of
time, also specified. Certainly under such circumstances there is a vacancy.
In case, however, a majority of the new board failed of
election, then the old board would hold over.

BOARD

OF

m.

COMMON COUNCIL.

The Common Council first proceeded to the
a President.
Messrs. Clark of 3,
and McAleny of 4, were appointed to count
election of

OTHER BUSINESS.

Papers from

the upper hoard passed in con-

currence.

A

petition,

that Congress street be

paved

block from State to Vaughn street,
with^granite
was
referred

the proper committee wlren

to

made.

and Thurston were
added to the committee on the supervision of
and
printing
binding the revised ordinances of
the city.
John W. Deering was elected Gas Agent in
concurrence, Mr. Marr throwing the vote of
tins board.

Railroad Matters.
The Maine Central Railroud
Company have

received the
remaining five passengers cars of
the lot mentioned in the Press a few
days
since, and the
wpra on
avnadifirm
of
tlio
Eastern depot
All are
afternoon.

yesterday

finished in the same style as the one
lately described, with trimmings of solid mahogany,
and contain all the latest
improvemen's. The

company hare also one new one built at their
workshop in Augusta, and have rebuilt six of
their old passenger cars,
making them as good
as new. A handsome new saloon car has been
put on the through mixed train between this
city and Bangor, and at their workshop in Augusta is a new postal car nearly completed.
The Portland & Rochester road has added a
saw combination smoking, baggage and postal
car to their rolling stock.
It is finished in
white oak.
The trimmings of the smoking
apartment are of the Eastlake pattern and it
of ventilator with many other
The postal apartment has
several new ideas in lighting, including movable lamps and a skylight overhead.
The car
is several feet longer than those before used,

remarks.

giving

nouncing the permanent organization

of the

has

city charter,

officers of a former city government hold over until their successors are duly
elected and qualified. He claimed a seat from
Ward 4 under the charter, until his successor
was elected and qualified.
He claimed the
seat, especially, because the two other Council-

of last year had their former seats occupied now by Messrs. Cushman and McAleny
duly elected and qualified. The third seat,
his former one, was his because he had the
highest number of votes on the Republican
ticket this year until a new election should
deprive him of it.
men

Some little discussion on Mr. Jordan’s claim
Mr. McAleny of Ward 4, claiming the
seat was vacant because he thought the last
city government adjourned sine die, and also
because the Council had so voted.
On motion of Mr. Marr, seconded by Mr.
arose,

a new

of 2, were appointed
from the Aldermen

to
on

join the committee

preparation

Municipal Register, and printing the
reports.
Adjourned to 7.30 p. m.

of the
annual

Evening Session.

baggage room. It
was built in Springfield, Mass., and will be in
the company’s yard for a few days where rail*
road

invited to examine it.
George S. Fogg of Westbrook and George
A. Hall of Waterford, havs constructed an
men are

automatic gate for railroad crossings, which
opens and shuts by the action of the engine in
passing over it. The Maine Central company
oilers to test the gate if the owners will put
one

up.

Pleasant Surprise.
The many friends of Mr. and Mrs. T. F.
Davis of Farmington assembled at their residence last Friday evening on the occasion of
the 25th anniversary of their marri age and
A

passed a most pleasant evening. The visit
was a perfect surprise to Mr. and Mrs.
Davis(
which rendered it the more pleasant to all.
Before the guests departed the host and hostess
were made the recipients of a beautiful silver
ice pitcher, silver knives and other silver ware
to the value of about $75, as a token of the
esteem in which they are held by the com*
Mrs. Davis is ever ready to
munity at large.
respond to calls for assistance from any family
in town, be they rich or poor, in sicknoss or
distress, and these slight tokens of regard
evidence the manner in which the community
Mr. Davis has
regard her benevolent action.
many friends in this city who will heartily

congratulate

Immediately after assembling the Board
went into joint convention with the Council.
After the convention the following business
transacted:

.Nomination

tot

James

superintendent of burials

b.

was

(iould

to

be

approved.

J. McDonald and Lorenzo Wallace were
without pay.
The bonds of Edwin A. Leighton, Stephen
D. Hall, James S. Gould, William W. Graves
and John B. Smith as constables were apW.

appointed special policemen

proved.

Nomination of Seth Sterling to be policelaid on the table.
Alderman Chapman and Winslow were appointed committee on the part of this board
on revision of the ordinances.
An order was passed that the Committee on
Public Buildings, when appointed, cause the
Aldermen’s ana Common Council rooms to be
properly ventilated.
man was

IN JOINT CONVENTION.

The two boards met in

joint convention

elected the following officers:
City Clerk—H. I. Robinson.

Collector—Henry
City Auditor—Cyrus Nowell.
City Messenger—John L. Shaw.
Treasurer and

AV.

and

Hersey.

City Solicitor—Clarence Hale.
City Civil Engineer—AArm. A. Goodwin.

Street Commissioner—Hanson S. Clay.
Harbor Master—Charles H. Knowlton.
City Assessor for three years—Cyrus K. Ladd.
Assistant City Assessors—AVard 1. Thomas A.
Bowen; AVard 2. Thomas Pennell; AArard 3, Edwin
A. Leighton, AVard 4, Charles C. Douglass; Ward 5.
Henry S. Trickey; AVard 6, Charles H. Rich; AVard
7, Wm. H. Plummer.
AVeigher of Hay—Eli L. AVing.
AVeigher of Hard Coal and Plaster—Richard

Cole.
Sealer of Weights and Measures—AArilliam R. P.
Cross.
Ringer of City Bell—AVm. A. Stillings.
Superintent of Clocks—AArm. S. Lowell.
Truant Officer—Charles A. Beals.
Chief Engineer Fire Department—Granville H.

Cloyes.

him

on

his

good

fortune.

TOWN ELECTIONS.
•

Deering
The election yesterday resulted in a complete Republican victory. The proposition to
subst’tute seven Selectmen for three was defeated by a large majority. A whole board of
Republican officers was elected as follows:
Moderator—Andrew Hawes, (Rep.)
Selectmen—Edward B. Sargent (Rep) 286; Geo.

(Cit!

BOARD OF MAYOR AND ALDERMEN.

was

space for the

more

Melcher, the matter was laid on the table until the evening session for considerate action.

Papers from the upper board passed in concurrence, and Shaw of (i, Kelsey of 3, Brad ley

style

improvements.

Council.
Mr. Jordan asked to be allowed to address
the Board. He was a Republican Councilman
from Ward 4 last year.
He claimed, by the

»

Engineers—1st, Charles D. Skilling s;
2d, Amory
Rogers; 3d, Charles AV. Cushing; 4th,
Assistant

H.

Albert S. Mitchell.

Engineers of Steam Fire Engines—Machigonne
No. 1, Edward W. Porter; Portland No. 2, John
Cousens; Cumberland No. 3, Alfred AViggin; Falmouth No. 4, Thomas H. AVilliams; Casco No. 5,
Charles P. French.
City Physician—George H. Cummings.
Consulting Physicians—Eugene W. Brooks, NaHersom, Horatio N. Small.
Superintendent of School Buildings—Francis E.

hum A.

Pray.

Overseers of the Poor and AVrorkhouse for three
years—Charles AAr. T. Coding. Ezra N. Perry, Henry
S. Trickey, A\rm. H. Green.
Surveyors of Plastering—John C. Stevens, Thos.
J. Feeney, Richard K. Gatley, Charles H. Kimball,
City Constables—Cyrus K. Bridges, John L.
Shaw, Thomas A. Bowen, Frank AV. True, James
H. Barton, Arthur M. Sawyer, James M. Black,
Joseph D. Decelle, Thomas Pennell, AVm. H. Plummer, Levi S. Pennell, Philip B. Hughes, Dennis Tobin, Lorenzo T. Chase, John Andrew, Jr., Adam AAr.
Barbour, AArm. AV. Graves, Stephen D. Hall, James
G. McFarland, Orin Ring, Benjamin AV. Stover,
Jesse H. Crowell, Renscllaer Greely, Edwin A.

Leighton.

AVeighers of Coal and Iron—James H. Baker,
Samuel Rounds. Cyrus Cole, Calvin B. Poor, Paul
Frince, Augustus n. rnnce, nenry l. Fame. Unas.
H. O’Brion, Joseph H. Poor, E. H. Sargent, H. C.
Barnes, Henry F. McAllister, John S. Conley, Walter Kelley, Joseph Lallochelle. Joseph Larochelle,
Jr., John F. Randall, Albert J. Randall, Charles F.
Rounds, Edward Duady, A. H. Purington, J. H.
Gerrish, O: W. Eldridge, Frank AV. York, N. M.
AVoodman, J. H. Baker, Jr., Frank H. Cole.
Surveyors of Ship Timber—Lorenzo Taylor, Nathan
Cyrus K Ladd, C L Thompson, Nathaniel J AValker, AVai H Simonton.
Surveyors of Lumber—Edward L Clark, Nahum
Libby, Nathan Dyer, Isaac H Parsons James Carle,
Jr, Lewis L Thurston H P Larrabee, Harris C
Barnes, Henry Bullard, Jerome Rumery, M W Ripley, A S Legrow, AVm H AValker, Thomas Peering,
Henry C Bagley, Philip S Mosher, Edward P Cummings, G H P Larrabee, AV E Phinney, Edward
Cummings, G It Dame,Cyrus K Ladd Howard AVinslow, Palmer Duly, Cassius D Richardson, Edmund
C Merrill, James Horton, Samuel M Smart, Pliny
Allen, AV L Noble, Charles E Deering, James McCrink, Henry E Bacon, Geo AV Usher.
Weighers of Grain—E G C Noble, Geo W Howard,
Millard F Hicks.
AV'eighers of Lumber—Edward Duddy, Martin
Kavanagh, David Decelle.
AVeighers and Gaugers—Arthur M Small, George

Dyer,

McAllister.

Measurers of AVood aud Bark brought by carts
and sledg—Arthur Libby, AVm Huse, Lewis L Thurston, J Lallochelle, J LaRochelle, Jr.
Measurers of AVood and Bark brought by railroad
and water conveyance—AVm Huse Lewis L Thurston, Nathaniel AValker, Elias Chase, Paul Prince,
Augustus H Prince, Arthur Libby, A D Morse, Harris C Barnes, Charles H Pike, Jerome ltumery.
Pound Keeper—Eli L AVing.
Field Drivers and Fence Viewers—Samuel Cobb,
Lewis L Thurston.
Surveyors of Granite—Daniel M Mannix,* Geo E
Hawkes.
Cullers of Hoops and Staves—Loriug Lombard,
Levi J Jones.
AVeigher of Fertilizers—S L Knight, F D Ellis.
AVeigher and Measurer of Leather—AA’ H Roberts.

It will be seen that Clias. H. Knowlton was
elected Harbor Master in place of Benj. W.
Jones, the caucus candidate. On the first
ballot 2G votes were thrown and each received
13; on the second 27 votes were thrown, Mr.
Knowlton receiving 15 and Mr. Jones 12.
IN COMMON COUNCIL.

After meeting in joint convention the Council took up the contested election case in ward
four.
The clerk, at the request of Mr. Pennell,
read the opinion of William Pitt Fessenden,
rendered in 1844, as City Solicitor, in a case
similar to that of Mr. Sullivan.
Mr. Fessenden gave it as his opinion that under such circumstances members of a former board could
not rightfully be entitled to seats in a new
board; in other words, could not hold over
without creating the anomaly of a City Council with members of a dead council—men

NEW

ADVERTISEMENTS

CHEAPER THAN EVER

F. A. ROSS k CO,
sive assortment of

G. B. Leavitt
and Gr.) 226; S. Stewart (Cit.)
98; I. Elder (Cit.) 180; A. T. Wentworth (Gr.) 71.
Treasurer—D. D. Cnenery (Kep) 316;
Cyrus
Greene (Cit. and Gr.) 186.
Clerk—George C. Codman (Rep.) 265; T. J. Riggs
<Oit. and Gr.) 241.
Supervisor of Schools—C. B. Varney (Kep.) 400;
A. B. Topliff (Cit.) 186.
Auditor—J. C. Kidder (Rep.) 296;-Crocker
(Cit) 2.

The
act

on

meeting adjourned

to Monday next to
other articles in the warrant.

Standish.
Standish elected a full board of Republican
officers yesterday by majorities «f from 1 to 7
votes. The following is the list:
Moderator—Samuel Dingley.
Selectmen—Orville Sanborn, A. M. Rich, Joseph

Fogg.

Clerk, and Treasurer—W. H.
Collector—John H. Rich.
School Committee—Daniel I.
Auditor—Samuel G. Paine.

Libby.
Warren.

It really seems that Greenbackism is
its grip on Standish even.

losing

Baldwin.
The annual meeting for the election of town
officers was held in Baldwin yesterday with
following result:
Moderator—Leander E. Cram.
Clerk—Daniel T. Richardson.
Selectmen—Eeander E. Cram, John S. Richardson, Luther S. M. Corison.
Treasurer—Alvah H. Burnell.
School Committee—M. Clinton Dow.
Collector—Geo. W. Sanborn.
All Republicans.

linnn»n/l

*1.

inet with

unvarying

Newry.

Moderator—Orrin Foster.
Clerk—C. Bisbee.
Treasurer—C. Bisbee.
Selectmen and Assessors—J. B. Littlehale, Jr.,
W. B. Wright, J.S. Brown.
Supervisor—J. S. Brown.
Collector and Constable—E. Powers.

Kingfleld.
Moderator—Alonzo Knapp.
Clerk—Wm. H. Porter.
Selectmen—Emerson Bradbury, Solomon Stanley,
A. V. Hinds.
Treasurer—James Lord.
Supervisor—J. H. Thompson.
Collector—Thomas P. Wood.

Waterborough.

following

day:
TWmlflrnt/ir

officers were elected yester-

-Rnt.lftr

T.lhHv.

Cierk—John L. Cbadboume.
Selectmen and Assessors-C. W. Smith, A. H.
Cbadboume, J. H. Chase.
Treasurer—K. W. Kicker.
Supervisor of Schools—H. S. Deering.
Overseer of Poor—Elbriilge Sawyer.
Town Agent—Joseph Chase.
Auditor—G. V. Mills.
ltoad Commissioner—Isaac M.

All

Republicans,
jority.

unsustained charges against the Home, with
no signature attached and
not a particle of
evidence in support of a single charge.
Who is this mean-spirited assailant who is
willing to nnt himself in an
k0i.,
before the people of Maine? The inference
with every common sense citizen is that it is
a case of selfish purpose or personal
spite
against the managers of the Home. Mr
Talbot says he obtained his information from
Col. Porter, and from Wm. Rogers, a former
trustee of the Home.
Mr. Rogers has always
been a strong friend of the Home, defending
it in the State Legislature, and as a trustee
and “committee on help,” considered himself fortunate in securing the services of the
present Matron who still gives entire satisfaction to those most familiar with the affairs of
the Home.
In the annual report of the home for 1878,
the State is congratulated upon the success
that has attended the services of the present
Matron, the statement of J. W. Spaulding
theu president of the Home, being, that “under her management the welfare of
the
children is carefully looked after, their happiness promoted, and the affairs of the institution judiciously administered.”
In the report of 1880, Gen. J. L. Chamberlain speaks of the “good judgment, capacity
and disciplinary skilP’ of the Matron.
Whence then the malicious and unsustain’ed
statement of incompetency of the Matron?
Col. Porter claims to have received his information with regard to the charges against
the Home, from S. T. Woodward, yet this
same Woodward in a meeting of the trustees
on Saturday, March 12th, disclaims all knowledge of the charges, and says that he never
saw Col. Porter!
Would not know him if he
met him on the street!
This is a fine array of
testimony upon which to base a charge against
an institution that has never before received
other than eulogy and fostering care!
The root of the matter has not yet been
reached, and it is for the interest of the party
who makes these unfounded charges tnat it
never shall be reached.
A. Root.
■

No family that has any regard for domestic
safety and comfort can afford to he without
Dr. Bull’s Cough Syrup in the house. Price
25 cents a bottle.
Five hundred dollars reward for a better remedy
the relief of coughs, colds, sore throat, whooping cough. consumption, bronchitis, etc., than Dr.
Graves’ Balsam of Wild Cherry and Tar.
It gives
immediate relief, is pleasant to.take, and occasions
no unpleasant nauseating feelings. Sample bottles
only 10 cents; large bottles, 50 cents.
Dr. Graves’ Blood Purifier eradicates all impurities from the system, cleanses the blood, renovates
the liver and stomach, which from being torpid and

freniiftntlv np.rsp.rihpd hv thpm.
Thpv iriva nrnmnt
action to the bowels, contain no mercury, and arc
When you desire a prompt
entirely vegetable.
movement of the bowels, give the Improved Family
Cathartic Pills a trial.
Price 25 cents per box.
Dr. Craves’ remedies are for sale by Druggists.

CHARLES GUYOT,
PARIS, FRANCE,
enjoys the reputation of manufacturing
the best and most durable Hosiery

known to the world. His trade mark is
the famiUar “C. G.,” which is stamped
on the toe of each hose.
We have just bought a case of these
goods which became slightly damaged
during transportation, and we are enabled to sell at a little more than half the
usual price. Below we quote three special lots:
No. 1. Ladies’ Plain Unbleached Cotton, just the right weight for present
wear, price 31 cents.
No. 2. Ladies’ Lisle Thread, in cardinal, navy sky blue, garnet and unbleached, at $1,00.
No. 3. Gents’ fuU regular made brown
mixed, such as are always sold at 50 cts.
one price, 25 cts.
All who get a pair of these Hose are sure
to appreciate them as a bargain.

MOORE & CO.

by 14

THE FINEST COLLECTION
-OF-

PAPER HANGINGS
ever

We intend giving our special attention to decorating with Wall Papers, and have made the most careful and liberal selections possible in all grades from
the ch^pest to the best.
Our new store is admirably adapted to the wants
of the trade, and we cordially invite the public to
an inspection of both store and stock.

Bosworth & Morse,

Alfred.
The old board of officers, all

ing

Republicans,
yesterday by majorities rang-

Richmond.
The following wore chosen officers of the
town of Richmond at town meeting held yes-

terday:
B. Randlette.
Clerk—W. H. Sturtevant.
Selectmen—Wm. T. Hall, A. P. Jewett, S.

Moderator—George

Cun-

ningham.
Treasurer—Joseph M. Odiome.
Supervisor—C. E. Dinslow.

Auditor—C. H. T. J. Southard.
Agent—Wm. T. Hall.
Collector—Fred. J. Libby.
All Republicans but the Auditor.

The following amounts were appropriated:—
For roads and bridges, $3000; support of
schools, 2500; for support of poor, $800; payment of interest and discount, $1700;-reduction of town debt, $2000.
Fairfield.

Fairfield,

—

AT

day,

pursued by the town for several years
past, and which has brought us out of debt—
the outstanding debt March 1, 1881, being only
$02,55. This is the course which should be

sep21

dtf

ourT customers.
Those who trade with F. T.
MEAHER & CO., will find a new
of

picture cards, once a
week for the next thirty-two
weeks, in their packages.

course

F.T. MEAHER & CO.,

adopted by all

towns.
The wet, rainy weather of the past week
has put a stop to lumbering operations and
the men and teams will soon make their appearauce on our streets.
The Kennebec Framing Company are just
now driven with business.
An order is being
filled for a large hotel in Massachusetts, which
will require some half a million of lumber.

This is nearly all purchased at Gardiner, West

in
marlO

DRUGGISTS.

Portland

Savings
that

on

February, May, August

a lot of land with the
building thereon, belonging to the estate of Abiah L. Willey, late of
Portland, deceased.situated in Portland, bounded aa
follows, viz: beginning on the south-easterly side of
Uxford street, at the northerly corner of land of the
heirs of one Merrill; thence
north-easterly by Oxford

use

running back south-easterly, holding the same
width, ninety feet more or less, to land of the Osborne heirs:—it being a strip oil' the
south-westerly

in

_

NOBBY

STOCK AND MERCHANDISE BROKERMember Boston

Mining

& Block

HATS.

Exchange*

Attends the Stock Board Wednesdays, Thursdays
and Fridays of each week.
The only Broker in
Maine who

regularly

attends

the

sessions

of

the

Board.
Reliable Mining Block* Bought and Bold.
Daily reports from New York and Boston Stock
Boards and all Mining Centres.
Orders to Buy or Sell Stocks or Bonds promptly
executed.

Secretary New England Smelting Co’s. Works, at
East Boston, Mass.
PORTLAND OFFICE.4 MILK ST.
BOSTON OFFICE
141 DEVONSHIRE ST.
marl5
<J2w
Hotel To Lei and Furniture For
Sale.
account of ill health, I offer the Furniture
in the American House, situated Cor. of Middle and India Streets. Portland, Me
for sale and
house to let. The above House having recently been
in
refitted
and
excellent
order
is now
put
thoroughly
one of the best Hotels In the city for business men
and the traveling pul^ic generally, but as my health
will not permit me to attend to the business. I wish
to close it out at once.
Those meaning business
can call on or address C. H. WILKINS, American
or
F.
SOUTH WORTH, 108 Newbury St.
House,
dim
marlS

ON

The
of

Photographs

the Citv Hall as decorated for the Inauguration
Ball, 4th of March, arc for sale at

We have in
>f soft and stiff

stock now, all the leading styles
hats for Spring, in

AT.!,

COLORS
We sell a fur felt hat for 81.00.
;ts., up to 81.50.

Boys Hau, 80

BROADWAY

SILK HATS.
Oar young men’s Silk Hat is the nobbiest one yet.
We charge only $3.00 and exchange, other dealers
83.50.

SPRING GLOVES.
We

hare

a

hue assortment in all

.hades.

A. M. McKEWEl’S,
iNo.
±>&
marts

Market

bquare.
d3t

For Sale In Gorham Village.
TWO-STORY Building with basement, .above
ground, situated on School Street, opposite
Jos. Kidlon’s Store; it is finished for a Dwelling
House and Photograph Gallery, with separate entrances, well built, in good repair, conveniently
arranged and pleasantly situated in the heart of the

A

Village, with easy access to churches and Normal
and High Schools.
Will be sold very cheap to a
cash customer. Enquire of
JOHN C. CARD, Gorham, Maine.
marl5

eod‘2w*

Book.

Keeping.

All persons desirous of obtaining evening instruction in Book-keeping, Penmanship. Arithmetic and
all other branches or a Business
are requested to meet at

Education,

Portland Buxine** College Room*, Corner
Congrea and Canco Street*,
Wednesday eveuing, March 16th, at 7.30 o’clock.
Per Order
I*. A. GRAY,
marl5d2t*
Priu.

City

The qualified voters of Ward Four, are hereby
notified to appear in their ward room, on TUESDAY’, the 22d day of March, inst., to give in their
votes for one Common Councilman, resident of said
w ard.
Polls will be open at 10 A. M., and close at
4 P. M.
Per order.
marl5
dtd

For Philadelphia.
Schr. Nellie S, Jerrell, Capt. Scull.
For Freight apply to J. NICKERSON & SON,

PACKET
131 Commercial

TRUNKS
We have a line of Trunks and Traveling Bags,
from £1.00 un tn £20.00. also malfA thorn t,> nr.lor
N. B. We run our own express, and deliver our
good to all parts of the city, free.

COE,
THE
HATTER
197 middle Street.
marl2

aodtf

of Portland.

St.

SPRING 1881.
We have received and have

now

open

marl5d3t

NEW

SPRING

DRESS GOODS.

Hamburg Edgings
-AND-

INSERTIONS.

We invite inspection of. these
goods, assnring onr customers they
will find them correct in style and
reasonable in price.
We are also receiving

lew
every

We have a Large Variety in Low
Priced, medium and Fine, and
shall offer Special Inducements to
all in want of these goods. We
oiler New Torchon Laces. Fine
Black, Cream and White French
Laces, Spanish do., Swiss Edgings,
Irish do,, at 15, 20, 25 and $1.25
for 12 yards. Everlasting Edgings, Climax—a new Lineu Edge,
pretty aud durable Russian and
Nottingham Laces.
Cnfili's

saitdl

Iflneip

Rnfflimr

iaa

Spring Hosiery

day.

492 and 494
mar 11

Congress

St.
Istf

Odds and Ends
That must be closed out.

all widths, &c., dec.

Ladies’ Pebble Goat Button Boots,
“
Kid Button Boots,
“
French Straight Goat “
“
Button Newport*, Extra,

$2.00

A. B. BUTLER,

2.00
3.00
1.25
“
1.00
Newport Ties,
“
1.25
Fancy Slippers,
“
Warm Slippers,
50c to 1.25
Him’ School Bnttou Uoola,
1.15
“
French Kid Dancing Boots, 2.50
“
1.25
Ncwports, hand made,
Child’s Kid Boots, hl’k & colored,
.50
“
1.00
Grain Bals,
Men’s English Grain Bals,
3.50
“
“
“
3.50
Congress,
“
Newark Hand Seweu Bu. Boots 5.00
“
Wescott Calf Button Boots,
3.75
“
Rubber Boots,
2.50
“
3.00
Pure Gum Boots,
.35
Ladies’ Rubbers.* first quality,
2.50
Imported Canadian Overshoes,

247 Middle St.

M.C. PALMER

The sale of Bleached and Brown
Cottons, White Quilts, Linen and
Turkey Red Damasks, Napkins,

Towels, Crashes, Prints, Ginghams, Cretonnes, Shirtings, Hosiery and Corsets will continue at
prices advertised last week.

feb28

eod

dtf

dtf
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STAMPING.
STAMPED GOODS.
XOVELTIISIN

BOOTS,
SHOES,
RUBBERS.
in all the leading styles, at prices
as low as can be found in the city.
All goods guaranteed to be as

represented.

Ladies’ and Gents’ Boots made
to order-at reasonable prices.

DECORATIVE NEEDLE WORK,
KENSINGTON OR
OUTLINE EMBROIDER*
All materia In for Art Needle Work) in
great variety.

Dress Reform
507 1-2
M.

Rooms,

Congress St.

FAIRWEATHER

E.

eodtf

octlG

MARKS”

WM. M.

Book, Card, and Job Printer,
.-inters’

Exchange,

111 Exchange St., Portland, Me.

deiwsits
days of

Fine Job

November only.
interest from any

mari«od*w4wi>

10 o’clock a.
oc3dt

1881.

d ie of the lot that William Green and ux. conveyed to John Stidworthy, by deed dated Oct. 26
1856, recorded in Cumberland Registry of Deeds.
Book 267, Page 06.

Frederick F. Hale,

Ml.
w, inn.
Morouvu

every Saturday, commencing at
consignments solicited.

Street sixteen feet more or less, to a point
twenty-live feet distant from the south-westerly
line of land of Aug. F. Cox; and from there to
posts

GEORGE W. GREEN, Administrator.
MBS_d LawSwTu

C

or rurniture *»<*

n

dlw

The amount to begin on
one of
these dates cannot exceed three hundred' dollars,
except in the case of trust funds.
Per order of the managers.
EDWAJtD A. NOYES, Treasurer.

February 28,1881

<sulr«r«ain IS Kichaai
V. O. BAILKY.

given)

Bank.

hereby given,
hereafter
will begin
interest from the lirst
NOTICE
and
Is

*u3t

F. O. BAILEY Ac CO.,
inctioneers and Commission Merchants

MAINE.

HT Up One Flight Only.

design

at 10 o’clock A. M., my stock of New and
Second-hand Carriages and Harnesses.
Also a fine lot or Trotting, Driving and
Work Horses.
Terms Cash or good jiaper.
J. H. SAWYER, Prop’r.

a

Respectfully,

March 10.

Mr. Editor,—At our annual meeting last
Monday the town voted to require of its collector bonds to collect the entire tax and pay
the same into the town treasury on or before
January 1st, 1882, and to pay three per cent,
for collecting. This is in accordance with the

dtd

Public Auction on the premises, on Tuesthe fifteenth day of April, A. D. 1881, at two

Opposite Falmouth Hotel,

PORTLAND,

CO., Auctioneers.

AUCTION SALE.
IshallseU THURSDAY, March 17th,

to
license granted by the Probate
PURSUANT
Court for the County of Cumberland, I shall
sell at

THE ESUAL PRICES.

Lamson
Artist Photographer,

Crockery, 6la*s and

_

ADMINISTRATOR'S SALE.

—

Portland, 1880.
State Fair, 1870.
1ST. B. Fair,1877.

Sliver Plated Ware, Ac.
F. O. BAILEY &

marlo

we

1st. PREMIUM

Wool

eodtf

IJ? "Call and examine the goods
are
offering FAR BELOW

to GO ma-

The town voted to exempt from taxation for
years the corn-canning factory that is about
to be established at South Waterborough.

re-elected
2 to 12.

shown In Portland.

ON

city.

Biarl5

OPENED TO-DAY,

ten

were

in this

dtf

THURSDAY, Feb. 24.

SATURDAY, March 19th, at 10 o'clock, a.
m., we shall sell at our Salesroom, the stock
of a Retail Furniture
Store, consisting in part of 5
B. W. Chamber Sets, 0 B. W. and
Ebony Parlor
Suits in Raw Silk and
Haircloth, Parlor Desks,
Sideboards, Lounges in Hair Cloth, Raw Silk and
Stripes, Beds, Lounges, Pat. Rockers, Easy and
FoliRng Chairs, 11. \V. Dining Room Chairs,
Marble and Wood Top Tables, Hair and
Mattresses, elegant Pier and Mantel Mirrors
Brackets and Towel Racks. Carpets, Dinner
and Tea Sets, Toilet Sets,

F. A. ROSS & CO.

for

inert, by its use become unusually stimulated, and,
in fact gives a healthy tone to the entire system.
Price, $1.
Improved Family Cathartic Pills are the best pill
ever given a patient by a physician, and they are

A

Our Dollar Silk is as good as any Silk sold bv
other parties at SI.25, and we mean it.
We also
have heavy gros grain silks, silks in
colors, 21 inches
wide at 95 cts.
Everything new in Dress Goods line just received.

0

iff1 Congress Street..,

Deering.

and chosen

complete approval,

mard

Collector—Roscoe Brown.
Constables—C. M. Chapman, J. W. Chad bourne.
All Republicans.

1

Mr. J. C. Talbot rises in the hall of
Representatives and orders an investigation of
the affairs of the Home “with reference to
closing up the same.”
This order is based upon a list of weak and

well.

The

_3

and

when lo!

Oxford.
Moderator—George P. Whitney.
Town Clerk—Thomas Baker.
Selectmen—C. F* Durell, S. P. Stuart, W. F. Cald-

Agent—J. H. Chapman.
Treasurer—George E. Hawkes.
Supervisor—F. B. Andrews.

—

AT AUCTION.

BROCADE SILKS,
PLAID SILKS &(,,
ever seen

management and affairs, clear as noonday to
all who choose to investigate, have been submitted from time to time to the best and most

Furniture Store

Silks,

SURAH SILKS,
BROCADE SATINS,

Firm

n'urnlture,

STOCK OF A

Have just purchased the finest and most exten-

Institution.

Me. Editob:—For nearly fifteen years, the
Bath Military and Naval Orphan Asylum has
been and is the pride of our State and shines
like a star among its noblest enterprises. Its

March 15, at 10 o'rlook at home
87 Winter St., we shall sell Parlor
nair cloth, H. C. Lounge, M. T.
Table, Whatnot,
Oil Paintings, English Chromoe, &c„
Easy Chairs
Bed Lounge, Parlor Coal Stoves, Brussels and Ingrain Carpets, Extension Table, D. It. Chairs, Sideboard, full Dinner Set. 1 IK) pcs. Glass, China and
Silver Plated Ware, Black Walnut M. T. Chamber
Set, Wire Spring Hair Mattresses, Curtains, 4c.
Alsoa Falmouth Range and entire Kitchen Furui>ure. All this furniture was new last fall and is iu
perfect order.
V. O. BAILEV A CO., Auctioneer..
marR
dtd
in

SILKS

BATH ORPHAN ASYLUM.
A Weak Attempt to Overthrow a

_AUCTION SALES.
GENTEEL FURNITURE BY AUCTION.

Melcher, Duddy

votes.
Whole number of votes.19
Necessary to a choice.10
Samuel Thurston had.18
Sylvester Marr had. 1
and Mr. Thurston was elected and thanked
the Council for the honor conferred in a few
The next business was the election of a clerk.
The same committee were appointed to count
the votes. They reported as follows:
Whole numbers of votes.17
9
Necessary for a choice
L. Clifford Wade had.
17
and Mr. Wade was elected and returned
thanks.
A message was sent to the Aldermen an-

Gardiner and other points down the river, and
brought here to be fitted and framed, the low
water and dry season preventing our lumbermen from getting a full
supply of logs for winter sawing.
Three ol our most enterprising business men
have lately purchased the mills and privileges
at Bar Mills and will remove them to
engage
in the manufacture of furniture.
O. W. Lawry, who is engaged in the grocery
business, has lately fitted up a first class meat
and provision market in Gilbreth block, under
the Journal olfice.
H. C. Hight, special constable, is busily engaged limiting up rum sellers in different parts
of the county and bringing them to trial.
The American Express Co. have again demonstrated their devotion to the public by cutting the salary of their agent down to a mere
pittance while the rates are increasing. This
is doubtless one of the benefits of consolidation.
Coughs, colds, lung and throat trouDles seem
to affect every family and the doctors thrive
while other men are miserable.
We suppose
this is in accordonce with some law not fully
but
we
for
the
understood,
hope
good time
when people shall thrive, because of good
health, and the doctors mourn for lack of patients.
Seth.

Orders

COB. UNION STREET,

Under Falmouth Hotel.

by

mail

or

Priming
in person

n

Mpccialty.

promptly

attended to.

Particular attention paid In Hook and

Pamphlet Printing.
JylO

TuTbStf

Wit and Wisdom.

PBESS.

TT-TE

Economy for Full Feeding for Mlik.
Large yields of milk must necessarily be
the result of a large quantity of food consumed, for the cow cannot create milk out
of nothing. She is not the miracle worker.
But does it follow that a larger product of
milk costs more in proportion to the quantity than a medium yield?
Now, the cow must be supported before
she can give any milk. After this food of
support, all the food she consumes must go
to the production of flesh, and if the cow is
good milker it all goes to milk—in other
words, after the food of support the extra
food all gees to protit—that is, either milk
And it is equally clear that all the
or flesh.
food consumed to support the system of the
animal is lost until the point of production
is reached, the more the animal can eat,
properly digest and assimilate above this,
the greater the profit. This would seem to
What
be too plain to require illustration.
would any one think of a manufacturer
who used a steam engine for power, who
would say that he could not afford to furnish fuel to get up full steam because the
last half of the steam cast more than the
first half. Now,' if there is only fuel enough
used to heat the water just below the boiling point,- it will consume a good deal of fuel to do this, but no power will ever be produced by it, and the fuel is all thrown away.
The fuel required to keep the water heated
up to 200 only requires 50 per cent, added
to give 100 pounds of steam pressure and
It is eviset tbe machinery at active work.
dent that if only half steam is produced it
r.

.ni.ol.

We'll bet a cent that not a man who Ins
blown out the gas and been suffocated during
the past ten years ever took and read his country newspaper. Now is the time to subscribe.
—Steubenville Herald.
It a man is doomed to die early in this world
he must dilate it he wants to leave any record
behind him.—Boston Sunday Courier.

People

who are puzzled with large figures
assist themselves by remembering that a
billion is simply a million with a cold in its
head.—Philadelphia Bulletin.

can

Journal.

\S Oman's Success in Poultry Keeping
correspondent of the Country Gentleman furnishes that paper with an account
of the great success of a young lady living
in Glastonbury, Conn,, in the keeping ol

FOR SALE-BEAL ESTATE.
ill hand got-d, desirable
propert es—New
Houses and Mouse Lots in the City, Houses
and Lots iu Deering and vicinity, Farm Property in
the vicinity or Portland, in Deering. Westbrook.
IV. tl.KAKUINEK,
flical Esiitie Ageut, Lcutennial BInck,93
mar 11 d6w*
fixchiiagr Street.

not

iorineu

one oi

tue

suojects

for the upper forms of our public schools;
and it would be well if they were made to

read with care a book written by one who
wrote unfettered by the restraints of any
traditional system, and who successfully
the
as
well
as
brought
cavalry
the infantry of the Cyreian army of Greeks
from the plains of Babylon to the shores of
the Euxine. There they would see how
thoroughly the rules laid down by the leader
of the Ten Thousand for the selection and
the management of horses are in accordance
with the highest scientific knowledge of the
present day, and how happy an ignorance
he displays of the long and dismal catalogue
of diseases and miseries which a wrongheaded and ridiculous system -has called into existence.
No horses could be subject to
a more severe strain in every limb of their
bodies than were those which Xenophon led
from Cunaxa over the Armenian highlands
to the walls of Trebizond; yet we hear nothing of any special difficulties arising from
diseases of the foot and leg. It may probably lie said with truth that the strain endured by these horses could be endured only
by unshod animals. Paul Louis Courier,
the French translator of Xenophon’s treattreatise, was so srtuck by the apparent
soundness of his method that he put it to
the test bv riding unshod horses in the Calabrian campaign of 1807, and he did so with
complete success. But that which with him
was a voluntary experiment has been for
others an involuntary necessity. This was
the case with many of our cavalry horses
during the Indian mutiny, and their riders
have declared that they were never better
mounted in their lives.—Fraser’s Magazine.

COPARTNERSHIP.
The

his

Copartnership Notice.
undersigned having associated with himself,

offer for sale in

small

or

Picayune.

being
Deering.

of the farm
This is the most

our

PROF. EDISON’S

POLYFORM.
much persuasion, Prof. Edison has been
prevailed upon to give to the world his truly wonderAlter

discovery for alleviating pain.
ed from neuralgic pains, unable

Portland, West and Vaughn streets.
To those wishing to build or to invest iu
tate, a rare opportunity is now off ered.

among the hundreds which he tried that would give
him permanent ease. Finally he became convinced

real

es-

chambers

J. D. & F. FESSENDEN,
172 Middle Street.

have this day formed a co-partnership undei
the firm name of ROLLINS & RUMERY, tc
carry on the Coffee and Spice business, at the old
stand of Rollins & Whitten, 260 Fore Street.
F. O. ROLLINS,
S. 1). RUMERY.
Portland, Feb. 17, 1881.

WE

mHK

co-partnership of ROLLINS & WHITTEN

demands against them will be settled by ROLLINS
& 111*MERY, who are alone authorized to collect
the claims and demauds of the old tirm.
T. C. ROLLINS,
W. M. WRITTEN.
feblSdtf
Portland, Feb. 17, 1881.

Located

relief.

such remedies
cure rum of his

as would. Jbvdistress and at

the same time not he
injurious to his system.
Trials and experiments followed this determination until he at last produced a compound which
by application, entirely subdued all pain and allowed his system to recuperate, and throw oft' the
disease.
To bis discovery Prof. Edison gave the name

POLYFORM.
Gratified with the result upon himself, he tested
liia discovery uDon others who suffered from nervous pain, and in every case the relief was
perfect.
The cures performed by his gifts of Polyfotm be:ame so celebrated and the demand upon bis time
and attention so great, Prof Edison finally yielded
to the solicitation of those who knew the merits oi
his preparation and allowed a company to be formed
for the manufacture and sale of Polyform under his
supervision.
'J be number of remarkable cures, and the suffer
mg Polyform has saved, attest the wisdom and

philantrophy

of this

course.

No higher testimony could be adduced than the
certificate of Prof. Edison, who authorizes the pul
iication of the following:
MENLO PARK. N. J.
J CERTIFY THAT
THE
PREPARATION
KNOWN AS EDISON’S POLYFORM IS MADE
ACCORDING TO
FORMULA DEVISED AND
USED BY MYSELF.
THOMAS A. EDISON.
For many other
complaints beside Neuralgia,
such as RbeumatiMin, Headaches, Sciatica,
Gout, Pain in Back or Side, or wherever pain
exists, whithout abrasion of the skin,
Polyforra
will give prompt relief.

$1.00

Price

per Bottle.

PREPARED BY

The Menlo Park Manufacturing Co.
NEW

YORK

CITY.

SOLD BY ALL DRUGGISTS.
nitG

n«cirr.. e.'ri.

near

horse

ARCHITECT,
Centennial Block, i)3

KCHAS.ll.

CHARLES

o ire t? i.

dtf

ARCHITECT,

ISO1/! Middle Street.

CIVIL ENG 1 :NTEERS.

I

E. C.

j

JOBDAN,

civil

land

enginekrand

which lighteth every
coineth into the world.”

LAWYERS.

of

The following arc members
Bar Association:
A

S. C.

ft

ANDREWS,
COUNSELLOR

R.

AW.

SITUATED

at

elf ancl' woodsS!^, carriage*1 nouse,
stor^lmusef
and
in
ble

38x45, clapboarded
painted—all
good repair. Also about 15 acres of excellent tillage land.
Good orchard; excellent neighborhood, church,
schoolhouse and grocery store near by. A very
pleasant borne for a small amount of money,
For further information address

W. M. JORDAN,
No. 139 Commercial Si., Portland, Me.
febl7

is

AT

Liberal

COUNSELLOR

trial of over 30 years duration in every
section of our country of Vdolpho Wolfe’s
Schnapps, its unsolicited endorsement by
the medical faculty and a sale unequaled
by any other alcoholic distillation have
insured for it the reputation of salubrity
claimed for it. For sale by ail Druggists
and Grocers.

Jj
18 BEAVER

$1000

C

48

Any

am

very

mailed, post-free, for

retail

Boston, Dec. 13, ’80.

Julye Myers,
Madam,—About the 3rd of Dec. 1879,1 was taken with a swellinglin my foot which settled into
dry
Gangrene. I was told that I bad not 24 hours to live.
My wife catching at the last straw, applied your
salve: it kept the Gangrene from spreading any furMrs.

ther andsaved my life. I am 78 years of age, and I owe
the few remaining years of my life, entirely to you.
Yours etc.
Wm. Wood,
45 Buckingham Street.

Boston. Jan. 26, 1880.
Mrs. Myers: Dear Madam—Having been afflicted
for several years with piles, and having tried numerj
ous remedies without avail, I was persuaded to
try
your drawing and healing salve,and am happy to say
has met with complete success.
EDWARD F. KENNEY,
No. 9 Knapp St., Boston, Mass.
W. F. Phillips A Co,, Wholesale Agents.

ap6

prict.

Bicycle School
Open Day and Evening.
ADMISSION FREE
Bicycles to let by the hour. Ev
cry one should learn to ride. It i
good exercise, a useful accoin
pllshmeut and a fascinatinj
sport. No. 135 Middle St.
ver Woodman, True A C'o.’m.
LAMSOfl
f-»*• t b ** w«4st
BOS.. a
mar2dtf
Bicycles.

St.

Farm known as the “Woodbury Farm’’
situated in the town of Gorham, county of
Cumberland, Maine, containing about 100 acres,
suitably divided into mowing, tillage, pasturage
and wood, with good farm buildingi thereon, in
good repair, cut last year twenty tons of Eng
Fish hay. This farm is situated on both sides of
the county road leading from Portland through
Gorham village, three-fourths of a mile from the
village, one of the most beautiful villages in
Maine, with excellent school and church privileges,
Bud where is located the State Normal School, now

THE

in successful operation; three-fourths of a mile
from the depot on the Portland and Rochester
Railroad, two and one-half miles from a market at
Saccarappa and Cumberland Mills and eight miles
from Portland.
For a farmer, having a family to educate, and
desirous to go into market gardening, or dairy
or stock raising, this is one of the most
desirable properties in the county for the price.
This property must be sold to close and settle an
estate*
to
JOHN C. COBB,
Counselor-at-law, 31V2 Exchange Street, Portmar7 dtf
land, Me.

farming,

n.xcliaDge Street

CLEAVES,

LAW,
30 Exchange Street.

W. COOMBS,

CARDON
CJOIIN

LAW,

COUNSELLOR AT

Exchange

93

C.

.4 liKICULTl’KAIi Implmu-uin. Seed*
KENDALL & WHITNEY, Market Square
fli nud Dairy Butple*
turn Cm. GEO. BLANCHARD & BRO. 4(3 Union
DAKREI.N and ('ooprrngp dock.
k? E. S. HAMLEN, 140 ComT St, & 240 Fore St.

^jL

Street.

COBB,
COUNSELLOR

AT LAW,
31V2 Exchange Street.

DRUMMOND & DRUMMOND,
COUNSELLORS AT LAW,

0

JAMES D. FESSENDEN,
COUNSELLOR

J. H.

r

Portland at 1.10 p.

in.

aud O.JO p.

M. P.

LAW.

AT

COUNSELLOR AT LAW,
42 V2 Exchange Street.

FRANK,

COUNSELLOR

AT

COUNSELLOR

The ill ill Properly of the late Arm
of GolT A Plummer, known as
“Middle Dam”,Gorham, Maine, is
for sale. Saw, Grist, Stave, Shingle, Pulp and Keg Mills; seven
nice Dwellings, Cooper, Blacksmith and other shops, Store, &c.
Unequalled power, pure water,
demand for all the products of
the mills make this the most desirable location in Maine for the
manufactnre of Lumber, Paper

K.

R.^

1

change Street.
GEO.

BOOTS,
BOOTS

OOOTS, Shoe*,

Leather aud Findim**.
rAiUNSwuMti & UO., 133 Middle St
A Shoe*, Mfr*. Ladies’ A Mi**e*>
Shoe*.
SHAW. GODENG & CO.

Fine
BOOTS
and Shoe*. Maufr*. nnd Jobber*
BOOTS
JOHN P. THOMAS & CO
A
Leather A Finding*.
BOOTS B. F.Shoe*,
WHITNEY & CO., 222 Middle St.
Stationery and Room Paper*.
BAILEY & NOYES, 68,70 & 72 Exchange St
BOOKS,
Stationery A Room Paper*.
BOOKS.
L0R1NG, SHORT & HARMON, 208 Middle S
HOOKS, Blank Book* and Stationery,
X> DRESSER, McLELLAN & CO., 47 Exchange
Town Good* nnd S. S. Siaunlie*
HOYT, FOGG & DONHAM, 103 Middle Pt.

Paint, Whitcwn*li, Ac.
|)RU8H MFRS.,
D. WHITE

X>

SONS, 127 Middle St
Mfv’*., Paint, lVlulf»r»h, Ac.,
BRUSH
TRUE BROTHERS, Fore St.
&

Mfr* of “llou^e Fin-

Exchange Street.

AARON B. HOLDEN,

H

COUNSELLOR

AT

LAW,

399V2 Congress Street.

COUNSELLOR

AT

Eastern

LAW,

Exchange Street.

100

LAW,
Middle Street.

199

COUSELLOR

LAW,

34

I
L

Exchange Street.

COUNSELLORS AT LAW,
170 Middle, Cor. Exchange Stjeets.

I

WILLIAM H. LOONEY,

L

COUNSELLOR

AT

LAW,

51V2 Exchange Street.
WILBUR F. LUNT,

I

L

ATTORNEY

AT

LAW,

Post Office

iyi

C. P. MATTOCKS,

M

JAMES T. McCOBB,
BENJAMIN KINGSBURY,

"I

COUNSELLOR AT

Building.

LAW,
31V2 Exchange St.

Exchange St.

JAMES O’DONNELL,

COUNSELLOR

LAW,
119V2 Exchange St.

AT

COUNSELLOR AT
100

OOtJ.NtJBfcrl.OH3

and warranted absolutely permanent.
The
finishing will be done by one of Boston’s celebrated
artists, who has devoted a lifetime to his chosen

profession and allows no work to leave his studio
which is not perfect.
These prices are but little more than half what l
have been charging for the same, but I have
perfected arrangements whereby I can do the w ork at
above rates for a few weeks, and I have resolved to
give my patrons the benefit, and at the same time
introduce

COUNSELLOR

series of Crayons of a high order. The
tendency of many of our citizens to w aste their
funds for Worthless Mechanical Productions by
Amateurs, specimens of which may be seen on
every hand, is the principal incentive which induces me to place Legitimate Work at so low a
a

1 would also call special attention to
my Solar
Enlargements on Albumen Paper, which I make
lrom 1Jfe, for the small sum of
Un$10.00Jeach.
like the Putty effects above* referred
to, these Photos are perfect likenesses, rich in
detail, and are
line illustrations of Art as found in
Photography,
and in their production 1 challenge
any attempt at

competition.
Remember that for grown people cloudy and even
stormy weather is equally favorable and in many
cases preferable to sunshine.
Small children
should be brought in early on bright sunny days.
Appointments maybe made by Mail or Telephone.

Respectfully,

CONANT.

feblJSdti

a.

its action upthe
mother and
Ichild will be found very

*$0*

^65^^

quieting. Mothers

now

discard all soothing syrups and use the Boston Battery, thus relieving the child of much suffering
caused by narcotics. Sent
mail
on
Sold oy all Druggists. Men
receipt of price, 50e.
and Women Agonts wanted in every city and town.
Address Boston Galvanic Battery Co.. 15 Pemberton
ueclO d&wly
Square, ltoom 10. Boston, Mass.

by

CITY

everywhere

Portland,

Feb. 23d, 1881.
is hereby given that the Draw, in tin
Grand Trunk Railway Bridge, leading tc
Back Cove, will be closed for repairs from March
Oth to the 20th inclusive.

NOTICE
feb25

ATLANTIC

51% Exchange St
FRANK

R

RISKS
This

Tork,
open

rewarded by leaving it at
Station at Woodford’s.

the M. C. R. R

at
Company will take risks
and

marOdlw*

Advertising Agents,
TOR ALL THE LEADING

ISPHUCE

STREET,

Tim Pbess may be found

on

NEWSPATEKS,
NEW

tile at

our

TOItH

office.

their

office,

New

Vessels, Cargoes
Freights, and issue
policies to merchants, making riRks binding as
water-borne.

Year Ending Dec. 31, 1880:

COUNSELLOR

AT

LAW,

34

Exchange Street.

SSTROUT, GAGE & STROUT,
LAW,
COUNSELLORS AT

31% Exchange St

THOMAS & BIRD,

T

I

COUNSELLORS

LAW,

AT

38

Exchange St

$5,728,622.2

Year,
7.

ASSETS.

$12,608,366.71

Six Per Cent Interest on Outstanding
Scrip Paid On and After Feb. 1,1881.
Dividends to
Premiums

Policy Holders on
Terminating in 1880

40 PER CENT.
Losses

Paid in Thirty
After Proof.

Days

V

COUNSELLOR

4

a.

LAW,
191

W

FRANK S. WATERHOUSE,
COUNSELLOR AT LAW,
93

MUSIC

Exchange St

TEACHERS.

KH. KOTZSCHMAR,
PIANO,

ORGAN AND

HARMONY,

Stockbridge’s
E.

PA.

Middle St.

Store.

Music

PENNELL,

VOICE, SINGING
Tenor

EATON

IN ALL

Soloist,

BRANCHES.
07 Gray Street,

FAMILY

SCHOOL,

NORBIDGEWOCK,

MAINE.

dim

SEMINARY

and arrive in Boston at 6.30 a.m. in season for
all morning trains South and West.
8.45 a. m. Daily except Sundays. For Boston and
way stations, with parlor car arriving at 1.15 p.m.
1.00 p. ua. Daily excopt Sundays, for Boston ana
way stations, with parlor car, arriving at 6.30
p.in. in season for Sound and Rail connections
South and West.
For Portland, leave Bouton,

m.

COLLEGE.

J. P. WESTON, President,
eod3w&w2w9
Stevens Plains, Maine.

feb28

Harvard University
Cambridge,

Mass.

of all

kind*, in the

PACKAGES,

.

—FOB

SALE

R. STANLEY &

BY—

SON, Importers,

1»1S FORK ST., PORTLAND NIK.
dec31
dtf

E. W. FRESHMAN & BROS.

Advertising Agents,
1 ISO W. FOURTH ST., CINCINNATI.

CLYDE’S
Philadelphia &

v r&:

*

■

lew

England
LINES

STEAMSHIP

FROM
in connection

BOSTON

with

runs

CHINA,

JAPAN,

hcw

and
Kealaad
New
Auntralia.
The new an
splendid steamers sail from New
York ob the ICth, 20th and 30tli of each month
carrying passengers and freight for San Francisco

I-land-.

Nnndwicb

below.

as

I

S. S. Colon... .Mar. 21 | S. S. Acapulco. ..Mar. 30
S. S. Crescent City for Isthmus of Panama only,
Apr. 10.
For freight or parage rates and the fullest infor
rnation, apply to the General Eastern Agent*.
C. L. KAKTLETT A CO.,
115 Niate Klrrri, cor. IKron«l Ml.. Boxiou.
or to W. D. LITTLE & Go.,
01 Mcnaimo at.. remano.
jeooiu’

WANTS.

OLD COLONY
BOA D.

BAIL.

BOSTON TO THK SOUTH,
I'ime. Low
8emi-Weekly
Line, Quick
Katea, Frequent Departure*.
Freight received and forwarded daily to FALL
RIVER, there connecting with the Clyde Steamer*. Hailing every WEDNDSDAY and SATURDAY to Philadelphia direct, connecting at
Philadelphia with Cljde Steam Lines to Charleston, 8. CL, Washington, D. €., (Georgetown, D. €., Alexandria, Vn., and all Rai

—

as

a.

m.

Wanted Immediately
GOOD job printer, capable and willing to work
on either presswork or composition.
Also,
No bummers need aoply.
good book compositors.
Address at once LOCKE BOX, 1028,
marl 4d3t
Lewiston, Maine.

A

Wanted.
FIRST-CLASS Pastry Cook. None but tirstcliiss need
apply. Address QUIMBY &
MURCH, Do Witt House, Lewiston, Me.
mhl2
dlw

A

Wanted!
COMPETENT juau, to take charge of our business at Biddeford, Saco and
vicinity. Salary
commission paid. Address
WHEELER & WILSON MFG. CO.,
marl2d3t
Portland, Me.

A
or

Wanted at the College of Tele-

graphy.
YOUNG Ladies and

Gentlemen, to learn
tho Profession.
Extensive arrangements
are being made for a School w'hich will oonnect
with many Private Dwellings aud Offices about the
City, giving actual Line communication.
Able luMtructorM in Charge.
For terms apply to
F. A. .JOHNSON, Propr.
marl2dtf
65 Exchange Street.
*J\f

a.

A Farmer a net

m.

or

at

or

on ar-

a.

Wife

to carry on a farm in Deering. Non^-w
▼ T
need apply who cannot give first-class ref- ^
erencearul who are not thoroughly acquainted with
their business.

T'lT’ANTED,

m.

to the

Apply

subscriber

High Street. Portland.

Me.

ELBRIDGE GERRY.
or John C. Gerry, 157

feb29

ilscwtf

at

same

goods and woolens.
WOODMAN, TRUE & CO.,137 to 141 Middle

Dry
Dry

goods, woolens, Ac.
A. LITTLE & CO., 236 & 238
\Vo«l*nn nutl

S

Bound Brook Route.
-BETWEEN-

New

E*t, Lace*, Fancy Good*
J
JOHN F. RAND, 96 Cross St
WHEELS, Drain Pipe, Garden
Border. J.W. STOCKWELL, 1 W. Promenade
Dry and Pickled, Healers in Salt.
DANA & CO., 124 Commercial St
Dry, Pickled ami Smoked.
GEO.TREFETHEN & CO. OCommercial Wliaf
Provisions and Staple Groceries
THOMAS, BACON tic CO., 86 Commercial St

York, Trenton & Philadelphia.

STATION III NEW YORK JAW i.

Middle St

Gnnds
Sj'«*n«y
DRY
TWITCHELL, CHAPMAN & CO., 159 M.ddlo

Host Central Station in Philadelphia
Philadelphia & Reading R. R.
NINTH AND GREEN STREETS,

the steamers Falmouth, Capt. 1)
S. Hall, and City of Portland
Capt. S. H. Pike, will leave
Railroad Wharf, foot of State street,every Monday
and Thursday, at G p. m., for Eastport
and
St. John, with connections for Calais, Kobbinston,

Wanted

Immediately

2 Coat and 1 Vest and Pauls
Maker.
None but good workmen need apply at
A. S. FERNALDN.
237 Middle St.
mari)

dlw

TO LET.
_

TO LET.
tenements
High St. Sebago water and
TWO
teneGas, Furnaces in cellar. Stable Tor
ment.
to
on

one

mercial

Apply
St.

W. H. S1MONTON, 310 Comoct27dtf

To Let*
GOOD rent containing six rooms, In centre of
city. Also two on Munjoy hill. Apply to W.
CARR, 197 Newbury street.
jan20 dtf

A
W.

St.

Andrews, Pembroke, Houlton, Woodstock,
Menan, Digby, Annapolis, Yarmouth,
Windsor, Halifax, Aloncton, Newcastle, Amherst,
Pictou, Shediac, Bathurst, Dalhousic, Charlottetown, Fort Fairfield, Grand Falls, and other
Grand

To Let.
be let on and after Nov. 1st, 1880, the Boarding house corner Fore and India streets. This
is one of the best locations in the city for a
lodging
and victualing house.
Has been occupied by the
present tenant for the past 15 years.
Full
regarding the above can be obtained
applying to the subscriber.
JOHN B. CURTIS.
oc21 dtf
Corner Fore and Deer Sts.

TO
Ij^MBROIDERI
stations
the New Brunswick and Canada, Intercolonial, Windsor, and Annapolis, Western CounEMERY
AND THIRD AND BERKS STS.
ties, and Prince Edward Island Rail Roads,
and Stage Routes.
particulars
FISH,
received up to 4 p.
and any inJSp-Freight
by
Double
Stone
Ballast
formation
Express
regarding the
Trains,
may be had at the
Track,
office of the Freight Agent, Railroad Wharf.
I^ISH,
Re
ticket,
buy
steam(at any railroad
For Circulars, with Excursion Routes, Tickets,
boat office in New England) via
State Rooms ami further information apply at
FEOUR,
T. C. HERCompany’s Office, 40 Exchange St.,
BOUND BROOK ROUTE.
To be Let.
and Groceries.
feb28dtf
SEY, President, and Manager.
FEOUR
WILLIAMS, PULSIFEK & CO., 69 Com’l St.
On and after Oct. 1, 1880, the
Groceries and
now occupied by F. O.
93 tit 96 Com’l st.
Maine Steamship Company. premises
FEOUR,E. C. HEKSEY & CO..Previsions.
Bailey & C'o., No.'s 35 «V 37 Exand
Produce, “Wholesale.” New York and Philadelphia
St.
change
Apply to
HODGDON & SOULE, 101 Commercial St
FRUIT
j Kmanfm *4 00
Semi-Weekly line to New York.
IIENRY DEERINO,
Manfrs. Fine A Common
NEW ENGLAND AGENCY,
No.
37 Exchange St.
WALTER COREY & Co., 28 Free St
FURNITURE
a£S
Steamers Eleanora and Franconia
27
dtl
Will until further notice leave Franklin Wharf.
IRON, Gutters & Cornices. 319 Washington Street, Boston.
W. H. SCOTT. Mfrs., 29, 31 & 33 Union St
GALVANIZED
Portland, every MONDAY and THURSDAY, at 6
H. P. BALDWIN,
1.
and
leave
Pier
East
New
M.,
38,
River,
York,
and Feed, Receivers A Healers
Gen. Pass. Agent C. R. R. of N. J.
mh26dly
To Let.
every MONDA Y and THURSDAY, at 4 P. M.
GRAIN
KENSELL, TABOR til CO., 11 Central Wharf
These steamers
fitted up with tine accommodafeour and feed.
PLEASANT and convenient rent at 17 Metions for passengers, making this
convenient
very
WALDRON tic TRUE, 4 & 6 Union Wharf
Grain,
A chanic St.
and comfortable route for travelers between New
mar4d2w*
on

m.

same

Mure to

or

THE

York, Philadelphia, Cincinnati, Chicago,
Francisco, on the Thursday, Friday and
following the last Wednesday in June.
Saturday
They will begin this year on THURSDAY, JONE
8
at
a. M.
30th,

Candidates may present themselves upon a part
of the examinations.
For recent examination papers and further information address the Registrar, Harvard College, Cambridge, Mass.
mar3
eod2m

Instruction in English and Classical Studies.
Given to

Millikeu,

GROCERS.
GROCERS,
('I
Grocers,
SAWYEli, FOSS & DEERING.l Centra Whrf
and Provisions.
GROCERIES
CONAN T til RAND, 153 Commercial St
Flour and Provisions.
GROCERIES,
FLETCHER & CO., 159 Commercial St
Flour and Provisions.
H. S. MELCHER A CO., 147 Commercial St
GROCERIES,
Provisions and Flour.
GROCERS.
W. P CHASE & CO, 157 Commercial St
ANH PROVISIONS.
GROCERIES
SHAW, SON & HAWKES. 149 Commercial
/ * ROCERS and Healers in Flour.
vT
SMITH, GAGE & CO., 92 Commercial St
Mill Supplies, AgtS. Williams
KING & DEXTER, 269 Middle S
Belting.
ClUlery and Farm Tools
EMERY, WATERHOUSE & CO., 159 MiddleSt

HARDWARE,
HARDWARE,
CiUlevy ami Farm Tools
HARDWARE,
SMITH, TIBBETTS & CO., 131 Middle St
Agents for Oriental Powder Mills.
N. M. PERKINS & CO., No. 2 Free St. Bl’k
Hardware.
Caps, Fur*, Robes and Gloves.
HATS,
BYRON GREENOUGH & CO., 234 Middle St
Pressed Hny A Straw by the CarPark St
HAY.
go. HIRAM PIERCE, Com’l,
Steel, Heavy Hardware Ac.
IRON,
A. E. STEVENS & CO., 146 til 160 Commercial
Carriage Hardware Ac.
IRON,E. Steel,
COKEY & CO.. 125 til 127 Commercial st
Cement, Cal. A Laud Plaster ami
Hair. C. A. B. MORSE & CO., 5 Com’l Whf
LIME,
Mich. Pine am! Hard Wood1
LUMBER,
RUFUS PEERING & CO., 292 Commercial St
of All Rinds, “Mauufr’*.’
EDWIN CLEMENT &CO., 272 Commercial St
LUMBER
Eastern, Western A Southern
S. H. til A. R. DOTEN. 256 to 264 Fore St
LUMBER,

COLCORD,

143 Pearl Street.
jan24

BER. Sou. Pine

Timber and Boards

LUM
J. W. PEERING, 210 Commercial St.

Jon. Pine Timber and Plank
C. W.RICHARDSON, B 6iM Whf., and Com’l S
Mf’r.ofall kinds of Spruce
UMBER.

T

aiT.KRUTflOITI.lC

Airt

Spruce,
LUMBER.
HUMERii BTRN1E

Cnm'i

fccf

.it

I’nrli

Pine auil Short.
CO.. 332 Commercial St

6i

Doors, Blinds, Windows Ac.
LEGROW BROS., 24 Preble St

LUMBER,
LUMBER. W1DBER BACON,
PORTLAND COMPANY,
Eml,
MACHINISTS
Millinery, PALMER. Middles
BIBBER, MORRLLL
MANN,
MILLINERY
Shippers.
HAWEs.
Commercial St
TIMMONS
OYSTER"*.
Oils,
Supplies.
JOHN
CO.,
PAINTS,
PAINTERS’SUPPLIES, CO.,
Stationery
Hangings,
HARMON,
LOSING, SHORT
PAPER
J.
CO.,
Congress
Photographic
Vinegar, Cider, Ketchup
PKTTENGILL, Mfr.,
PICKLES,
GOODS.—Hall
BOSWORTH.
Exchange
RUBBER
Importer*
CO.,
THOMAS,
SALT.
Dealers.
Importers
PUR. 1SH,
Union Wharf,
EMER
SALT.
Mich. Pine Ac llnrd Wood.
&
220 Com’l St.

and Boiler Makers.
East
Pore St

straw Goods. Milks Ac.
243
JOHN E.
and Mi>
& i

P lanters
&

n

mery Goods.
32 Cross

s

.id
113

Varnishes Ac
W. PERKINS &
74 & 76 Com'l st

Oils all kinds
J. B. PICKETT &
187 Fore St

private pupils by the subscriber.

J. W.

Flour and Provision*.
UT W. & C. R.
107 & 109 Commercial St
Flour and Provisions.
COUSENS & TOMLINSON, 217 & 219 Oom’
Spice Grinders & Coffee Roasters
TW1TCHELL, CHAMPUN’ At CO., 176 Coin’
BOCEBN.
X CUAS. MCLAUGHLIN & CO.. Central St.

ROCERIES,

LUMBER.

exaninatious for admission to Harvard
College, the Lawrence Scientific School, the
Law School, and the Medical School, will hereafter
be held simultaneously in Cambridge,
Exeter, N.
June

dlf

Books A

&

208 Middle St

Materials.
480
D. DEXTER &

cor.

Rubber Co.
Middle &

sts

and Dealers.
BACON &
86 Commercial St
Ac

Y &

ri

WINTER ARRANGEMENT.
Commencing December 6th, 1880.

FALL

____

f- :T^

7.45

a.

Si

dfflo-oIc, fob

and ((bald

Wlinbelj

No. 37 Plum Street.

STEAM.

LJTOVES, Ranges, Siuk* and Castings,
o PORTLAND STOVE FOUNDRY CO., 244 Fore
& Molasses Importers,
GEO. S. HUNT & Co., Agts Eagle Refinery
f HACKLE Blocks Galvanized Boat Trim-

SUGAR
8

miug*. T.LAUGHL1N& SON,Center St.
AS, Coffees, Spices and Grocers’ Sundries.
G. W. SI MONTON & CO.. Mfrs., 13 & 16 Union

XiE
JOST Si MORTON,
WARE, Mfg’s. and Dealers.
TENNEY & LEIGHTON, 202 Pore St.
FRESCO PAINTERS, Tift
Bags Arc., Mfrs. nud Dealers,
12 illBikel Square, Portland.
Price.1 reasonable and satisfaction guaranteed.
jo2
dly

Exchange
TRUNKS, Tailors’CO.,
Triaimia
168,
CALL,
CHADBOURN
WOOLENS
G. B. BROAD &
Ac
A

leaving Portland

m—For all statious

running through

to

Swanton, Vt., connecting with B. C. &
R. 11. points, and at St. Johnsbury with Day
Express on Passumpsic R. R. for' Newport
and Montreal.
8 li p. m.—For Enbyan’s and intermediate
statious.
ARRIVING AT PORTLAND:
11.10 a.m.—From Fabyan’s and intermediate
M.

stations.
O.ifO p. m.—From Swanton, Vt., and all stations
on through line.
J. HAMILTON. Snp’t.
Portland. Dec. 4, 188
dec4dtf

BOSTON & MAINE KAILUOAI).
FALL
__

ARRANGEMENT.

On

and

after Monday. Oct.

18, 1880, Passenger Train.
LEAVE
PORTLAND
-““FOB BOSTON at 8.45 a. m.,

fe'^3will

1.00. 3.30 u. m.. arrivim? at. Rnutmi at 1 if; r
8.00 p. m. Returning, leave Boston at 7.30 a. m.,
12.30, 3.30 p. m., arriving at Portland at 12.05,
5.00, 8.00, p. id. Portland for Ncarboroneh
Bleach, Pine Point, Old Orchard Bfach,
Saco, tliddeford and Kennebuak, at 8.45
a, in., 1.00, 8.30, 5.30 p. m. For Wells, North
Berwick, Salmon Falls, tireat Falls, Dover, New Market,
Kxeter, Haverhill,
B-awrcnce, Andover and Lowell, at 8.45 a.
in., 1.00, 3.30 p. in. For Bochester and Farmington, N. II., at 8.45 a. m., 1.00, 3.30 p. m.
For Alton Bay at 8.45 a. m., 3.30 p. m. For
itlnnchester and Concord (via Lawrence,) at
8.45 a. m.; (via Netv Market Junction) at 3.30 p.rn.
Morning Train leaves Kennebnnk for Portland at 7.25.
l'be 1.00 p. m. train from Portland connects
with Sound Line Steamers.
The 3.30 p. in,
train connects with All Bnil Lines for New
York and South and West.
SUNDAY TKABNSl Leave Portland for
Boston at 1.00 p. m. Boston for Portland at
6.00 p. in.
Parlor Car Tickets Sold at Depot Ticket
•
Office.
Trains on Boston & Maine road eonneot with ail
steamers runing between Portland and Bangor,
Rockland, Mt. llosert, Macldas, Eastport, Calais, St.
John and Halifax. Ako connect with Grand Trunk
trains at Grand Trunk Station, and Maine Central
and Portland IkOgdensburg trains at Transfer Station.
All trains stop at Exeter ten minutes for refreshments. First olasB Dining Rooms at Portland,
Transfer Station, Exeter, Lawrence and Boston.
THROUGH TICKETS to all points West and
South may be had of M. L. Williams, Ticket
Agent, Boston & Maine Depot, and at Union
Ticket Office, 40 Exchange St.
JAS. T.
Gen. Supt.
S. H. STEVENS, G«n. Agent, Portland.
ool6
dtf

FURBER,

162

St

•.

»

.me

York and Maine. During the summer months these
steamers will touch at Vineyard Haven on their passage to and from New York. Passage, including
State Room, 33; meals extra. Goods destined beyond
Portland or New York forwarded to destination at
For further information apply to
once.
HENRY FOX, General Agent, Portland.
J. F. AMES, Ag’t, Pier 38, P. R. New York.
Tickets and State Rooms can be obtained at 22
Excnange Street. From Dec. 1 to May 1, uo pasdec6dtl
sengers will be taken by this line.

Portland,

3.30

a.

Canton 4.20
m.; Bucktield, 5.15 and

rfjlfjlkrCS:

and Bucktield, leave
Portland 1.30 p. m.; Lewiston, 1.57 p. m.
Stage connections for West Smuner, Dixfleld,
Byron, Rangley Lakes, Arc.
I. WASHBURN, Jr., President.
Portland Oct. 18.1880.
oc20tf

#NLI

$5.00

NEW

10

YORK,

Portland k Worcester Line
—

AND

Let.
rooms

or

S,

WM. LAWRENCE,

CTasa

*leam«hipj

REASONS WHY

WM. CRANE,
D. H. MILLER.

From JBoNton direct every
aud NATI KDAY

all should use tne

WEDNESDAY
at

3 P. in.

Freight forwarded from Norfolk to Washington and
Alexandria by steamer Lady of the Lake and
through rates given.
Freight forwarded to Petersburg, Richmond and all
Points South and Southwest via Va. and Tenn. Air
Line. C. P Gaither, Agent, 240 Washington street,
Boston. Mass.
To all points of North and South Carolina and bevia Atlantic Coast Line, and via Seaboard Air
Ine to Raleigh. Charlotte, Spartanshurg, Greenville, Atlanta, the Carolina* and Georgia Points.
Waldo A. Pearce, Agent, No. 220 Washington
Street, Boston, Mass.
And to all points in the West by Baltimore & Ohio
R. R., M. W. Davisor:, Agent, 210 Washington
street, Boston, Mass.
Through bills of lading given by the above named
ageuis.
Pannage to Norfolk and Baltimore including
Berth and Meals, 1st Class,
2<i Class. 5?7.
g9.
For freight or passage to Norfolk. Baltimore. Washington, or other information apply to
E. SAMPSON
Vgent,
Central Wh
oo2dtf
'm-slob.

Smd

Readioirj iealtli 1
every

man or woman in every walk
an exercise which may, and

nishes

of life.
It furshould be Intro-

duced into every house; which may be practiced at
all seasons, in all kinds of weather, by persons of
both sexes, all ages or degrees of streugti or weakness, alone

or in company.
No one o*n say too
n praise of it, and no one can .fiord to do
without it. All who investigate thor Jghly, use it,
and consider it invaiuable and indispensable.
It is
the safest, simplest, cheapest and most efficient
medicine ever discovered.
No claim is set up for
it which is unscientific or impracticable.
€«enernl.—It is the best of rest.
It is perfectly
t \fe.
No harm ever came from its use.
It strains
> portion of the
system. It directs the vital forces
t the affected parts. By its use the health is
easily
;aintaiued.
The purchase of a Reactionary Lifter
i the best kind of economy.
The convenience of

muchi

Brain.—It invigorates ami strengthand renders it more active and effloperations,
slierp.—11 is the simplest and safest narcotic.
It is the most natural and probably the best means
of inducing sound and refreshing sleep.
Nerve.,—It is a wonderful tonic to the whole
nervous systom.
It is a most efficacious remedy iu
tliutl and
the brain,
ont in all its

< 13

paralysis, if

taken In time.

liUngs, Throat and Voice.—It gives special
expansion and greater mobllitv tu the chest- enlarges the lungs; Increases the volume of respira-

tion,

The favorite Steamers Forest
City and John
Brooks will alternately le«ve FRANKLIN WHARF
Portland, at 7 o’clock p. m., and INDIA WHARF,
Boston, at 5 o’clock p. in. daily. (3uudays excepted).
Passengers by this line are reminded that they secure a comfortable night’s rest and avoid the
expense
and inconvenience of arriving in Boston late at
night
Tickets and Staterooms for sale at D. H.
YOUNG’S, 272 Middle Street.
Through Tickets to New York, via the various
Rail and Sound Lines for sale at
very low rates.
Freight taken as usual.
»•
I Agent.
TOYLE, Jr-, fl**
dtf

As

brings the

—AND—

PHILADELPHIA
Direct Steamship Line.

Leaven each Port Every Wednesday and

Saturday.

Wharfage.
Long Wharf, Boston,
From
From

3 p.
Pine Street Wharf,
Philadelphia, at 10 a. rn.
Insurance one-half the rate of
sailing vessel.
Freight for the West by the Penn. RyR.t and South
by connecting lines, fonvardud free of commission.
Pannage Eight Dollar*. Hound Trip $15,
Meals and Room included.
For Freight or Passage applv to
E. B. NAUIPNON, Agent,
IO boi«p Wi-arf, Bonim
de31tf
m.

TOURISTS’ STEAMBOAT LINE

more

fully

under control.

ter than the gymnasium, aud free from its
dangers;
than the saddle; less laborious than boating
intluitely better than drugs in a majority of
chronic diseases.
It rounds and hardens the muscles, and educates them into ever ready, faithful
and efficient servants of the will.

EXERCISE AM)
201 iVIitldle

Boston

voice

cheaper
and

»Prb_

No

and

preventive and cure of lung diseases it has no
equal.
Exercise—It is the most perftet exercise for
man or woman,
furnishing the V-st form of physical culture and development in the
safest, easiest,
most thorough and expeditious manner.
It is beta

SALESROOMS,

Strr<*t,

Portland.

'v.

J. II. GAUBERT, PROPRIETOR,
sepl7
d&wtf

NOTICE!
18 BLLE FLANNEL GARMENTS

Of Inferior Quality of <*oo«In
sold as the ‘-genuine Middlesex,” which arc not
made by that mill, The Middlesex
Company, in order
to protect their customers and the public,
give notice, that hereafter all Clothiug made from THF
MIDDLESEX STANDARD INDIGO BLUE FLANNELS AND YACHT CLOTHS, (sold b>, nil leading
clothurs). must bear the trade mark ticket, furnished
by the Selling Agents to all parties ordering the
are

goods.

Vi ENDALL, FAY & CO,, Selling Agents,
MIDDLESEX COMPANY,
A SS Worth St., Xnv York; 37
liu lit., Bottou; 314 <he*iuui

Frank,

Nt.,

Philadelphia.

dec25dlt tlaw4wW,Jan,Mar&Ap

—

Norwich Line Steamers.

Expross Train loaves Portland at 1.25 p. m.,
Now London same evening with the
fast steamers of the Norwich
Line, arriving at
New York next
morning at 6 o’clock.
'rickets and State Rooms secured in advance at
Rollms & AilamB*, 22 Exchange Street, and at the

connecting at

I>oi>ot8.

J. W.

To

STEAMSHIP LINE,
Fixe*

JOHN HOPKi

leave

£^-^B3l0.08a.m.
For Canton

A

two pleasant
suitable for ladies
ONEgentlemen.
Enquire at 4 PROSPECT ST.
Washington
my
dy
19_

Norfolk, Baltimore &

HAJ.ixR.OAD.
For

To Let.
PLEAS ANT convenient house, arranged for
two families, six rooms each, with Sebago, No.
114 Oxford St. Enquire at F. E. LOVELL’S
store,
corner Wilmot and Oxford St.
mar7dlw*

or

Rum ford Falls & BucMeld

Head of

HIP BROKERS, Stores A' Chandlery.
J. S. WINSLOW & CO., 3 & 4 Central Whf
BROKERS, Cordage, Chandlery and
Stores. RYAN & KELSEY. 161 Commercial St
EVER Plated and Britannia Ware.
KUPUS DUNHAM & SONS. Mfrs, 218 Fore st
Gas, Water Ac \ entilating Pipe
jDANLEL WINSLOW & SON, 7 Cross St

BERRY,

further notice passenger trains
will run as follows:

Until

£aar.,—*irf-

Snip
STEPHEN

a

st.

Ac
8 & 10 Market st

E. D.

C. H.

IMPORTED

ORIGINAL

PACIFIC MAIL S. S. CO
FOR CALIFORNIA,

cor.

cor.

CH A.RLES DENNIS, Vice President
W. H. H. MOORE, 2d Vice President,
A. A. RAVEN, 3d Vice President.
J. H. Chapman, Secretary.
Feb. 9,1881.
feb'idlmteodllm&wGwG

LIQUORS

m.

Saco, Biddeford, Portsmouth Newburyport, Salem, Lynn and Boston. A special Pullman Sleeping Car will be ready for occupancy in Portland
at
9
n?.
and
at
p.
(Week
days),
11
and will be
attached
p. in. Sundays,
to this train. Passengers have a night’s
rest

dt

a

AT

BUSINESS CARDS.

J. P. JONES, President,

^YCREkll STREET•

*

are

BYRON D. VERRJLL,

W

H., New
and San

Total Amount of Premioms for the

or

GEO. P. HOWELL & CO.

lO

ONLY.

on

soon as

betweer
con

taing
suitably

YORK,
AGAINST MARINE

INSURE

Corner,
7th,
Woodford’s and Portland,
MARCH
pocket book
about 145
150 dollars. The tinder will lx
or

W. ROBINSON,

OF NEW

WINES &
a

LAW,

teachers, good accommodations,
EXPERIENCED
low prices. For circulars, address

Mutual Insurance Co.

dtd

at Woodford’s

St.

-AND-

JACOB McLELLAN,
Harbor
)
TIMOTHY B. TOLFORD,}
C. H. FARLEY,
Commissioners

Lost.

St.

XUBLUXS,
COUNSELLOR AT

FEMALE

ADVERTISEMENTS

Harbor Commissioners’ Notiee.

LAW,
93 Exchange

marl

Sleepless Nights, Hysteria, Epilepsy, Dyspepsia,Fever and Ague.
Heart, Liver, Lung ana
Battery;

Exchange

(Established 1850.)
A pleasant home, with thorough instruction in
class or private.
Spring Term will commence
March 2o.
Address H. F. EATON, Principal,

TRY THE BOSTON BATTERY.

lon

AT
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cess

Has returned from New York and is at home
again at the
UNITED STATES HOTEL.
He lias met with unparalleled success iu the
treatment of Chronic and Nervous diseases of every
description. Nine-tenths of all the invalids of the
country may be either helped or cured, if treated in

Kidney Diseases. Xursing Mothers and Children wear the
Boston

AT ItAXT.

THOMAS B. REED,

R

WESTBROOK

with the laws of nature.
The I)r. never
treats a disease by name, as if calling a disease by
name and throwing an enchanted drug at it would
charm it away; but he treats with reference to the
peculiar organization and pathological condition of
bis patient, thus he never makes a mistake,
nor jeopardizes the lives of his patients
by experiments. His uniform success for the last seven
years
in Portland has demonstrated that this is the correct method of treatment.
If you are physically or
mentally sick, go and see the Doctor, and you will
never regret it
Consultation Free.
Get well and you will be happy.
mar9
d3m

Exchange Street.

100

DR. R. T. WILDE,
Natural Magnetic Physician,

harmony

LAW,

■•*•*•

Friiiiu Leave

Fancy Good*
DRY Good*,
STORER BROS. & CO, 64 & 56 Middle St

HENRY C. PEABODY,

T. P. nicOOWAM, Bookseller,
n

•PAYSON TUOKRR Sap’t
13. 1880.

a. m.

LOCKE & LOCKE,

Cabin and Steerage Tickets by the
i'uunrd, Allan. Inuiuu, %Vhite Nlnr and
Author liiatN of European Hlenuser*
sailing .weekly* from Boston and New York. For
further particulars call on or address

The Provincial & New England Ail Rail Line

STEAMERS.

Gold

return,.$90.00

European Ticket Office.

a. m.

Portland
Daily (Night Express from Bangor) for

PASSAGE:

Gold
For passage, &c.. apply to GEO. II. STARK, No.
30 Exchange Street, or to DAVID TORRANCE Si
<
CO., General Agents, Grand Trunk Freight 'dices,
feb7 d, mo
foot of India street.
Cabin,

offers
of
re-establishment
by the
the Night train between Bangor and St. John,
week
trains
each
and
one
two
way every
day,
every Sunday (night.) between Boston, Portland
aud Nt. Johu. (Halifax, and all parts of the
Maritime Proviuce*; trains leaving Portland at
The latter making con12.40 and 11.15 p. m.
nocuous witn trains ior iiomiou, \*oou-iock,
8t.
81* Andrcwn,
8teph«*u, Eredei ieiou,
Fort Fairfield and Curibou.
for
St. John and HaliTicket*
Limited
fax on *ale at reduced rate*.
arrive
iu Portland a*
Pn**enger Train*
follows:—The morning trains from Augusta,Bath,
The day
and Lewiston at 8.36 and 8.40 a. m.
trains from Bangor, and all intermediate and
branch stations and connecting roads at 12.45
and 12.50 p. m. The afternoon trains from Augusta, Bath, and Lewiston at 6.46 p. m. The
Night Pullman Express train at 1.60 a. m. From
St. John and Halifax at 12.50 p. in. and 1.50

in.

AT

RATES OF

Cabin.$50.00

now

a. m.

J. LYNCH,

J.

From Portland to Glasgow via Halifax:
Quebec. 25th February

are made at Bangoi.
for all
the Bucksport & liangor, Bangor & Piscataquis and E. & N. A. Railways: the Maine Central R. R. forming with the E. & N. A. & St. John,
nd Maine Railways,

i..

I
L

Ontario,.

on

dtf

,,

Portland to Liverpool direct:
Toronto,.llth February
February
Brooklyn,.2oth
13th March

Close connections

ish.” BURROWS BROS.,
BUILDERS
Fore & Cross sts
Maker*. Fine Furniture.
DEANE BROS. & SANBORN, 183 Middle St.
CABINET
and 12.30 and 7.00 p. m., arriving
7.30
nnd Paper Hanging*.
CARPETINGS
MARRETT, BAILEY & CO., 190 & 192 Mkldlo in Portland at 12.05, 6 and lip. m.
The 7 p.
train
daily.
and Upholwtcry Good*.
Through ticket* to all point* Mouth and
CARPETINGS
W. T. KILBORN & CO., 24 Free St
We*t at lowest rates at Depot Ticket Office, ComA Sleigh Mfr*. A- Dealer*.
mercial street, J. M. French, Ticket Master, and
CARRIAGE
MARTIN, PENNELL & CO., Elm & Cumberland at the Union Ticket Office, K. A. Waldron, Agt.,
and Water Lines.
40 Exchange street.
and Sleigh Mfr*. A Dealer*.
CARRIAGE
ZENAS THOMPSON, Jr., 34 to 38 Union St
Pullman Car Ticket* for Meat* and
Through Rates named and Bills of Lading iven
from any point iu New England to Philadelpbi
Berth* sold at Depot Ticket Office.
and Saddlery Hardware.
rates of Freight, and other information, apply to
For
LUCIUS TUTTLE,
CARRIAGE
JAMES BAILEY & CO., 264 Middle S
D. D. C. MINK, Agent,
Goncral Passenger and Ticket Agent,
196 Washington Street, Boston, Mass
Meat*, Fi»h and Vegetable*.
D. W. SANBOKN, Master Transportation
PORTLAND PACKING CO., 221 Commercial
CANNED
Wdi. P, Clyde A Co., General Managers,
eels
it/
No. 12 So. Delaware Ave.. Philadelphia,
Manufacturer nnd Importer
feb6
ERNESTO PONCE,
CIGARS.
Exchange and Middle
GRAND
TRUNK
RAILWAY OF
and
FuruiNhiug Good*.
J. T. LEWIS & CO., 147 Middle St.
C1LOTHING
CANADA.
Portland, Bangor & Macliias
Manufacturer* A Jobber*
ALLEN & CO., 229 Middle and 6 Temple £ts
CLOTHING
STEAMBOAT CO.
On and after Monday, Oct. 18th,
Whole*ale, by Carsoor Carload.
1880, passenger trains will leave PorRANDALL & McALLlSTKR, 60 Commercial St
COAL,
follows:
land,
71T.
the Cargo, Carload
ROCKLAND,
Ton.
DE8ERT, 711LHR1D(GE and 71ACUIA8.
COAL, S.byROUNDS
& SON, 36 Commercial St
To Auburn ana Lewiston, 7.10
14.35
ua.,
and 5.15 p.
Winter Arrangement, 188V-,
Dealer
Special Coal*.
To Montreal and Quebec, I.30p.
COAL,HENRY L.inPAINE.
267 Commercial Si
ONE TRIP PER WEEK
To Lewiston Junction, mixed, 4.00 p.
White
Ash
and
Cumberland.
To Norway, So. Paris and Gorham, 8.45
in.,
D. S. WARREN, 162 Commercial S
COAL. Lehigh,
1.30 and 5.15 p.
On and after Friday, Dec.J17th,
Wholewale by Carload
Tou.
p»the Steamer LEWISTON, Capt.
A Kill %r ATM.
CHARLES
H
COAL.
Charles Deering, will leave KailO’BRION, 236 Com’l St
From Gorham, So. Paris, & Norway, 8.30
road Wharf, Portland, every
C*imm
Roanter* and Spice Grinder*.
and 14.30 p.
11.15 o'clock,
J
H. H. NEVENS & CO., 184 & 186 ForeSt
(lOFFEIi!
Friday evening,
From
Lewiston and Auburn, 8.30
ui.,
Pullman express train from Boston, for
rival of
Spice*, Cream Tartar, Ac 3.15 p. in., 0.00 p.
Rockland, Cnntine, Deer lisle, 8edgwick,
COFFEES,
ROLLINS & WHITTEN, 250 Fore S
From Chicago, Montreal & Quebec, 14.30 p.m.
Mo. Went Harbor, Bar Harbor, TIillbridge,
From Lewiston Junction, mixed, 9.30
Mcht* A Produce Dealer*.
JoneHport, and Tlachiattport.
J
THOMPSON & HALL, 163 Commercial St
(COMMISSION
Returning, will leave Machiaspcrt, every 71on4.30 o’clock, arriving in Portdnyftloruing,
PASSENGER OFFICES
FECTIONAR1T, Plain A Fancy Mfr
land
L.
J.
489
evening, connecting with Pullman night
CON
PERKINS,
Congress St.
and early morning trains for Boston and the
GE STOCK Exporter*.
74 EXCHANGE STREET train
West. Will also connect at Rockland with Sanford
GEO. b. HUNT & CO., Ill Commercial St
COOPERA
—AH~D—
Line of Steamers, each trip to and from Boston.
Chinn and Gla** Ware.
Also
each trip to and from Bangor and River LandDEPOT AT FOOT OF INDIA ST.
C. E. JOSE & CO., 140 & 142 Middle St
CROCKERY,
ings. No Freight taken for Bangor.
For further particulars inquire of
Gla** and Plated Ware.
Tickets Sold at. Reduced Rates !
GEO. L. DAY, Gen. Ticket Agent. Railroad Wharf.
HAYES & DOUGLASS, 242 Middle St.
CROCKERY,
K. GUSHING, General Manager.
To Canada, Detroit, Chicago, ITIilv. aukee,
Windows. Blind* and Fixture*.
declOdtf
Portland, Dec. 10.1880.
Cincinnati,
Mt,
Louis,
MagA.
LEAVITT
&
J.
DOORS,
Omaha,
SON, 250 Commercial St
Mt.
inane,
Panl, Malt Lake City,
Windows, Blind* and Fixture*.
Man Francisco,
Denver,
OHAS. S. FARNUAM & CO.,292 Commercial St
INTERNATIONAL STEAMSHIP CO.
DOORS,
and all points in the
Painter* A Mfr*. Supplies
West
&
and
W.
F.
PHILLIPS
to
138
DRUGGISTS,
Southwest. Eastport, Me.,
Calais, Me., St.
Middle St
Northwest,
CO.,134
JOSEPH HICKSON, General Manager.
Chemical* A Drug’!* Sundrie*.
jonn, n.h„ iiaiuax, in.
W. J. SPICER, Snn^/intendent.
J. W. PERKINS & CO.. 74 & 76 Commercial St
DRUGS,
Charlottetown, P. E. I.
oclsdtf
Medicine*, Paint* and Oil*.
&
DRUGS.
SPRING ARRANGEMENT
PARSONS, BANGS Co., 117 & 119 Middle St
Paint*, Oil*, Ac.
E. L. STAN WOOD & CO., Market at
TWO TRIPs"PER WEEK.
DRUGS, Chemical*,
Good*, Woolen*, and Faucy Good*.
DRY
MILLIKEN
&
DEERING,
CO., 166 Middle St.
On and after Tuesday, Mar. Is t
cor.

their friends.
Dates of sailing from

night, Sundays included.

Portland. Dec
declS

wilL^P^^

(irr

TJllillPMr-1*^1ll*i

For Auburn autl Lewiaton. at 12.30 ami
6.05 p. in. ami for Lfivalou via B5ruu*wick.
at 7.00 a. in. and 11.15 p. in.
For Bnugor, Dixtir, Watervillc. Helfu*t
& Hkoa hii'au at 12.30, 12.40, and 11.15 p. in.
For Augu*in, Klalloxvcll. t.nrdiiiir. anal
KruuMxvick at 7.00 a. m.
12.40, 5.1o, and
11.15 p. m.
For Hock land and all stations on Knox & Lincoln K. II., gml for Faruainiflou, via Brunswick
at 7.00 a. m. and 12.40 p. m.
For Hath at 7.00 a. ru.. and 12.40 and 5.16 p. m.
For Farmiagiou,
Phillip*, .Tloumoiilli,
Wiuthrop, Kiatlfii ltl, %Vc*»t Waterville,
North Aumou aud Waterville via Lewiston
at 12.30 p. m.
For Waterville via Augusta, 7.00 a. in.
The 11.15 p. in. train is '.he Night Express, with
Pullman sleeping car attached and runs every
stations

LINE.

The steamers of this Line
^^3*—,,
'•run during the winter seay^r
1
and
j fortnightly between this port
<jm._~^LJm I .iv»-rn<nil* niul once in six weeks
full
are
vessels
powbuilt,
to Glasgow. The
Clyde
ered, and have superior accommodation for cabin
and steerage passengers. Prepaid tickets are issued
at reduced rates to those desirous of bringing out

Portland

leave

Trains

Passenger

IN.HO,

Die. I Oth,

after

ua.

COUNSELLOR AT

P

Special Notice:—For a short time only, I have
decided to offer an entire new Cotie of Prices for all
sizes of Photographic work. Cards, per doz. $3.00
Regular Cabinets per doz., $6.00. Larger Sizes
correspondingly low. 10x12 Ink Photos., $6.00 to
$8.00—former prices $8.00 to $10.00. This style
of work is adapted more especially to the
enlargement of old pictures, in which it Is only
necessary
that the original be a good likeness in order to insure a first-class result, with
drapery, arrangement
of hair, &c., modernized to suit the taste.
Crayon Portraits, % Life Size, $15.00; Life
Size, $25.00.
All enlargements made by the Platinotype pro-

OCT- 17th, 1880.

COMMENCING

and

| DOMINION

m.

P. J. LARRABEE,

I

Rray&dyek,

Congress Street

Railroad,

FA EE aud WIIVTRK Schedule.

or

--—,
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W. PETERS, Gen. Ticket Agent.
T, Supt.
oclGdt

Ou

—FOR

SETH L. LARRABEE,

I

L

85

ALL PREMIUMS AWARDED TO

*J.
P. WE

MAINE CENTRAL RAILROAD.

>

For

dim*

LAW,

AT

93

L

MILL PROPERTY FOR SALE.

LAW,
199 Middle Street.

CLARENCE HALE,

H

BOOTS

For AlnuchcNtcr. Pouccrd and points Nort h, a:
1.23 p. tu.
For RocbeHtci. NpriugruSc, Alfred, Wnterboro ami Mac* KirerJCiO is. in.. 1.23
xu.. and (mixed) at tt.43 p. xu. Returning
save Rochester at (mixed) tf.45 a. m.,
11.00
a. m., and 3.55 p. m.; arriving at Portland
(mixed) 9.35 a. m., 1.10 p. in. and tf.10 p. m.
For €«urhniM,
Kaccarappa, i'ueubcrluud
Wentbrook au<l Woodford’n.
Will*,
fit 7MO a. xu.• 1.25, tt.29 and (mixed)«.45
p. n.
The (.23 p. su. tiain from Portland connects at
Ayer June, with 9ioo«ae Tuunel Route for
tlio West, and at Eiiiou Repot, Worceater, for
IVnv York m Norwich Eiue, and all rail,
via Mpriugfield, also with IV. If. &■ IV. E. K.
(“Steamer Maryland Route”) for Philadelphia, Kaltixuore, WuMbiugtou, and the
South and with Ho-. Son A Albany It. R. fox
the Weal.
Close connections made at iVcNtbrooh June*'
Sion with through trains of Me. Central R. li., aim
at GrandTrunk
Transfer, Portland, with trains
of Grand Trunk R. It.
Through tickets to ail points South and West, at
Mins & A dams*, No. 22 ExDepot ofilces and a>

a. m.

FOGG,

1

BOILER

nnd

Exchange Street.

93

fT

Tinker* nnd Blacksmith*.
QUINN & CO. Office, 35 Commercial St
and Shoes, Leather A- Finding*.
C. J. WALKER & CO., 153 aud 155 Middle St
Shoe* and ITIoccaMiuH.
LORD, HASKELL & CO., 135 Middle St
and Shoe*, Leather A Finding*.
A. F. COX & SON, Manufacturers

BOOKS.

Apply

Pulp.

This circular is presented by the undersigned, Wholesale Healers and Manufacturers of Portland.
The Merchant
and Manufacturer will here find convenclassified and indexed, general
iently
merchandise and supplies of every description, which are offered to the
Trade hv firms whose facilities, experience aud enterprise have given this
City
an honored position
among the Wholesale Markets of the country.

i».

172 Middle Street.

dly

voca

r--—■
OLIVER DITSONCO., Boston.
mar8
T,Tb&S

Exchange

COUNELLORS AT

figure.

that

The Emerson Method for Reed Organ $i«
best,
Mathews, is among the
book

dly

REWARD! buncle^ Felons, Boils
Ulcers, Abscesses, Sores of longstanding, Erysipelas
Piles, Salt Rheum, Soft and Ulcerated Corns, Chil
blains, Inflamed Joints, Frost Bites, etc. Mrs
Julye Myer’s Drawing & Healing Salve fails to cure

-*

collection of instrumental and

STREET,

NEW YORK.

191

Choirs and Societies will do well u
P9
nf a ta C end
Isalllabao.
the musical season by performing either a Sacred Cantata, as Buck's 46m Psalm
or
Chadwick'8
iu
Splendid Joseph's Bondage, ($1.
or Butterfield's Belshazzar, ($1.) or try the verj
easy Esther, (50 cts) or Boot's always popular Hay
makers;(fl.) or Buck's classical Bon Munio. ($1.50

KB&ON and
hits a g*od
music.

LAW,

AT

NATHAN & HENRY B.

f!

vegetable decomposition or other causes,
as Limestone, Sulphate of Copper &e, the
Aromatic Schnapps iti superior to ever;
other alcoholic preparation. A public

shouldbe worn by everyone subject to liheum ati s m, Neuralgia.
Nervous Diseases*

reduc-

at

€liut«», Ayer .tunc., Fiifhiisrg,
Nnwhim, l.rwell, Wiudbaui, and Eppitii: at 7.'i« a. u«. and 1.23 p. ua.

and Shoe*, Iflanfra. aud Jobber*.
BOOTS
CHASE, KNIGHT & CO., 52 and 54 Union St

ANTH01NE,

e oil 2 m

FOR SALE.

As a general beverage and necessarj
corrective of water rendered impure bj

writers and

conics mailed for 30 cents;
tion for quantities.

arriving

Woolen* and

an

men

LAW,
188 Middle Street.

COUNSELLOR AT LAW.
BBION BRADBURY,

1880 NUDE STATE FAIR 1880 0

It
stimulates
the
blood into action, and

Their book is one of tht
composers.
best ever made.
The Beacon Light has mauj
noble hymns, and the sweetest of melodies.
Speci-

Cumberland

the

FOR SALE AT A BARGAIN.

Schiedam Aromatic

unusually attractive
and beautiful Scxdav School Soxo Book, by J.
H. Tenney and Rev. E. A. lloffmnn, whe
have had a very successful experience as sonj
The Beacon

Light

man

surveyor,
Middle Street.

184

o-t

febl9

IT!
Light,

Street.

KIMBALL,

RICH,

XLiJiArii a,

aa
jan 11

particulars apply to
Win. p. Hayden, John D. Anderson, Adrnrs., No. Gorham, Me.

SCHNAPPS.

Exchange

ears.

FIRST CLASS 2% stery house, with stable
25x25 feet, henery, etc. All nearly new and
in perfect order, lot 100x150 feet, nicely fenced,
of trees and shrubs, house is heated
number
large
by furnace, up-stairs and down, excellent well of
and
large cistern. One of the finest residences
water,
n Peering.
Cost about $6,000 two years ago when
all material was cheap. Will be sold at a bargain,
Appy to

or

WOLFE’S

f

or the best streets at

on one

WINDHAm IIILL, HE.,
on the old stage road from Portland to Bridgton, 13Vfe miles from Portland, 3V2 miles from de-

desired

the

seek,

taken all the well known

FOR SUNDAY SCHOOLS!

‘•The true

and

xu..

■"1.23 p. nu
arriving at Worcester
in. and 7.30 p.
m.
Returning leave
Union Depot, Worcester, at 7.30 a. in. and 11.15 a.

AC!RI€ULTURA

He had

by experiments, for

and

FASSETT,

F. H.

FOR SALE.

sedatives, which gave only
tempory relief, and produced nervousness, loss of
appetite, &c. lie now sought for a combination of

own

T

Ex-

on

The Residence of the late
Jason Webb.

physician

that he must become his

The

Co-partnership Notice.

it.

at 2.15 p.

OF PORTLAND. SVIE.

To Let.

For years he sufferto find any remedy

ul

KENT & SON.
R. KENT.
d3t

7 *iO

at

ARC HITECTS.

office.

Also, building lots on Munloy Hill. Congress,
Deering, High, State, Mellen, Sherman, Grant,

A

EDWARD W. KENT,
conducted under the

12,1881.

WIKTfcR 4KKAN«iEiHEWT.
_On and after .Tlouday, On.
}^‘ ??*:*.**?%1880, Passenger Trains will leave

EDUCATIONAL.

our

valuable suburban property in the
and will be sold very low.
Plans and description of the premises can be seen

Woodford’s Corner,

MEDICAL.

the business will hereafter be
lirm name and style of
March
mar 12

POETLAK D A. KlUliESTEE it. a.

part

a

vicinity of Portland,

nov2ydCm

A boy named Kannew was arrested in Mans
burg for throwing stones at a train of cars.
We advise that boy’s mother to “paddle her
own Kannew.”—Norristown Herald.

lots, all

same

Store No. Cl Exchange Si.,
change St. and on Middle St.

son

REIBDN

Portland and Worcester Line,

for

large
iu Deering, the
WE property
of the late James

The politest men in the world are those wh
tell the collector to call again.—New Orleans

Horses and their Feet.

norses nas

FOR 1881.

-AND-

No iron helped to produce the heavy

sound of solid horn which Virgil ascribes to
the fiery steed of Pollux. Of late years we
have heard much of the unjustifiable waste
of time spent on classical literature which
has no practical bearing on the interests of
modern life. It is unfortunate that Xenophon’s treatise on the management oi

_

m.,

at

A

1878, they were respectively $3.09 1-2, $3.17,
$3.28; indicating steady improvement in business ability.”

STF.AMEHS.

UAn.uoACH.

CIRCULAR

Gorham, Falmouth. Yarmouth. Cape Elizabeth and
Scarboro. For particulars call on

A

in that year an average of 62 hens, and the
number of eggs sold during the year was
543 7-12 dozen, at an average of 28.6 cts. pet
dozen. There was also sold during dial
year dressed poultry amounting to $106.22
while $8.80 was received from the sale oi
manure and feathers;
making a total oi
$270.48. The expenses of the year were as
follows: 2700 pounds meat for feed, $28.80
26 bushels corn, $17.79; 350 pounds of wheal
$3.81; 25 dozen eggs for setting, $7.15; total
$57.46, leaving a total above expenses oi
$213.02, or an average per hen for the yeai
of $3.43 1-2. The account continues;
“This account is ahead of either of the
preceding years, and seems almost incredible; but the facts are as I give them. It is
to be noted that in the matter of food expense the minimum is reached; and another
noticeable fact is the large proportion of
coni meal fed, but the poultry most of the
time had a fair range and foraged considerable food. The price of eggs per dozen is
also above the average price hereabouts, and
is due somewhat to the fact that the young
lady was more than particular to have every
egg as clean as it could be made for market,
and they mostly sold to private families in
the city of Hartford who were willing to pay
at least full price for eggs looking as well
and proving as fresh as these did. Can the
above figures be beaten? In the Spring of
this year the family moved to Manchester,
nine miles farther east, and the poultry operations for 1880 will be nothing; but the
fair manager assures me she shall again enter the business in 1881, and if so there can
be no doubt of her farther success. As I recall average profits per hen in 1876, 1877 and

TRADE

PROFESSIONAL

HAVE

Burnett’s Co coaine
Softens the hair when harsh and dry.
Soothes the irritated scalp.
Affords the richest lustre.
Prevents the hair from falling off.
Promotes its healthy, vigorous growth.

steam, and consequently all (he work that is
done with this, half power is done at additional cost.
Just so, when the cow is only fed to produce a half yield of milk, it cost more than
three-fourths as much as a full yield, and
the half yield is produced without profit, or
even at a loss.
Now, to produce steam
economically you must have a well constructed boiler and engine, but whatever
the boiler may be, it costs less in proportion
to work to run its full capacity than to half
its capacity. So, if you desire to produce
milk at the least cost, you must select cows
with the capacity to turn the largest amount
of food into milk—the larger the amount the
more cheaply will the milkbe produced; Of
course the best cow is one that can digest
and assimilate the must food, and} turn all
the extra food into milk instead of laying on
flesh and fat It is the business of the skillful dairyman to select such cows and then
Buue full use of their machinery to secrete
milk, by full feeding.—National Live Stock

estatk.
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full
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PETERS, Gen. Ticket Agent.

GEO. F. WESCOTT, Supt-

oclGdtf

Str. Minnehaha
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Du and after OCT. 41*1,
will leave the Fast side of Custoul JI°use Wharf, for Peak*,
Long. Little and Great
('hrbeague Inland*:

.iJwfil^^nnd
**

0.45 A. M.
**
for Peaks only.
1.15
12.30 P. M.
etum immediately after each

Rocl8

trip.

dtf

in hereby
Notice
the subscriber has been
ami taken

riven, That
duly appointed
Administrator

upon himself the trust of
estate of

the
WILLIAM H.SHAILER, late of Portland,
In the County of Cumberland, deceased, ami
given
bonds as the law directs. All persons having deiQJUida upon the estate of said deceased, are required
to exhibit the same; and all persons indebted to
said estate are called upon to make payment to
EDWARD 1*. CHASE, Administrator.
Portland, March 1st, 1881. uar8dlaw3wTu*
of

^
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